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This thesis investigates techniques for "digital power amplification" or the transfonn-
ing of a digital signal directly into analogue power with no intermediate low power
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) stage. As opposed to their analogue counterparts, it is
possible for digital amplifiers to be compact, efficient, and highly linear.
In particular, we consider the suitability of digital Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
techniques for class D digital power amplification. Earlier work has shown that while
offering certain advantages, 16 bit quality PWM was not practical to implement due to
excessive modulator clock speed. Also, nonlinearities inherent to the modulation processes
typically used often gave rise to high levels of distortion.
We specifically focus on the application of DSP techniques intended to both facilitate
hardware implementation and increase the performance of PWM based amplifiers.
Oversampled Noise Shaping (ONS) is shown to make digital amplifiers more practi-
cal to realize in hardware. ONS networks are used to reduce the pulse width modulator's
input signal wordlength (with negligible loss in baseband signal quality). This reduction in
wordlength allows a corresponding reduction in modulator clock speed which is large
enough to make a practical implementation possible. Particular attention is paid to the spe-
cial design considerations for ONS networks used in conjunction with PWM.
We also propose a new scheme to eliminate PWM distortion called "Pseudo Natural
PWM" (PNPWM). It consists of a premodulation signal processing algorithm designed to
eliminate the harmonic distortion generated by the uniform sampling PWM (UPWM)
modulators typically proposed for use in digital amplifiers. The algorithm digitally approx-
imates the sampling instants associated with the harmonic distortion free natural sampling
PWM (NPWM) process. These sampling instants are applied to a conventional UPWM
modulator to achieve near to distortion free NPWM performance (previously thought to be
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Most signals encountered in the natural world are analogue in that they vary continu-
ously with time and amplitude. However, analogue signals are very sensitive to noise and
are therefore difficult to process accurately. In contrast, discrete time, discrete amplitude,
digital signals are inherently less sensitive to noise. Over the past two decades, dramatic
advances in digital integrated circuit technology have enabled the efficient and accurate
processing, storage, transmission, and analysis of digital signals. Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) techniques are now applied in fields as diverse as telecommunications, speech and
audio processing, radar and sonar, geophysics, and image processing.
Consider for instance a typical digital audio application as shown in Fig. 1.1. An
analogue signal is converted to a digital format via an analogue-to-digital converter (ADC),
after which it may be processed, stored, transmitted, etc. completely in the digital domain.
Eventually, the digital representation of the signal is converted back to the analogue
domain via a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC).
Currently, digital techniques have developed to the point where processing can be
carried out digitally with much greater accuracy than possible in the actual ADC and DAC
procedures themselves. As such, a great deal of research effort has recently been directed
toward extending ADC and DAC accuracy beyond present limitations. This is particularly
true for 16 bit linear PCM digital audio where dynamic range requirements are near to
100dB.
Conventional high resolution ADC techniques are usually based on successive
approximation or dual slope methods [B178]. High resolutions DACs typically use
resistor-ladder networks or current divider techniques [Va82a, Lo82]. In general, these
approaches require very high accuracy circuit components and often some form of laser
trimming or dynamic element matching is necessary [Va82b]. This increases the cost and











Recently, oversampled noise shaping (ONS) and sigma-delta modulation (SDM) have
attracted much interest as alternatives to traditional conversion techniques. This is because
they do not require precise trimming of circuit components, high precision sample and hold
circuits, or analogue low pass filters with shaip transition bands. The relative lack of high
accuracy components also make ONS and SDM paruculaily well suited to modem VLSI
implementation methods.
Broadly speaking, ONS and SDM techniques achieve high levels of perfonnance
through a combination of oversampling, coarse quantization (typically one bit), error feed-
back, and digital filtering. Low order implementations have been used successfully in digi-
tal audio Compact Disc (CD) applications [Na87]. Unfortunately, higher order implemen-
tations are often susceptible to stability problems [Ca85]. However, multi-stage noise
shaping (MASH) techniques have been found to avoid such problems by combining the
effect of stable, low order noise shapers to achieve stable, high order performance
[Ma87,Ma89]. These have also been used in high quality digital audio applications [Ph].
In spite of all this progress, the high quality output of today's CD players (or Digital
Audio Tape (DAT) players) are still fed into conventional analogue amplifiers, which, in
turn, drive loudspeakers. This is shown in Fig. 1.2. The typical analogue amplifier is
known to be inefficient, nonlinear, and bulky. Even so, relatively little research on audio
amplifiers has been directed toward the application of the types of digital techniques which
have managed to revolutionize the earlier stages of audio processing. Currently the "digiti-
zation" of audio firmly ends at the output of the CD or DAT player.
This thesis explores techniques by which a digital signal can be converted directly
into a corresponding high power analogue waveform (i.e., with no intermediate low power
DAC stage). This is shown in Fig. 1.3. The low power DAC and the high power analo-
gue amplifier are combined into a single power level DAC. Such a device can be thought
of as a type of "digital power amplifier."
1.1 History and Motivation
In 1983 Sandier proposed the use of a class D Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) based
digital power amplifier for digital audio applications [Sa83]. PWM is a pulse modulation
technique whereby signals are conveyed as variations in the pulse widths of a high fre-
quency pulse waveform. In digital PWM the pulse widths are quantized. High efficiency
amplification of the two state PWM waveform was proposed to be achieved with fast
MOSFET power switching circuits. This is shown in Fig. 1.4.
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Fig. 1.3: Digital Amplifcation
Digital Amplifier











Fig. 1.4: (a) PWM Based Digital Amplifier
(b) Expanded View of DSP Block
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Aside from nonidealities in the power switching stage, two main difficulties continue
to be associated with the PWM approach: practicality and performance. A 16 bit quality,
20kHz bandwidth implementation could not be realized easily in hardware due to the
excessive modulator clock speeds required to resolve 216 = 65536 distinct pulse-widths in no
less than	 22.lpsec per pulse. Moreover, nonhinearities inherent to the specific
modulation processes proposed for use in the amplifier made 16 bit performance very
difficult to achieve.
This thesis will address the issues of practicality and performance. In particular, it is
argued that the application of special DSP techniques prior to modulation (see Fig. 1.4)
greatly enhances the potential for realizing a practical, linear 16 bit quality PWM based
digital power amplifier.* We will be concentrating primarily on the signal processing tech-
niques used to reduce modulator clock speed and to reduce (or eliminate) distortion. They
include interpolation, noise shaping, and a special premodulation linearization algorithm.
The specifics are outlined in the next section.
1.2 Structure of Thesis
Chapter Two introduces the various PWM modulation types considered in this thesis.
PWM waveforms can be distinguished on the basis of how the samples modulating the
waveform are obtained from the input signal. In so-called "unifonn sampling PWM"
(UPWM) the sampling instants of the samples that modulate the pulse waveform are uni-
formly spaced in time. Alternatively, in "natural sampling PWM" (NPWM) the sampling
instants are nonuniformly spaced and, in fact, are signal dependent. Further classification
is made with regard to whether a single edge or both edges of the PWM waveform are
modulated. Additional distinctions are made for digital PWM (i.e., PWM with pulses that
are quantized in width).
Where possible Fourier series expansions for the tone spectra associated with various
modulation types are presented. Several PWM variants are compared on the basis of these
* At this stage it is worth noting that much of the work described in this thesis can also be viewed in the
general context of ordinary, low power DACs. PWM techniques have recently been used as a means of
avoiding circuit problems associated with the local one bit switched capacitor DACs often used in MASH
type converters [Ma89]. Many of the results on linearizing PWM as well as on the interaction between
the noise shaper and the pulse width modulator are relevant for such ONSIPWM based DACs. As such.
unless otherwise indicated we will use the term 'DAC' to refer to both conventional, low power DACs as
well as high power DACs (i.e., digital power amplifiers).
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spectra. It will be seen that all forms of PWM generate baseband distortion. This can be
reduced by increasing the pulse repetition frequency of the PWM waveform. It is also
stressed that NPWM systems do not exhibit any harmonic distortion. This important fact
is used later in the thesis.
Chapter Three consists of a short review of the sample rate conversion techniques
known as interpolation (sample rate increase) and decimation (sample rate decrease).
These techniques play important roles in both the hardware implementation and software
simulation of PWM based DACs. In particular, interpolation aids in the reduction of dis-
tortion while decimation is used as part of a narrow band spectral analysis procedure in the
software simulation. After the basic approach is described, techniques for improving the
computational efficiency of the sample rate change procedures aie outlined.
Chapter Four is devoted to oversampled noise shaping (ONS) networks in general, as
well as their specific use in PWM based DACs. As stated earlier, ONS techniques use a
combination of oversainpling, coarse quantization, and error feedback. Baseband SNR can
be maintained in the oversampled, low wordlength output of the network at the expense of
increased high frequency noise power.
An important problem for high quality digital PWM is the excessive speed at which
the pulse width modulator must operate. A b bit modulator must be able to produce pulses
of 2 distinct widths within each pulse interval time. For a 16 bit, 20kHz audio system
this implies master clock rates which are well into the GigaHertz range. We will see that
ONS techniques can be exploited such that the modulator may operate at reasonable clock
speeds. Later in the chapter, additional considerations in the design of ONS networks are
presented. These are relevant in the tailoring of ONS networks for particular use in PWM
based DACs. Specific designs of several ONS noise transfer functions (NTFs) are
presented.
In Chapter Five, we address the issue of linearity in PWM based DACs. This is
another important problem. In the past only UPWM was thought to be suitable for use in
PWM conversion systems. This is because most digital input signals in some sense
correspond to unfor,nly spaced samples of an analogue waveform. (Recall that in NPWM
the sampling instants are nonuniformly spaced and signal dependent.) The use of UPWM
modulators results in a harmonic distortion problem which cannot be eliminated without
excessive pulse repetition frequencies. The techniques described in this chapter attempt to
solve this problem by proposing the use of a discrete time, fully digital version of NPWM
which is capable of offering distortion free performance at reasonable pulse repetition fre-
quencies. We call this linearization approach "Pseudo-Natural PWM (PNPWM)." The
basic idea is to approximate the width of the NPWM pulses associated with the underlying
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analogue wavefonn (quantized samples of which form the actual digital input signal) and
to apply these approximations (rather than the input signal) to an ordinary UPWM modula-
tor. Approximation of the NPWM pulse widths is achieved with a DSP based signal
approximation/root-finding procedure which we call "cross point derivation." Several algo-
rithms of varying degrees of computational complexity and accuracy are presented.
Chapter Six describes the software which has been written to simulate the perfor-
mance of the PWM based DACs considered in this thesis. The complicated interaction
between the nonlinear stages comprising these DACs make the simulation a valuable tool
for assessing overall system performance. The software is structured as a collection of
small modules such that the function of each stage in the actual hardware implementation
of a DAC is mimiced by one of these modules. This approach gives us the flexibility
required to test a large variety of converters. There are additional design tools and pro-
grams which aid in the narrow band spectral analysis procedure used to evaluate the per-
formance of the DACs.
Chapter Seven presents results from extensive computer simulations of many PWM
based DACs. The chapter is divided into three main sections. The first concentrates on
the simplest type of UPWM DAC (both with and without oversampling). Results are
shown for a variety of sinusoidal inputs. Performance is examined as a function of pulse
repetition frequency. Correspondence of simulation results with theoretically predicted per-
formance is verified.
The next section considers ONS/UPWM DACs using the wide variety of ONS net-
works presented in Chapter Four. These systems are more realistic in that the modulators
operate at clock speeds low enough to be realized in hardware. Under certain conditions,
some newly discovered, undesirable baseband effects are shown to arise. The results indi-
cate that careful selection of noise shaper NTF is necessary in order to avoid these effects.
The last section presents results from simulations of ONS/PNPWM DACs which use
the pre-modulation linearization procedures described in Chapter Five. DAC performance
is investigated for a variety of input signals. In all cases it is seen that the linearization
procedures reduce UPWM harmonic distortion. In many instances the more accurate (but
more computationally intensive) algorithms are capable of completely eliminating the dis-
tortion. The errors associated with each procedure are experimentally characterized in
detail. These indicate which sources of error within each algorithm tend to dominate the
overall error. The structure of the errors is also examined.
Finally, Chapter Eight summarizes the central ideas conveyed in each chapter and





The technique known as "Pulse Width Modulation" is part of the broad category of
so called "pulse modulation" techniques. Communications systems employing such tech-
niques arose as a direct consequence of the sampling theorem (i.e., of the fact that a con-
tinuous time signal of bandwidth less than fb Hz can be uniquely represented by uniformly
spaced samples of the signal at a rate not less than 2fb samples per second). Pulse modu-
lation systems represent a message-bearing signal by using it to modulate some parameter
of a periodic pulse train or "carrier waveform." It is possible to modulate the amplitude,
position, or width of such pulses giving rise to Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), Pulse
Position Modulation (PPM), or Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), respectively. These three
modulation types are shown in Fig. 2.1. In the past, pulse modulation schemes such as
these became popular in communication systems because, among other things, they were
particularly well suited for the time-multiplexing of several signals on a single transmission
channel. The pulse time modulation (VFM) techniques, PPM and PWM, generally require
a larger bandwidth but have an advantage over PAM in that the sample values of the
modulating signal are not contained in the pulse amplitudes which are easily corrupted by
channel noise. Hence there exists a tradeoff in PTM techniques between the bandwidth
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements. (See [Pa651 for more details.)
In our application, PTM techniques have additional important advantages. PTM
based DACs can be constructed from digital counting circuits which may provide very
accurate time base resolution. Such circuits in effect also guarantee the monotonicity of
the DAC [Hi92a]. In addition, for digital power amplifiers, PTM systems have the advan-
tage of being two-level modulation systems which can be implemented in a highly efficient
on/off class D power switching stage. It is also easier to construct a class D power switch-





of discrete output amplitude levels (as would be required when using PAM) [Hi92b].
Of the two PTM types, we have chosen PWM over PPM as the preferred modulation
type. This is because the wider pulses associated with the fonner make it relatively easier
to obtain adequately high levels of power amplification.
We begin this chapter with a description of the various classes of PWM. Then the
tone spectra for several PWM modulation types are presented. These are discussed in
detail. We also introduce approximations which make it easy to predict the relative size of
the spectral components associated with each modulation type. Special issues connected
with digital PWM are addressed, and guidelines for specifying system design parameters
are given. We conclude with a discussion of the important nonidealities encountered in
any practical implementation of PWM based DACs or PWM based digital power
amplifiers.
2.2 Classification of PWM Modulation Types
As the name implies, PWM is a process whereby information-bearing signals are
represented as variations in the width of high frequency pulses. As we shall see, the dura-
tion of each pulse is a function of the input signal amplitude at one or possibly two
instants of time. A useful circuit analogy for ordinary, analogue PWM (presented in
[Sa83, 5a861) is shown in Fig. 2.2. Here the actual input signal, in(t), or a zero order
sample-and-held version, in(nT,), nEZ (Z denotes the set of all integers), is applied to the
noninverting input of a comparator. (When the sample-and-hold is used it operates at a
rate, f, lIT,.) cw(t), a high frequency comparison waveform with period T, is applied to
the inverting input. The output of the comparator changes state such that a PWM
waveform with "pulse repetition frequency," f l/T, is produced.
Depending on whether the sample-and-hold device is used, different types of PWM
can be generated. When it is bypassed "natural sampling PWM" (NPWM) results. If the
sample-and hold is used, then in (nl',) is applied to the noninverting input of the compara-
tor, and "uniform sampling PWM" (UPWM) is produced. Of course, the choice of com-
parison waveform also influences the type of PWM generated. If the comparison
waveform is a simple sawtooth waveform then just one edge of each PWM pulse is modu-
lated, resulting in "single sided PWM." This is shown in Fig. 2.3a-b where we consider the
possibility of modulating the "trailing edge" of the pulse and that of modulating the "lead-
ing edge." When a triangle waveform is chosen both edges of the PWM pulse are modu-













NPWM pulse widths are based on irregularly spaced samples with signal dependent sam-
pling instants, while UPWM pulse widths are derived from regularly spaced samples of the
input
We see that for the two UPWM modulation types just described the pulse repetition
frequency is equal to the sampling rate of the sample-and-hold device. However, this is
not always the case. For double sided UPWM it is possible to modulate both edges of the
PWM pulse with a single sample of the input signal (as shown in Fig. 2.4a) or to modulate
the leading edge with one sample of the input and the trailing edge with the next sample.
This gives rise to what is called "two sample consecutive" UPWM in [Sa83]. Note that
two input samples are used in generating each pulse. Hence, two sample consecutive
UPWM differs from those previously mentioned in that the pulse repetition frequency is
half the sampling rate of the data. (f =½f,). This is shown more clearly Fig. 2.4b.
While the input signals in the diagrams so far have been analogue signals, we are
interested in applying amplitude quantized, digital signals to the modulator. This implies a
type of digital PWM where the comparator of Fig. 2.2 becomes a digital comparator and
the comparison wavefonn can be thought of as the output of a digital counter. For inputs
quantized to b bits, there wifi be 2b possible output pulse widths. In other words, the
PWM pulse widths are quantized in time with the same resolution that the input to the
modulator is quantized in amplitude. Hence, there is a minimum resolvable difference in
pulse width corresponding to one least significant bit of the digital representation of the
input signal. This presents us with the further option of generating symmetric or asym-
metric pulses for the double sided, one sample per pulse UPWM waveform. In Fig. 2.5
we give a simple example where it is seen that the symmetric pulses require twice the time
base resolution of the asymmetric wavefonns. We also note from part b of the figure that
the asymmetry only occurs for pulses of odd numerical length. In this case pulses can be
generated such that the leading "half' of the pulse is always longer than the trailing "half,"
or vice versa, or we may choose to alternate in some manner which half is made longer.
Before concluding this section we note that all of the above single polarity (two
level) modulation types are known collectively as "class AD" modulation types [Ma70].
There also exists a class of corresponding dual polarity (three level) "class BD" modulation
types. The polarity of the class BD PWM pulse is determined by the polarity of the input
signal at the sampling instant while its width is determined by the magnitude of the input
signal at the same sampling instant. This is shown in Fig. 2.6 for both single sided and
double sided UPWM. For digital power amplification, however, practical problems exist in
the construction of high quality class BD power switching stages. (For more information





























regular timing markers correspond to a full LSB
(b)
Fig. 2.5: Double Sided UPWM Schemes
(simple 3 bit example)
(a) symmetric	 (b) asymmetric
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there are difticulties in properly regulating the power supplies in an output stage with three
or more levels [Hi92c]. For this reason we will restrict our discussion to class AD modu-
lation types.
2.3 Analyses of PWM Modulation Types
The behaviour of the above types of pulse width modulators has been well under-
stood for some time. In the early 1930's Bennett developed a technique for the analysis of
a particular class of nonlinear modulation problems based on a double Fourier series
expansion [Be331. The technique has been used to analyze the performance of the five AD
modulation types depicted in Figs. 2.2 to 2.4 for single tone inputs. [B153, Me91]. As the
derivations are quite involved we refer the interested reader to the above references and
simply state the results of the analysis for a single tone input, Mcosot.
2.3.1 Single Sided Modulation
The tone spectrum for single sided NPWM is given by [B153, Me91]:
NPWM,,(:) = ½Mcoscot	 (2.1)





sin [m w, t+n cot-½n
11=1 *1
where we have assumed that the ratio, for zero input, of output pulse width to the width of
the interval between the centres of two consecutive pulses is one half. ME [0,1] is the
modulation depth (i.e., the ratio of maximum pulse Width to Ta), co, is the angular fre-
quency of the input tone, o, is the angular frequency of the carrier (i.e., the pulse repeti-
tion frequency) and J,() is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind. We see that
there are three groups of tenns in the tone spectrum. There is an input tone term along
with terms at the pulse repetition frequency and its harmonics in addition to sideband terms
at multiples of the input tone frequency about the carrier frequency and its harmonics.
This is shown in Fig. 2.7a.* The tone spectrum for single sided UPWM is [Me9l]:
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Fig. 2.6: PWM Schemes (Uniform)
(a) input;	 (b) class AD modulation;
(c) class BD modulation
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J(nitMa)
UPWM,,(t) = -	 nita sin{nWt - ½itn(2a+1)]	 (2.2)




where ao/o. Again there are three groups of terms with the components at the pulse
repetition frequency and its harmonics identical to those of the NPWM spectrum in Eq.
2.1. However, an important difference is that there is an amplitude and phase distorted
version of the input tone in addition to terms at the harmonics of the input. See Fig 2.7b.
2.3.2 Double Sided Modulation
We next present the double sided UPWM spectra. For the tone spectrum of double
sided NPWM we have [Me9 1]:
NPWMa,(t) = ½Mcoscot	 (2.3)
m. J0(1,4rJJ)
+ 2	 Sifl(½Jfl it) cos (m o:)
m=1	 mit
"J (½mitM) . [1/e2it(m+n)]cos[(m + nO))t]sin
m=1 i,=1	 mit
The tone spectrum for double sided UPWM is given by [Me9 1]:







Si [v Ib,r(l_a cos[m w t+n wu:—n wc]+2E
	 it(m+na)mi i=I
Again the second group of terms are the same for uniform and natural sampling. It is also
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apparent from the sin(½m,r) factor in the second term of both expressions that all the even
harmonics of the carrier are zero. Similarly, we notice in the third term of the naturally
sampled case that the multiples of the sideband about the carrier and its harmonics are zero
whenever m+n is even. This is shown in Figs 2.7c-d.
The tone modulation spectnlm for two sample consecutive UPWM is given by
[Me91]:





P±J [½ME(m+na)] sin[½,t(m 
+ )] cos [mwc t+n ut_iicznwt]
m1	 7t(m+an)
In contrast to both the previous UPWM modulation types only the odd harmonics of the
input tone are present. We also see that, as in double sided NWPM, the multiples of the
sideband about the carrier and its harmonics are zero whenever m+n is even. See Fig.
2.7e.
2.4 Interpreting the PWM Tone Spectra
When considering PWM for use in a high quality DAC we must be concerned about
the presence of any unwanted spectral components in the baseband, w (—üb ,0b) in addition
to nonlinear magnitude and phase distortion of the input itself. From Eqs. 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5
it can be seen that UPWM results in distortion of the fundamental as well as baseband har-
manic distortion whenever o < V7.0b (con < V3üb for two sample consecutive UPWM). It is
also apparent from Section 2.3 that baseband "foldback" distortion may arise from the side-
band terms about the carrier and its harmonics when ImW + no) <eb (expect when m+n
is even in double sided NPWM and in two sample consecutive UPWM ). We begin by
considering the distortion created by the three UPWM modulation types on the input tone
itselL
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Fig. 2.7: Tone Spectra for Various PWM Types (not to scale)
(a) NPWM (b) UPWM	 (C) NPWM dS (d) UPWM dS (e) UPWM2
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2.4.1 Distortion of Fundamental (UPWM only)
Eqs. 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 indicate that for all three UPWM modulation types the PWM
output signal contains a magnitude and phase distorted version of the input. The magni-
tude of the output is weighted by a Bessel function which itself is a function of the input
signal magnitude and frequency. In general, the distortion is of the form: k1J1(k2Mx)Ix
where x oca(=ko) where k and k2 are constants. In the double sided case of Eq. 2.4,
there is an additional trigonometric tenn: sin{½2t(l—cz)]. It is known that [Me91]:




It is also easy to see that the trigonometric term approaches unity as a tends to zero.
Recalling that the magnitude of the original input term is M, these facts indicate that for
high pulse repetition frequencies (relative to signal frequency), nonlinear distortion of the
magnitude may be quite small.
This is seen to be the case in Figs. 2.8a-b. Let F 1 denote the magnitude of the fun-
damental in the output of a UPWM waveform. Fig. 2.8a shows how this quantity (normal-
ized to 'AM) changes with a, the ratio of signal frequency to pulse repetition frequency.
As expected it indicates that the distortion is negligibly small for a small. Fig. 2.8b shows
how 2F 11M changes with M for a fixed at 0.5. Here we see that the distortion decreases
as M becomes small. The double sided curve however tends to -3dB rather than 0dB.
This is due to our choice of relatively large a (no oversanipling) and its effect on
sin[½ir(I—a)j, which weights the double sided magnitude. (See Eq. 2.4.) The issue of mag-
nitude distortion is considered again in Chapter Seven.
In all cases the phase of the output possesses a term directly proportional to the input
frequency (i.e., a linear phase offset is introduced). Hence, phase distortion of the funda-
mental manifests itself benignly as a constant delay.
2.4.2 Harmonic Distortion (UPWM only)
General expressions for the levels of UPWM harmonic distortion relative to the input
tone follow directly from Eqs. 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 as ratios of Bessel functions and other tn-
gonometric terms. They are shown in Table 2.1 where F, denotes the magnitude of the
n th harmonic of the input and
rMa and O½,r(l—a)	 (2.7,2.8)
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Fig. 2.9a: UPWM Harmonic Distortion Levels (2nd Harmonic) (M=1)
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Fig. 2.9b: UPWM Harmonic Distortion Levels (3rd Harmonic) (M=1)
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Table 2.1: UPWM Harmonic Distortion Levels (Relative to Fundamental)
Distortion Level	 Single Sided	 Double Sided	 Two Sample Consecutive
	
J5 (itnr) I	 f,,(½tnr)	 I	 I Jg(½ir.nr)	 IF,,/F 1 	 i	 I nJj(½irr) sin(nO)/sin(9)	
n11(½itr) sin(n½t)1
Graphs of the log magnitude levels of distortion as a function of w/o for the second
to fifth harmonics are shown in Figs. 2.9a-d. In all four graphs the modulation depth, M,
is set to unity, resulting in r = a = o/co. Before examining the plots recall that we are
particularly concerned with baseband distortion. This means that even for low pulse
repetition frequencies, input tones over only a portion of the total input frequency range
will result in harmonic distortion in the actual baseband, o (—Wb ,0b). So for a given har-
monic number n there is an upper bound on the ratio of input frequency to pulse repetition
frequency of ---- <	 which will result in baseband n th order harmonic distortion.
on 2n
(This also places corresponding restrictions on the maximum value of r resulting in
baseband harmonic distortion.) For instance, if a=2.0, o=O.5, and o=0.2, only the second
harmonic distortion term (at 2w,,=O.4) would in fact be present in the baseband with the
higher order distortion terms falling outside the baseband. In this example the maximum
input frequency resulting in second order baseband harmonic distortion is ½0b = 0.25.
The plots indicate that for each modulation type n th order baseband harmonic distor-
tion i.e., a=--<-1-- decreases as a is decreased. Thus baseband harmonic distortion is
w
directly related to a. So for a given input frequency harmonic distortion can be reduced by
increasing the pulse repetition frequency. Also, for the modulation type and a specified,
we see that the level of harmonic distortion generally decreases as the harmonic number
increases.* (Two sample consecutive UPWM is an exception due to the absence of even
order harmonics). For each harmonic single sided UPWM tends to have higher levels of
distortion than either the double sided or two sample consecutive modulation types. Also,
the distortion associated with single sample double sided modulation is often less than or
approximately equal to that of two sample consecutive modulation except for even harmon-
ics where the latter produces no distortion. For small a the odd harmonic double sided
and two sample consecutive modulation type curves approach one another and eventually
become indistinguishable. In addition, we note that the presence of the unusual looking
* Expenence has shown that for the 16 bit systems we consider in Chapter Seven baseband harmonics
above n =4 are well below the quantization noise floor.
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Fig. 2.9c: UPWM Harmonic Distortion Levels (4th Harmonic) (M1)
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dips in the piots for double sided modulation are due to the trigonometric tenn in the
expression for the distortion level passing through zero. In all such cases the frequency of
the hannonics at these dips numerically correspond to the pulse repetition frequency, con,
which is, of course, well above the baseband. More generally, we also see that while the
largest harmonic distortion occurs for high frequency inputs, such distortion is often at fre-
quencies above the baseband.
In Figs. 2.lOa-d we also show the effect on the levels of harmonic distortion pro-
duced by varying the modulation depth, M, with a = w/o = f/f fixed at 0.25. At this a
we see that for each modulation type harmonic distortion decreases as M is decreased. We
again note that the distortion for a given modulation type decreases as the harmonic
number increases.
The presence of the Bessel functions in the PWM spectra make it difficult to obtain
accurate numerical values for the levels of the spectral components (such as harmonic dis-
tortion) without the use of tables and/or some computer algorithm for computing the Bessel
functions. While the graphs in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 are useful for gauging the levels of har-
monic distortion, there is a more convenient approach. Since the Bessel function, J (p),




easy-to-compute approximations to the levels of distortion can be derived. In our applica-
tion, pocr=Ma so the approximations are particularly accurate for small M (i.e., small input
signal amplitude) and/or small a (i.e., low input signal frequency relative to pulse repeti-
tion frequency). In practice, some form of oversampling (i.e., increasing the PWM pulse
repetition frequency above the Nyquist minimum) is used to reduce distortion. This
implies that a will be small and that our approximations will be accurate.
These distortion levels are, as before, functions of r and 9. Using the approximation
in Eq. 2.9 for the Bessel functions we can obtain estimates of the relative levels of the har-
monic distortion associated with each of the three UPWM modulation types [Go9la,Sa86].

























Fig. 2.lOa: UPWM Harmonic Distortion (2nd Harmonic) (alpha = 0.25)
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Fig. 2.lOd: UPWM Harmonic Distortion (5th Harmonic) (alpha = 0.25)
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Table 2.2: UPWM Harmonic Distortion Level Approximations (Relative to Fundamental)
UPWM modulation type 	 F2/F1	 F3/F,	 F4/F1	 FdF2
single sided	 1.51r	 3.51r2	 9.73r3	 29.73r4
double sided
	 1.51r IcosOl	 O.88r2 sin3O	 122? sin4O	 1.86r4 sin5O
	
sinO	 sinO	 smO
two sample consecutive 	 O.88r2	 -	 1.86r4
The accuracy of these approximations improves when r is small and will (within a dB or
so) predict the levels of hannonic distortion shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 for r <0.25. It is
interesting to look at the trigonometric tenns in the double sided harmonic distortion
expressions:
	
sin(n 0) = Slfl(n Mt[1-aI)	
n € (2,3,4,5), a [O,½)
	 (2.10)
sinO	 sin(½t[1-ct])
With oversampling acVz, and the denominator of the above expression tends to one while
the numerator tends to zero for ii even and ±1 for n odd. As could be expected, many of
the claims made earlier in this section based on the harmonic distortion graphs can also be
deduced from these approximations.
To sum up, the harmonic distortion associated with each modulation type can be
decreased by either increasing or reducing M—both having the effect of decreasing r.
We have also seen that the double sided and two sample consecutive modulation types tend
to offer lower harmonic distortion levels than single sided UPWM. Due to the absence of
even order harmonics, two sample consecutive tends to offer the lowest total harmonic dis-
tortion for the baseband restrictions on a=w,uco given earlier in this section. We have
seen that while the higher frequency tones can produce higher levels of harmonic distor-
tion, this distortion often falls "harmlessly" outside the baseband. However, it should also
be noted that for all three UPWM modulation types the input tone itself (n = 1) is modu-
lated some amplitude distortion and that the severity of this effect increases with r.
2.4.3 Foldback Distortion (NPWM and UPWM)
As in the previous sub-section, general expressions for the "foldback" distortion aris-
ing from the sideband components about the carrier and its harmonics are readily apparent
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from Eqs. 2.1-2.5. Inspection of these equations indicates that such distortion occurs in the
UPWM as well as the NPWM modulation types and are again functions of Bessel func-
tions and trigonometric tenns. Expressions for the foldback distortion associated with each
modulation type are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 23: PWM Foldback Distortion Levels (Relative to Fundamental)
Modulation Type	 FM.f,, IF1
J(rnitM) I
NPWM	 single sided	 2 
Mm it
double sided	 4	 sin[½ir(m+n)] I
Mmit	 I
IJ,[itM (m+na)J	 a IUPWM	 single sided	 I	 I
J1(irr)	 m+nal
I j,, [½icM (m +n a)]
	 a sin(½irm+n 0) Idoubtesided	 I
Jj(½,cr)	 rn+na	 sin(9)
I JR[½7cM (m +na)1 a
two sample consecutive	 I	 sin['Ait(m+n)]j'(1)	 m+na
Compared to the harmonic distortion expressions we see that these expressions are compli-
cated by the presence of an additional parameter, m, the harmonic index for the pulse
repetition frequency. Recall that we are particularly concerned with baseband foldback dis-
tortion which may occur when rn o,, -i-n o I <b (w. ^b <½w, mE Z m ^1, nEZ). This
means that we can have several foldback distortion terms in the baseband arising from
sideband components and their multiples "folding back" from the carrier (m=I), the second
harmonic of the carrier (m=2), etc. This also implies that the values of n giving rise to
foldback distortion in the baseband are very much a function of other parameters such as
m, con , cn,, and t0b Hence the situation is different from that of harmonic distortion where
experience (see Chapter Seven) has shown we could just present plots for the first few har-
monics (n E (2,3,45)) and be confident that we have satisfactorily characterized the
baseband hannonic distortion. Therefore, in the case of foldback distortion, it would be
misleading to present a specific set of plots and attempt to generalize from them. More-
over, in some cases the complicated interrelationship that arises between the overall level
of foldback distortion and the parameters m, n, ob, and M makes it difficult to
draw the type of detailed conclusions made earlier for harmonic distortion. For these
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reasons it is felt that foldback distortion for the five modulation types is best understood on
a case by case basis.
However, with the aid of approximations to the foldback distortion based on Eq. 2.9,
we can say something. As before these approximations are more accurate when the argu-
ments to the Bessel functions in Table 2.3 are small compared to its order, n. This is nor-
mafly the case for baseband components (i.e., we can expect In I to be relatively large—
even with modest oversampling). The approximations are shown in Table 2.4:
Table 2.4: PWM Foldback Distortion Level Approximations (Relative to Fundamental)
Modulation Type	 Fm1Fi
1	 eNPWM	 single sided	 ____ - I
lf2itJflJ[IflhJ
In I
'42,cln [iT] ['/47r]vfm]"' sin(½it[m+n])double sided
1	 1 l( 7 if[m+a]) InI_1UPWM	 single sided	
-= Liu
f	 •'l,II	 I
li_I (h/4e7rM[m+naJ)IhI sin(½itm-+-nO) Idouble sided	 R1f	 sin(9)
r	 InI
1 111 (h/4e1M[m+na])Ih Isin( 1Mr[m+n])Itwo sample consecutive	
-=r L In IJ
We begin with NPWM. For In >1 a direct relation between NPWM foldback distor-
tion and M is readily seen. Also, it is apparent that double sided modulation tends to have
lower foldback distortion than single sided modulation.
The situation for UPWM is more complicated. As with NPWM, there is a direct
relation between UPWM foldback distortion and M. Also, the distortion for two sample
consecutive modulation is less than that of single sided modulation. For double sided
modulation first consider the trigonometric term:
sin(½irm +n 0)	 sin(½it[m +n (I—a)])
sin(0)	 sin(½i[l–cc]) (2.11)
For al (which is often the case in oversampled DACs) the denominator of the above is
near to (just slightly less than) unity while the numerator is either near to ±1 for m+n odd
or near to zero for in-i-n even. This means that in most cases the trigonometric term for
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double sided UPWM foldback is less than or approximately equal to one. This further
implies that the double sided foldback is less than or roughly equivalent to that of two
sample consecutive UPWM foldback (except, of course, when m+n is even forcing the
latter to be identically zero). So, of the UPWM modulation types considered the double
sided and two sample consecutive modulation types have lower foldback distortion than
that of the single sided modulation type. Also for both single sided and double sided
modulation, UPWM foldback distortion is often smaller than that of the corresponding
NPWM modulation type (again with the m+n even exception for double sided NPWM).
To see this consider the term, m+n a, which appears in the UPWM approximations. For
baseband distortion:
I mo)+ncO,I	 0bIm+nal = I	 I <—	 (2.12)
With sufficient oversampling m+na will be very small. It is the presence of these terms in
the UPWM approximations which make UPWM foldback smaller than that of NPWM.
Lastly, as in the case of UPWM harmonic distortion, increasing o, is an effective
means of reducing baseband foldback distortion for all five modulation types. This is seen
to be the case by noting that for m and 0b specified, an increase in CO( often leads to an
increase in the absolute value of n necessary to ensure that lmw+nco) is indeed less than
In all five cases such an increase in n I usually leads to a large reduction in the level
of baseband foldback distortion. (For similar reasons, in systems with o, significantly
higher than the Nyquist minimum, the foldback distortion arising from multiples of the
input tone about higher harmonics of the carrier (m>l) are usually negligibly small com-
pared to the m=1 foldback.)
In summary, with both NPWM and UPWM, foldback distortion for double sided
modulation is often less than that for single sided modulation. Also, for both single sided
and double sided modulation, UPWM foldback is usually less than that of NPWM. More-
over, for all five modulation types, as with harmonic distortion, baseband foldback distor-
tion can be reduced by increasing the pulse repetition frequency or reducing the modulation
depth. (The former is often the preferred means of reducing distortion as large reductions
in M can significantly reduce the output power of a digital amplifier.)
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2.5 PWM Design Considerations
At this stage we ask how the above infonnation can be used to design PWM systems
to some quality specification. For example, given the input signal bandwidth, Wb, what
pulse repetition frequency, o 6. is required to ensure that the maximum baseband distortion
component is less than some prescribed level? Consider first the harmonic distortion of the
three UPWM modulation types. The worst case input (i.e., the tone input resulting in the
highest baseband hannonic distortion) for single sided and double sided UPWM is a full
scale tone at cD, =Yzo)b. (w,.)= ob for two sample consecutive UPWM.) Worst case
scenarios for foldback distortion are often full scale tones at a frequency of Wb folding
back from the carrier (m=l)*. This is true because high frequency tones are folded back
into the baseband with low In I which in general results in higher levels of distortion. With
these worst case inputs, one can estimate from the approximations in Tables 2.3 and 2.4
the minimum pulse repetition frequency necessary to ensure that the distortion is less than
a prescribed maximum level.
As an example, consider the design requirements for a system with a bandwidth of
fb=--=2OWz where no distortion component is to have power larger than -120dB with
respect to the input signal. Starting with the two NPWM modulation types, use of the
approximations in Table 2.4 yields conservative minimum pulse repetition frequencies of
-.260kHz for single sided modulation and —200kHz for double sided modulation. Next,
consider the UPWM modulation types. Beginning by taking only foldback distortion into
account, minimum pulse repetition frequencies of —140kHz, -l20kHz, and —120kHz are
obtained for single sided, double sided, and two sample consecutive UPWM, respectively.
When foldback distortion as well as harmonic distortion are taken into account we have
—15.1GHz, —15.4MHz, and —6.25MHz, respectively, all of which are much higher than the
figures based only on foldback distortion. This is because baseband harmonic distortion
levels decrease more slowly as a function of o than baseband foldback distortion.
Hardware limitations make it extremely difficult to realize digital amplifiers with pulse
repetition frequencies as high as those quoted directly above for the UPWM modulation
types. This implies that NPWM systems arc particularly desirable in that high quality per-
formance can be achieved at a reasonably low pulse repetition frequency. Other important
* The presence of the trigonometric terms in Table 2.4 can make determination of the worst case input
tricky for the double sided and two sample consecutive modulation types. In these cases higher levels of
distortion typically result when In I is relatively small, Im+n ails relatively large, and rn-In is odd. In
some instances these conditions are not met for an input signal of frequency W,i=Wb but may be met by
some other choice of w,.
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limitations imposed by the hardware are discussed in the next section.
2.6 Non-idealities in PWM Circuits
A detailed investigation of the practical problems arising in hardware implementations
of PWM based DACs and digital power amplifiers is now in progress [Hi92d]. In this
section, we provide an overview of several of the ways in which the performance of an
actual PWM circuit may deviate from the "idealized" versions assumed throughout this
chapter (see[Hi9 1, Hi92e}).
First, power supply stability is an important issue. If the power supply is unstable
and wobbles during a pulse, this will create distortion. Such instability can arise from
noise or ripple from the mains power supply but can often be reduced by appropriate filter-
ing or shielding.
Another problem is that of non-ideal pulse edges. Since all practical PWM circuits
operate within some finite bandwidth and have nonzero rise and fall times, there will be
some rounding of the ideal pulse edges shown in earlier in the chapter. If the rounding is
the same for every pulse the overall effect can be modelled as a simple linear convolution
of the ideal PWM waveform with some pulse edge shape function, p(t). This has the
effect of imposing a P (w) function on the PWM spectrum where P (co) is the Fourier
Transform of p (r). Usually P (co) is a simple, gentle low pass type spectrum, and hence, as
we are only concerned about the baseband, the effect is often not very severe. Neverthe-
less, in practice, guard band regions are used to ensure that there Is adequate time for the
switching transients to decay so as to avoid the PWM waveform turning on before it has
finished turning off.
An additional issue is that of excessive modulator clock speed. The PWM circuits
use a high frequency clock signal to time the pulse widths to the accuracy of the input sig-
nal. The clock speed required for a b bit system with pulse repetition frequency,
f =co/2it, is:
=	 (2.13)
(This equation is for single sided systems in particular. For double sided symmetric and
two sample consecutive UPWM the clock speed is an additional factor of two higher.)
Here we see that clock speed increases exponentially as a function of wordlength. For a
16 bit signal with f=44.lkHz (i.e., standard digital audio specifications), f,k=-2.89GHz.
This figure will be even higher if guard bands and/or oversampling is used.
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Another related problem is that of pulse edge time jitter due to noise in the clock cir-
cuits and variations in the characteristics of the logic circuits used in the modulator. This
can be a serious problem since all the information about the modulating signal is carried in
the time duration of the pulse. Fortunately though, for practical low power 16 bit quality
applications pulse edge jitter has been shown to be low enough not to avoid serious prob-
lems [Hi91].
It is important to realize that for audio applications all of these problems are more
severe when they are signal dependent (i.e., when the enrs themselves are actually corre-
lated to the width of the PWM pulse) as this is subjectively more disturbing.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter the basic PWM modulation types have been reviewed. Single sided
and double sided NPWM and IJPWM modulation types have been considered in detail. In
particular, we have compared the harmonic distortion and the foldback distortion for tone
inputs aiising in each of these modulation types and have presented easy-to-compute
approximations to the levels of distortion. We have seen how such distortion depends on
input signal frequency, input signal bandwidth, pulse repetition frequency, and modulation
depth. While most of the development was based on analogue PWM we have given some
conceptual motivation for digital PWM as a digitized version of the original analogue cir-
cuit model. Lastly we discussed some of the nonidealities in PWM circuits which are









As the name implies, "sample rate conversion" is the process by which the sampling
rate of a digital signal is converted to some new rate. "Interpolation" and "decimation" are
the names of the procedures used to increase and decrease, respectively, the sampling rate
of a digital signal.
Digital sample rate conversion techniques are often employed in oversampling DACs
and ADCs. Both interpolation and decimation are used in the simulation of the PWM
based DACs considered in this thesis. In the previous chapter, we saw that increasing the
pulse repetition frequency of a PWM waveform above the Nyquist minimum resulted in a
reduction in baseband distortion. A digital PWM system with a high pulse repetition fre-
quency requires a correspondingly high sampling frequency for the digital signal driving
the modulator. Interpolation is used to increase the sampling rate of the Nyquist sampled
input signal prior to modulation. Hence an interpolator would be part of any realistic
hardware implementation of a PWM based DAC. (See Figs. 7.1, 7.9 and 7.29 of Chapter
Seven.) On the other hand, a decimator is used in the simulation software to reduce the
extremely high sampling rate of the sampled data approximation to the PWM waveform at
the output of the software modulator. This is part of a narrow band spectral analysis pro-
cedure designed to accurately assess baseband performance of the DACs under simulation.
As such, the decimator functions solely as an analysis tool and would not be part of the
hardware implementation of a realistic PWM DAC.
This chapter summarizes the basics of digital interpolation and decimation techniques
as used in the realization and computer simulation of PWM based DACs. We begin by
showing interpolation and decimation as essentially complementary filtering operations.
We then consider how these two procedures can be implemented more efficiently. Since
the relevant theory is well established and, in our case, is applied in a standard manner, our
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treatment of this subject will be brief. Readers interested in further details are referred to
the comprehensive coverage offered in ICr83J.
3.2 The Basic Procedures
In this section we identify the basic interpolation and decimation procedures as dual
digital low pass filtering operations.
3.2.1 Interpolation
Consider the task of raising the sampling rate of a discrete time signal, x[n], by a
factor, L, which is an integer greater than one. x [n] may be thought of as arising from
the sampling of a continuous time sIgnal, x (), once every T seconds:
x En 1 = x (nT)	 (3.1)
The sampling rate associated with x [n us FE+. As shown in Fig. 3.1, for the ideal case,
the output of the interpolator is a signal, y [m], which also corresponds to samples of x, (t)




The sampling rate associated with y [m] is
F' = - = 4 = LF
	
(3.3)
Specifically how we get from x[n] to y[m] is shown in Fig. 3.2. xtn] is first passed
through a sample rate expander which interleaves L-1 zero valued samples between each
sample in x [n], obtaining a new signal w[m]:
11m
w[m]= x[-L-J	 m=IcL kEZ
1 o	 m^ii.	 (3.4)
where z is the set of all integers. This signal in turn is applied to a low pass filter to
obtain the final output, y Em].
It is useful to examine the procedure from the frequency domain. The magnitude of
the Discrete Time Fourier Transforms of x [n I and y Em] are:
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The spectra are shown in Figs. 3.3a and 3.3d. It is can be shown that:
W (e 1(0') m.?' [m ]e'°' = X (e Ja(L)
	
(3.9)
which as seen in Fig. 3.3b implies that the sample rate expander while changing the sam-
pling rate of the input signal leaves the shape of its spectrum unaltered. To obtain y [m]
from w Em] it is necessary to remove the spectral images centred at
,	
.. , 2(L—l)-. This is done by applying w [m] to a low pass filter, H(z),











as seen in Fig. 3.3c. Therefore, in the ideal case, the spectrum of the output can be written
as:
GX (e.0'L)	 (U'E
IY(ei 0)')I = IH(e'')IIX(e')I =	 (3.11)
0	 (i)'E
It can be shown that to ensure correct scaling, G, the pass band gain of the filter, should
be set to the interpolation factor, L.
For a realistic filter, there would be ripples in the pass band and finite attenuation of
the spectral images in the stopband.
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3.2.2 Decimation
Next, consider the task of lowering the sampling rate of a digital signal, x [n J = x (nT)
with sampling rate, F=+, by an integer factor, M, as shown in Fig. 3.4. As before, in the
ideal case, the output of the decimator corresponds to a resampling of the original continu-
ous time waveform at the new rate:
(3.12)y[m]=x(mr)
where r = MT. The new lower sampling rate is:
F'	 1	 FT' MT M (3.13)
The details are shown in Fig. 3.5. The input signal is first low pass ifitered, creating an
intermediate signal, v [n], which is then applied to a sample rate compressor yielding the
output, y m I. The sample rate compressor simply passes every M t.h sample of the output
of the low pass filter:
y[m] = v[Mm]	 m€Z	 (3.14)
Again we view the procedure from the frequency domain. The spectra of the input
and output signals are shown in Fig. 3.6a and d with normalized frequency variables, Co as
in Eq. 3.7, and
=coM	 (3.15)
Now, in general, the input to the decimator will possess baseband spectral content all the
way up to half its sampling frequency, o = it (f=½F). So, in order to prevent aliasing
when the sampling rate of the signal is reduced, low pass filtering is required. The
bandwidth of y[mJ will extend to w' = it (f=½F') or Co -- f=½-- . As such, the ideal
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This is shown in Fig. 3.6b. Thus, ideally the spectrum of the output of the filter as shown
in Fig. 3.6c is given as:
I




where in this case correct scaling can be shown to be obtained with G=1. It can also be
shown that the spectrum of the output is related to that of the input by:
	
1M-1	 1M-1
Y (e' ') =
	




In the ideal case, where there will be no chance of aliasing, the above simply reduces to:
Y(e1 ') frX(e1c0"M)	 (3.19)
Again with realistic filters we should expect some pass band ripple as well as finite stop-
band attenuation—the latter of which would give rise to a certain degree of aliasing.
3.3 Strategies for Improving Computational
Efficiency
Now that we have established the basic ideas behind interpolation and decimation we
survey some of the techniques used to decrease the computational complexity of these pro-
cedures. Of course, computational efficiency in the interpolator is important to help
minimize the cost and complexity of the overall DAC. It is also very important for the
decimator in the analysis software. In the simulation the signal at the output of the modu-
lator is a sampled data approximation to the continuous PWM waveform. This approxima-
tion has a sampling rate several orders of magnitude higher than the Nyquist rate of the
original input to the system. Decimation factors between 211 = 2048 and 220 = 1048576
not uncommon. So to reduce the amount of time required to perform the analysis the
software decimator should be implemented as efficiently as possible. In this section, we
consider three ways in which the overall computational complexity of a sample rate
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conversion system can be reduced. Specifically, we see how (1) the elimination of
unnecessary operations in the basic procedure, (ii) the cascading of several stages of sam-
ple rate conversion, and (iii) the application of special classes of filters can all be used to
reduce total levels of computational complexity.
3.3.1 Efficient Sample Rate Change Structures
We consider interpolation first. Recall that w [m], the input to the low pass filter of
Fig. 3.2, consists of L–1 zeros interleaved between the original input samples. Therefore,
L–1 of out every L multiply/adds in the low pass filtering simply results in zero—making
no contribution to the output of the interpolator. Hence, these L-1 out of L multiply/adds
need not be performed. This reduces the computational complexity of the procedure by a
factor of L and implies that in effect the computation can be performed at the low sam-
pling rate. This can also be understood graphically from Fig. 3.7 for a transposed direct
form FIR filter.* We see that the filter coefficients are commuted with the sample rate
expander such that the multiplies take place at the low rate, F. In Fig. 3.7d the structure is
further modified to exploit symmetry in the impulse response of the filter to obtain an addi-
tional factor of two reduction in the number of multiplies required.
Similar savings can be obtained in the decimator of Fig. 3.5 where M-1 out of every
M output samples of the low pass ifiter are simply discarded by the sample rate compres-
sor. A factor of M reduction in the computational complexity can be obtained by not per-
forming the multiply/adds in the low pass filter for the samples which would be discarded
anyway. This is shown in Fig. 3.8 for a (non-transposed) direct form FIR filter. The sav-
ings are the result of commuting the sample rate compressor with the filter coefficients,
allowing the computation to take place at P = FIM, the low output sampling rate. Again
an additional factor of two reduction in the number of multiplies can be obtained by
exploiting the symmetry of the impulse response of the filter.
* Throughout the remainder of this chapter we assume the use of FiR filters. This is because in our ap-
plication we desire an overall linear phase (constant group delay) response. Also, the computational sav-

















Fig. 3.7:	 Obtaining Efficient Interpolator Structures
( assuming N even for (d) )
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Fig. 3.8:	 Obtaining Efficient Decimator Structures











Larger changes in sampling rate can be realized more efficiently by a cascade of
independent sampling rate converters with smaller conversion factors. This is shown in
Figs. 3.9a-b for I stage interpolation and decimation, respectively, with:
Increased efficiency is obtained by designing the low pass filters of some of the stages to
have large transition bands (and hence low order). This is done in the knowledge that
filters in other stages will ensure that overall allasing (for decimation) or imaging (for
interpolation) wifi be kept to within prescribed limits.
As a specific example, consider the task of raising the sampling rate of a signal by a
factor of 16. Two possible structures are shown in Fig. 3.1 Oa-b. The first is a single stage
interpolator while the second is decomposed into two stages with L 0 = 2 and L 1 = 8.* Let
the input sampling rate be F = F 0 = 44.1kHz, the standard digital audio rate. Also set the
passband and stopband frequency edges to f,, = 20.0kHz and f, = 24.lkI-Iz, respectively,
with passband and stopband ripples specified at 3,, lx10 and 6 = lxl(r5, respectively.
The stopband frequency is such that a certain degree of imaging will take place over the
frequency region fE[Fd2=22.OSkHz f=24.1kHz].
In the single stage implementation the low pass filter will possess f, 1, 3,,. and 3
as above with a passband gain of G=L=16 and a filter sampling rate of F3 =705.6kHz. We
have chosen to use equiripple filters as designed in [Mc79]. As such using the standard
equiripple filter length estimation formula [Va871 we obtain the huge N=9l 1 as an estimate
for the length of the filter in this single stage implementation. This implies a computation
rate of roughly:
.	 N	 911Rj:i = --F1 =	 20.lxl06multiplies per second (nzps) 	 (3.22a)
Rj 1 !fF. =	 705600.0 = 40.2xl06adds per second (aps)	 (3.22b)
* It can be shown that it is more efficient to have interpolation stages with relatively low increases in
sampling rate precede those with higher increases. The opposite is nue for decirnators (i.e., higher
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Fig. 3.10: Examples of Single Stage
and Multi-stage Interpolation
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assuming the efficient implementation described in Fig. 3.7d. By contrast the design filter






















F8 is the sampling rate associated with the filter in the i th stage, which for design purposes
is equal to the sampling at the output of the stage. .f,,. and f are the passband and stop-
band edges, respectively, for the filter used in the i th interpolation stage. 6,,. and 6 are
the passband and stopband ripples, respectively, for the i th interpolation stage. It is impor-
tant to note that in general for multi-stage implementations to satisfy the pass band ripple
requirements it is necessary tighten 6,,., the ripple requirements on each stage:
8 =	 IE (O,1,J-1)
	
(3.23)P1	 j
This ensures that additive ripple effects from each stage will not lead to a total pass band
ripple greater than the original specification, 6,,. Also, the coefficients of the first stage
filter and the second stage ifiter are to be scaled by G=L-2 and G 1=L 1=8, respectively, to
achieve overall correct scaling. Estimates of the lengths of the two filters are given as
N0 = 119 and N 1 = 81. These imply a computation rate of:
R; 2 =	 +	 = - 88.2kffz + j8-705.6kHz 6.2OxlO6inps	 (3.24a)
= '--F 1 + - -F2 = -- - 88.2kHz + --7O5.6kHz = 12.4xl06cps	 (3.24b)
We see that there is nearly a factor of four reduction in the computational complexity of
the two stage implementation over the single stage implementation. For larger conversion
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factors larger relative reductions in computational complexity are possible. Also, for large
sample rate change factors further (but less dramatic) improvements in efficiency are often
obtained by increasing the number of stages to three or four. Specific rules for choosing
the number of stages as well as the conversion factor for each stage are given in [Cr83].
3.3.3 Special Classes of Filters for Efficient Implementations
Here we look at several classes of FIR filters which are particularly well suited to
single stage and/or multi-stage sample rate conversion systems.
3.3.3.1 Halfband Filters
So-called "halfband" filters are symmetric about the quarter sampling rate, o =
such that:
H(e'°') = 1 -	 (3.25)
which implies that:
= 63	 (3.26)
0) = it - CD,	 (3.27)
and
H(e1') = 0.5	 (3.28)
with 3,, and 6, the passband and stopband ripples, respectively, and o, and o, the
passband and stopband edge frequencies, respectively. The magnitude response of a low
pass haliband filter is shown in Fig. 3.11 a. It can also be shown that the impulse response
of halfband FIR filters satisfy the following constraints:
n=0
h[nl= t 0	 ,j=2k kEZk	 (3.29)
From the above constraints and the frequency response of Fig. 3.1 la we see that halfband
filters are particularly well suited to factor of two changes in sampling rate. The large
number of zero-valued coefficients in the impulse response of these filters lower the com-
putational complexity of a times two sample rate converter by about a factor of two over



















Fig. 3.11:	 Special Classes of Filters:
(a) Halfband Filter, (b) Multiband Filter,
(c) Comb Filter
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In terms of the example in the previous sub-section, a halfband filter can be used in
the first interpolation stage. The length of this filter with f 0=2O.OkHz , f, 0=24.lkFtz, and
3p 0=:Ss0=l .Oxl(r5 is N0=129. With the additional factor of two savings the total computation
for the 16 times interpolator is now approximately:
+	
=	
88.2khz + -705.6kHz = 4.99xlO6nzps 	 (3.30a)
N0	 N1
R,t2 --F1 + —F2 = -88.2kHz + -7O5.6kh/z = 9.99xlO 6aps 	 (3.30a)
L1
Another approach would be to cascade several times two sample rate conversion stages
based on halfband filters. This can be a particularly efficient means of implementing
power of two changes in sampling rate (i.e., M = 2k orL = 2k kEZ, k>O).
3.3.3.2 Multi-band Filters
In multistage sample rate conversion structures we saw that low order filters with
wide transition bands could be used to change the sampling rate of a signal by large factors
more efficiently than in a single stage realization. The filters used in a multi-stage imple-
mentation are low pass filters with stopbands beginning at the low frequency edge of the
lowest frequency spectral replicate to be attenuated by the filter and ending at half the sam-
pling frequency. For example, the low pass filter in the second stage of the interpolator of
Fig. 3.lOb has an attenuation region of fElFi-f=68.2kFfz,.F2=352.8kHz). Additional sav-
ings in computation can be obtained if the filter is designed to attenuate only the required
spectral replicates themselves and not the frequency bands between these replicates. For
the second stage of the 16 times interpolator the replicates occupy the frequency regions:
((68.2kHz ,108.2kHz), (156.4khz ,196.4kHz), (244.6khz ,284.6kHz), (332.8kHz ,352.8khfz) ). We
can design a filter which would attenuate the replicates but whose response would be left
essentially unconstrained in the frequency regions between the replicates, the so-called "q)-
bands.'t Unfortunately, no length estimation formula exists for such multi-band designs.
Trial and error has shown that in our example the length could be reduced to N 1=75 with a
response similar to that of Fig. 3.1 lb. This gives the somewhat smaller computation rate
of:
R,2 2 F 1 +	 -F2 =	 88.2kHz +	 705.6kHz = 4.73xlO6mps 	 (3.31a)
N0	 N1	 129	 75Rj,2 —F1 + —F2 —88.2kHz + —705.6kHz = 9.46xlO6aps 	 (3.31b)2L 0	2 	 8




Another related class of filters which are especially well suited to multi-stage cascade
implementations is that of the comb filter. The impulse response of a comb filter of length
Nis:
	
1 1	 RE (O,1,••,N—l)
	
h[n]= t 0	 n(O,l,",N-1)
Its frequency response can be shown to be:





The magnitude response for N=L1 is shown in Fig. 3.1 ic. The response is similar to that
of the multi-band (i.e., 4)-band) filters discussed earlier in this section with
N1 = L•	 (3.34a)
or
N1 = M•	 (3.34b)
Comb filters are particularly efficient because with all the coefficients equal to one no mul-
tiplications are necessary (except for a scale factor of 
-b for the decimator). Factor of M1
sample rate reduction with a comb filter of length, N1 M, is achieved by partitioning the
input signal into contiguous, M, sample blocks and outputting the sum of the samples in
each block. (For approximately unity passband filter gain it is necessary to scale the out-
put sequence by -i.) Factor of L, interpolation with a comb ifiter of length, N1 = L . , is
achieved simply by repeating each input sample L, times.
Comb filtering is most effective when the required attenuation regions centred at fre-
quencies, f = F1 , 2F1 ,•, are of very small bandwidth compared to the input sampling
rate, F1 . For an L1 times interpolator, raising the sampling rate to F11 = L4 F4 , the resulting
passband and stopband ripples are given as:









The smaller the attenuation region (i.e., the smaller the signal bandwidth), the larger the
attenuation in that region. Greater levels of attenuation can be achieved by cascading more
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As the pass band increases so does pass band ripple.
34 Summary
In this chapter we have briefly surveyed the fundamental aspects of digital sample
rate conversion techniques. We have seen how sample rate increase (interpolation) and
sample rate decrease (decimation) are in essence complementary digital filtering operations.
Various strategies for increasing the computational efficiency of these procedures have
been described. These include the elimination of superfluous computations in the basic
techniques, the use of multistage implementations, as well as the utilization of special
classes of digital filters.
As mentioned before, in our application, decimation is used in the simulation
software to help analyze the baseband performance of PWM DACs. Interpolation is used
in the hardware implementation of a PWM based DAC to raise the input signal's sampling
rate such that it is commensurate with the high pulse repetition frequency of the pulse
width modulator. As such interpolation aids in the reduction of PWM distortion. In the
next chapter we will see how interpolation in conjunction with noise shaping also helps





"Noise shaping" is a deterministic technique which uses a quantizer embedded in an
error feedback ioop to frequency shape a digital signal's quantization noise. A block
diagram is shown in Fig. 4.1. The noise shaper accepts a high, b bit quality input and pro-
duces a low resolution, coarsely quantized b' bit output (i.e., b>b'). The quantizer
coarsely requantizes the high resolution signal presented to its input by the limiter thus
generating a requantization error. This error is frequency shaped by a filter and then fed
back to the input. As we shall see, the noise can be attenuated over some portion of the
total bandwidth at the expense of increasing it over other portions. This implies that noise
shaping can be used to generate a coarsely quantized signal which accurately represents a
finely quantized input over some limited portion of the total bandwidth. This further
implies that if the noise shaper is preceded by an interpolator, requantization noise can be
attenuated over the entire baseband of the original signal. Thus baseband signal quality
can be retained with a smaller number of bits. It is this important property of ONS net-
works which make them attractive for use in PWM based DACs where, as we have seen in
Chapter Two, excessive modulator clock speed (due to high signal wordlength) is a serious
practical problem.
Noise shaping networks have their origins in a class of ADCs first introduced in
[Cu60] and analyzed in [Sp621 in the early 1960's. With such converters it was possible
to use oversampling and filtered error feedback techniques to achieve lower baseband noise
power than with conventional ADCs. In effect, this is done by pushing the quantization
noise outside the baseband where it can be removed subsequently by a digital filtering
operation. From the mid-1970's similar techniques have been used with increasing success
in higher accuracy noise shaping and Sigma Delta Modulation (SDM) based interpolative







Fig. 4.1 Block Diagram of Noise Shaping Network
oversampling, feedback, and filtering with low resolution (often one bit) quantization to
achieve high quality performance. This is done without the need for the high complexity,
high precision analogue circuitry typically required in conventional converters.* Since these
properties make interpolative converters ideal for VLSI implementation, they have become
a popular alternative to the more traditional techniques. However, a disadvantage of these
systems is that unwanted oscillations in higher (greater than second) order implementations
often arise which can overload the quantizer and force the system to become unstable
[Ca85, Ar87]. Consequently, new high order multi-bit and/or multistage converters have
been designed to give high quality, highly stable performance [Ma87, Ma89, Ca89]. In
addition, a number of recent theoretical [0e89, Cr87] and practical {Ho91J results have
helped to expand the general body of knowledge surrounding interpolative ADCs and
DACs and have provided engineers with greater flexibility in particular design applications.
This chapter begins with a basic analysis of multi-bit ONS networks. We then
explain how ONS techniques can be used to make PWM practical to realize in hardware.
Next, we establish special design considerations for the feedback filters of ONS networks
used in conjunction with PWM. In particular, we review two important theoretical results
related to a design procedure used for such filters. Numerical examples illustrate the
* However, there of course remains a need for some high precision analogue circuitry. Specifically, for
SDM based DACs, the local" one bit DAC (i.e., the device which converts the one bit digital SDM out-
put into a two level analogue signal) is often comprised of a switched capacitor circuit which must be
very accurate. In fact, circuit problems with such local DACs have led some to abandon single bit SDM




improved performance over networks with conventional feedback filters. Lastly, we note
the importance of dither in decorrelating quantization error from the input signal.
4.2 Basic Analysis
An approximate analysis of the noise shaping network of Fig 4.1 has been shown to
be simple [Ge89]. We shall define .i En], nEZ as the high resolution input of bandwidth,
fb' and sampling rate, f,. In our application this signal has typically undergone some
oversanipling before being applied to the noise shaper The oversampling factor is
LE-9—>1. I[n] is comprised of x[n], the unquantized input, and eq En1. a "small" error
due to the initial quantization of the signal with additional errors introduced by subsequent
signal processing operations (such as interpolation). yEn] is the coarsely quantized output.
e En] is the "large" requantization error, and CM [n] is the frequency shaped error at the
output. A (z), X (z), Eq (z), Y (z), Erq (z), EM (z) are the respective z-transforms of the above.
The filter in the feedback loop is denoted by H(z) of order N. To implement the noise
shaper, 11(z) must be such that its output is delayed by at least one sample. This
corresponds to the requirement h [01=0. The limiter simply clips signals whose magnitude
exceeds the range of the quantizer input. The limiting function, L(), is given as:
Q-1	 u > Qmsx4




where u and v represent the input and output of the limiter, respectively. The limiter is
linear over the "normal" operating range, UE
y En] can be expressed simply as the sum of the finely quantized input and the noise
shaped error:
y in] = .E[n) + e,[n]
	
(4.2)
Assuming that the limiter operates solely in its linear region, it is also apparent from Fig.
4.1 that in the z -domain we have
E(z) = t(z)+ E(z)H(z)— [J(z)+ EM(z)]





G (z) is known as the "noise transfer function" (NTF).
To simplify the analysis, at this point it is common to model the quantizer as an addi-
tive, independent noise source as shown in Fig. 4.2. This corresponds to assuming that the
statistical properties of the error generated by the quantizer closely approximate those of a
wide sense stationary random process which is independent of the input signal. Such an
assumption is usuafly reasonable for multi-bit cases. (Further discussion can be found in
[Be48, Ge78, Ha91].) From the theory of linear systems with stochastic inputs it is seen
that SM (ce), the power spectral density (PSD) of the output error, is a frequency weighted
version of S (@), the PSD of the requantization error.
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Fig. 4.2 Additive Noise Model for Noise Shaping Network
We can use any information we may have about the statistical properties exhibited by
the requantization error signal to select an appropriate feedback filter, H (z) (thus determin-
ing G (z)), to approximate some desired output error PSD. For example, if we assume that
the error generated by the quantizer is white, then the PSD of the output error will have
the same shape as IG (e 1 °)I2. Even if this is not the case we can still compute the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) over the baseband, toE [O,7tIL 1:
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and the total output noise, respectively. S(o) and Sq (W) are the PSDs of the unquantized
input and the small input quantization error, respectively. Lastly, P and Pg are the
baseband output error power arid the oiiginal baseband input error power. Note that Eq.
4.6 assumes that eM [n] and eq[n] are uncorrelated (which is reasonable).
Noise shapers cannot, of course, reduce the total output requantization error power
associated with a regular b' bit linear PCM signaL Assuming that the requantization error
is white, then again from the theory of linear systems with stochastic inputs, the ratio of
the "input" signal power, P,q , to the "output" signal power, F,,,, is given by the sum of the
squares of the coefficients of the impulse response of the system, G (z). That is, the total
b' bit noise shaped error power (for fe [0,½f,)) exceeds the conventional b' bit non-noise
shaped error power by a factor
D	 N-I	 N-i
K = -- =	 g [n]2= 1.0+	 h[n]2 ^ 1.0
	 (4.7)
rq	 ,i








with g En] and h {n] the impulse responses of the NTF and the Nth order FIR feedback
filter, respectively. Equality for the far right-hand side of Eq. 4.7 (i.e., K=l.0) is attained
only for the trivial case of cutting out the feedback filter (i.e., h [nJ=0 for all n) resulting in
conventional quantization. The noise power gain, K, can also be expressed in the fre-







We see that the power gain can also be thought of as the average value of the squared
magnitude frequency response of the NTF. This frequency domain expression can be
obtained directly from Eq. 4.7 by Parseval's Theorem.
4.3 Noise Shaping For PWM Based DACs
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In the context of PWM based DACs, noise shaping represents a means by which the
wordlength of an oversampled signal can be considerably reduced with negligible loss in
baseband signal quality. This decrease in wordlength implies a large reduction in the
modulator clock speed. This reduction is essential for the hardware realization of a high
quality, low cost DAC.
Recall from Chapter Two that oversaxnpling is achieved by a procedure known as
interpolation, which is essentially a digital filtering operation. If the noise shaper is pre-
ceded by an interpolator, the requantization error power can be redistributed over a larger
bandwidth. Moreover, if H(z) is chosen such that IG(e°)I2 has a high pass characteristic,
then the low frequency baseband requantization noise power can be attenuated at the
expense of increased high frequency noise power. (Remember that noise shaping cannot
decrease the total noise power.) It is therefore possible to represent a high accuracy signal
using fewer bits than typically necessary with virtually no loss in baseband signal quality.
This approach is especially compatible with PWM which already requires some increase in
pulse repetition frequency to reduce the types of distortion considered in Chapter Two. (A
block diagram of a system using noise shaping and PWM is shown in Fig. 7.9 of Chapter
Seven.)
In particular we see that a modulator with 1 bit input operating at a pulse repetition
frequency of f must be able to produce pulses of 2 different widths. Recall from
Chapter Two that this implies an internal modulator clock rate, f, of at least:
, 
_$z
J cik - Jc





for double sided symmetric or two sample consecutive modulation.* In a hardware imple-
mentation, f will be somewhat larger due to the need for small guard bands in the PWM
pulse interval to avoid interference from adjacent (non-ideal) pulses. (See Chapter Two.)
Table 4.1 shows modulator clock speed as a function of pulse repetition frequency,
wordlength, and modulation type. Care must be taken in interpreting the clock rates shown
in the table. We assume an original 16 bit signal sampled at f = 44.1kHz. With no over-
sampling, f = 44.1kHz, and the associated clock speed is near to 3(3Hz (for trailing edge
modulation). Of course, the clock speed caneduced by lowering the wordlength of the
signal. However, with no oversampling, whether or not noise shaping is used, there will
* For the moment we restrict ourselves to UPWM modulation types.
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Table 4.1: Modulator Clock Speed As a Function of Wordlength,
Pulse Repetition Frequency, and Modulation Type
Modulation Type
wordlength	 wordlength
f (kllz)	 (trailing edge & asymmetric) 	 (two sample consecutive & symmetric)
16	 12	 10	 8	 16	 12	 10	 8
44.1	 2.89GHz 181MHz 45.2MHz 11.3MHz 5.78GHz 361MHz 903MHz 22.6MHz
88.2	 5.78GHz 361MHz 90.3MHz 22.6MHz 11.6GHz 723MHz 181MHz 45.2MHz
176.4	 11.6GHz 723MHz 181MHz 45.2MHz 23.1GHz 1.45GHz 361MHz 90.3MHz
352.8	 23.1GHz 1.45GHz 361MHz 90.3MHz 46.2GHz 2.89GHz 723MHz 181MHz
be a loss in signal quality. In any case, as we know from Chapter Two, oversampling is
necessary to reduce PWM distortion. Small increases of the sampling rate to 1: = 88.2kHz
or 176.4kHz will not adequately reduce PWM distortion. In practice the situation is better
when f, = 352.8kHz. At this rate, if we noise shape down to eight bits, the modulator
clock speed can be reduced to about 90.3MHz (orders of magnitude less than the 16 bit,
44.1kHz case).* This system has been shown to be practical for hardware implementation
[Hi91].
4.4 NTF Design Considerations in ONS/PWM
DACs
In this section we discuss how the feedback filter design considerations change for
ONS netwoits used with PWM. Conventional designs concentrate on the satisfying
baseband requirements and leave the high frequency response essentially unconstrained.
By appealing to results presented later in this thesis we argue that NTFs designed for use
in ONS/PWM DACs must also take the high frequency response into account.
* In principle, we can reduce the clock speed even further with more "aggressive" noise shaping. By at-
tempting to decrease the wordlength to say four bits we increase requantization error power as well as
output error power. Large increases in the former tend to result in large signals at the output of the feed-
back filter. This can overload the quantizer and produce distortion. Also, despite it being out-of-band, in-
creased high frequency error power at the output of the noise shaper can create additional problems after
modulation. This is discussed in the next section and more extensively in Chapter Seven.
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4.4.1 The Problem with Popular Feedback Filters
A set of popular Nth order nonrecursive feedback filters has been derived in [Te78].
These ifiters satisfy the following relation:
G(z) = H(z) - 1 = —(1 -	 (4.12)
They are robust in the sense that the filter coefficients have been derived independently of
quantization error statistics and oversampling factor. For a given order, these NTFs
achieve near to the lowest possible baseband output error power. They possess N zeros at
z=l and consequently have high pass frequency responses. The squared magnitude of the
Nth order NTF Is given as:
IG(ei o))12
 = Il-e'I = [(1-cos )2 + sin2w]t' = [2-2cos jN	 (4.13)
= [2sin(½co)]
Plots of third, fourth, and fifth order NTF magnitude responses are given in Figs. 4.3a-c,
respectively. (Their impulse responses are listed in Appendix 4C.) In all cases
= 352.8khz. The figure captions include K as computed by Eq. 4.7 and b', the output
wordlength required to give roughly 16 bit baseband output quality. We notice that for a
given quality specification more bits can be dropped as the order of the NTF increases.
This is because baseband attenuation increases with N. We also see that K rises as the
order is increased.
The filters of Eq. 4.12 have been used with great success in the past [Na87, Te78,
Ma87, Ma89]. However, additional care must be taken when selecting a filter for use in
an ONS/PWM DAC or digital power amplifier.
From Chapter Two we have seen that PWM is a nonlinear process which can pro-
duce baseband distortion for tone inputs. On this basis, it is plausible that if we noise
shape prior to modulation, the spectrally shaped output noise can also be distorted by the
modulation process. In fact, this will be shown to be the case in Chapter Seven where
experimental results indicate that such distortion can manifest itself as increased baseband
noise power. We will also see in Chapter Seven that this phenomenon is somewhat analo-
gous to PWM foldback distortion for tone inputs. Recall that high frequency, high ampli-
tude tones "fold back" from the carrier at multiples of the signal frequency. These temls
can create large error components in the baseband when If + nf I<fb, particularly when
there is little oversampling. In a similar manner, it is believed that high frequency noise
generated by the noise shaper can be modulated back into the baseband. Loosely speaking,


























F 43a: Conventional NTF Response (N=3 b'e212 1(40.0)
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flg. 4.3b: Conventional NTF Response (N4 b'=lO Ke70.0)
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Fig. 4.3c Conventional NFF Response (N=5 b'=$ 1(452)
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Therefore, these effects are often more prominent when high K NTFs are used.
While the NTF's of Eq. 4.12 have "optimal" baseband performance, they also tend to
have high noise power gain at high frequencies (which tends to increase K). In Chapter
Seven, we will see that the increased high frequency noise power from the noise shaping is
large enough to cause undesirable baseband effects after modulation. The result is a severe
loss in baseband SNR at the output of the modulator. In addition, high power gain
corresponds to large coefficients in the feedback filter which gives rise to larger filter out-
puts. In general, these larger outputs will force the limiter into clipping more often than a
low K filter. This clipping can produce baseband distortion of the signal at the output of
the noise shaper.
4.4.2 New Feedback Filters
To address the problems discussed in the previous section, we use filters specifically
designed for reducing both K, the total noise power gain before modulation, and the PWM
noise modulation effect described above. The design of these filters is based on a numeri-
cal optimization procedure. Full details can be found in [Na9la, Hi92d].
In the present context, it is instructive to review two important theoretical results
which form part of the basis of the filter design procedure. We begin with a preliminary
definition and a theorem.
Definition:
When IG(e)I, the magnitude of the frequency response of the NTF, is
specified to within some positive, real, constant scale factor, then we say that
the shape of the NTF has been specified.
Optimal Noise Shaping Theorem:
If G (z) is a stable, causal system of the form given by Eq. 4.4, then
B =log2 IG(e 1 )Ido ^ 0
Equality (B = 0) is attained if and only if G (z) = G,,.,, (z), the minimum phase
realization (i.e., all poles and zeros inside the Unit circle, Iz 1=1) with the
specified shape.





information capacity of the noise shaping "channel" after noise shaping. Two formal
proofs can be found in [Ge891. However a more intuitive argument is also given. It is
based on the fact that for a specified NTF shape, the information capacity of the noise
shaped b' bit channel cannot exceed that of the non-noise shaped b' bit channel. This idea
is shown more clearly in Fig. 4.4, the log magnitude frequency response of a typical NTF.
Whenever the response dips below the 0dB line this represents a "local gain" in channel
information capacity and whenever the response rises above the 0dB line this can be
thought of as a "local loss" in channel information capacity. The above theorem says that
a, the area of the shaded region below 0dB, must not exceed f3, the area of the shaded
region above 0dB. Since when B =0 the NTF must be minimum phase, B >0 corresponds to
multiplying the magnitude of the frequency response of the minimum phase realization,
by some scale factor greater than one. (Remember, the shape is independent of
whether or not the NTF is minimum phase.) This has the effect of raising the total noise
power gain, K, as defined in Eq. 4.7. Hence for a given NTF shape, the total noise power




Typical Magnitude Frequency Response
for ONS NTF
From this theorem it can be seen that large high frequency gains of the NTFs shown
in Fig. 4.3 are a consequence of the large baseband attenuation (i.e., large a implies large
13). Given the fact that eq [n], the small initial error on the input signal, imposes a limit on
the quality of the noise shaper output, there is no need for massive NTF attenuation of the
requantization error. The reason the a region is so large for the standard NTF is because it
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was in fact designed for analogue-to-digital conversion where with a "noise free" sampled
analogue input, it is desirable to have the maximum baseband noise attenuation possible
[Te781. However, for DACs, where the digital input already has quantization noise
inherently associated with it, there is no advantage in seeking such large baseband noise
attenuation.
Assuming that all of the baseband is equally important, it makes more sense to
specify IG(e10 )I2, WE[O,ir/L) to be at a constant level, Ga, giving the minimum amount of
attenuation required. This will keep a small implying that it is at least possible for t3 (and
consequently K) to be small. How do we detenriine Ga for a given output SNR require-
ment? For a b bit quality input signal and a b' bit resolution noise shaper output signal,




A derivation of this equation is given in Appendix 4B.
As it stands the Optimal Noise Shaping Theorem is useful only if the shape of G (z)
has been specified over the entire band, WE [Oat). When IG (e 1°) is partially specified (such
as over the signal band, o [O,it/L)) the question remains as to how to specify the shape in
the remaining band(s) such that K is minimized. The answer is given by the following
theorem:
Optimal NTF Shape Theorem:
Given a specification for IG (e°')I over some portion of the total band, K will
be minimized when the remainder of the band is specified as the single con-
stant level which forces B to be zero.
In fact this theorem is still valid when more than one band is initially specified. To
achieve minimum K, the magnitude of the NTF in remaining bands again should be
specified to the constant level such that B = 0. The proof is given in [Na9lb] and in
Appendix 4A.
So, if we have specified the response over the baseband to be
IG (e 1 °)I = Ga WE [O,ic/L], the above theorem tells us how to specify the remaining band
(i.e. how to derive G = IG (e 1 )I, IDE [,t/L at) with B =0) such that K is minimized. In par-
ticular, under the minimum phase, B =0 condition, we see that:
½f,	 1b
Iog2 IG(e' 1 )Jdf = lo2Gadf ^ Iog2Gdf	 (4.15)
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= lb log2G + (½f,—fb )log2G = 0





The power gain can then be computed as:
(4.16)
	
½f,	 11b	 ½f	 1
	
K = -- f	 IG(e11 ) T2df = --. I IGdf + /
	




---[Gb + G(½f, —fb)] = G41 -
Is
where the above approximation is valid for G(czG.
So continuing with the b=16, b'=8, fb=2OkHz, f,=352.8kHz example, what is the exact
shape of the NTF which theoretically minimizes noise power gain? Let us specify the
desired output SNR to be 97.5dB. We see that
it	 352.8kHzL =	
- = 220kHz = 8.82
Therefore, using Eq. 4.14, we have,
(4.18)




= ½352.8-20 log2l.960x io_5J 
= 2.0 (or +6dB) (4.20)
Thus the optimal shape is shown in Fig. 4.5, where for convenience we use log10 IG (e'°)I
instead of log2 IG (e°)I. The power gain is given as:
K = 22[1_] 3.55 (or +5.50dB) 	 (4.21)
We stress that this is a theoretical 1ow'r bound and could not be realized with a practical,
finite order NTF. Nevertheless, even low order approximations yield substantial improve-
ments over the NTFs of Eq. 4.12.
As examples consider the plots shown in Fig. 4.6. They display the magnitude
responses of the third, fourth, and fifth order optimized minimum phase NTFs which have
been designed by the optimization procedure referred to above. (The coefficients are listed
in Appendix 4C.) These NTFs are designed as alternatives to the three conventional NTFs
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Fig. 4.5: Ideal (minimum K) NTF Magnitude Response
of Fig. 4.3. The noise power gains associated with these NTFs are compared with those of
the corresponding conventional NTF in Table 4.2.




3	 12	 20.0 (+13.0dB)	 5.83 (+7.66dB)
4	 10	 70.0 (+18.5dB)	 12.4 (+10.9dB)
5	 8	 252.0 (+24.0dB)	 20.3 (^13.1dB)
Notice that in each case K is lower for the optimized NTFs. There is a particularly large
reduction for the fifth order case. In Chapter Seven we will see that the use of optimized
NT&can lead to dramatic improvements in overall DAC perfoimance.
The optimized NTFs introduced above have been used successfully with the "single
sample per pulse" PWM modulation types. However, in Chapter Seven additional
baseband noise problems are seen to arise when ONS networks are used with iwo sample
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Fig. 4.6a: Optimized NTF Response (N=3 b'=12 K=5.83)
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Fig. 4.6b: Optimized NTF Response (N=4 b'=lO K=12.4)
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Fig. 4.6c Optimized NTF Response (N=S b'=8 K=ZO.2)
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t'
component, .i [a], and an error signal component, eM [a 1. These problems are believed to
arise because the error components of the noise shaper output samples which vary the lead-
ing edges of the pulses are correlated with the error components of the samples that vary
the trailing edges [Hi92e]. See Fig. 4.7. To combat this problem, we use a set of NTFs
designed such that the "trailing edge" noise shaper error components are uncorrelated with
the "leading edge" error components [Hi92ei, Pa92].
LtY[fl+1J)	 '.Jt"-'J/





In particular, recall that we model eM [a I as the output of a linear system driven by an
additive, independent noise source, e [a], which we regard as a stationary random process.
The "output" autocorrelation sequence, RM [m], is related to the "input' autocorrelation
sequence, R,q [m}, by [Pr88]:
R,4[m] = E [e 2[n Ie [n+m)] =	 g[k]gtjIRrq[k_-J+m1	 (4.22)




where 6{m] is the unit sample sequence. This implies:
RM [m I =	 g 1k Jg If JP,1 61k —j+m I = P,q	g [k ]g [k +m 1	 (4.24)
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The requirement of having trailing edge noise shaping errors uncorrelated with leading
edge noise shaping errors implies that:
R[ml = 0 foralim odd
	 (4.25)
This condition is satisfied by a modified set of NTF impulse responses, [k}, with:
g 1k] = 0	 for all k odd (j [0] = I)	 (4.26)
This corresponds to a zero-interleaved type NTF which, as we will see, creates symmetly
in its magnitude response about ¼f,. Recall that for two sample consecutive UPWM,
h = 2f . We assume f, = 352.8khz which implies 1: = 705.6kFfz. Adequate NTF
baseband attenuation can be obtained when the NTFs of Figs. 4.3 and 4.6 (originally
designed for f = f, = 352.8/dir) are zero-interleaved and operated at the two sample con-
secutive signal sampling rate, 1 = 705.6kHz ." This is shown in Fig. 4.8 for the fifth order
conventional and optimized NTFs. The new impulse response is expressed in terms of the





, [kJ =	 0.0	 k odd	 (4.27)
In the frequency domain we have:
O (e1 3 =	 k Je_1c0'k	 Ilk ]e_' =	 g [m Je1'm	(4.28)
= G(e1 ') = G(e1)
where and Ci'(=1/2C0) are the normalized frequency variables for the single sample per
pulse system and the two sample consecutive system, respectively. In Chapter Seven we
will see how effective these modified NTFs are in eliminating the excess noise power
problem associated with ONS/two sample consecutive UPWM DACs.
4.5 A Note on Dither
Although the use of dither has not been considered in this chapter we now briefly
acknowledge its importance.
We have seen how effective ONS networks are in altering the frequency distribution
of the requantization noise. However, it is sometimes possible for the quantizer to produce
* In fact, with the additional factor of two in the oversampling, these NTFs are overdesigned. From Eq.
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Fig. 42b: Optimized Zero-Interleaved NTF (Based on Optimized N=5 NTF)
'0.-o.k
flg. 4.Sa: Conventional Zero-Interleaved NTF (Based on Conventional N=S NTF)
requantization error which is not white but instead highly correlated with the signal. This
has been shown to be the case for low level tone inputs where the requantization error was
comprised of discrete frequency, limit cycle components [Va89]. Signal dependent
requantization errors of this form are known to be subjectively undesirable in audio pro-
cessing systems [Va84]. Of course, noise shaping will still attenuate these errors wherever
the NTF is designed to attenuate requantization error. Nevertheless, in general, the highly
correlated structure of such errors will remain. However, the addition of a small pseudo
random "dither" sequence can be used to remove such correlations and whiten the requanti-
zation error associated with certain previously troublesome low level inputs [Va89].
A dithered noise shaper is shown in Fig. 4.9. Of course the addition of a such a
noise source increases the total noise power. However, with the dither added directly
before the quantizer as shown in the figure the dither sequence
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Fig. 4.9: Block Diagram of Noise Shaping Network
with Dither
will also be noise shaped by the NTF such that the increase in baseband noise power will
be negligibly small. The extent to which dither decorrelates the input signal from the
requantization noise is a function of the statistical properties of the dither signal chosen.
While the optimal choice of dither signal is still very much the subject of current research,
white triangular probability density function (pdt) dither at ±½LSB of input signal resolu-
tion appears to give good results [Va89].
4.6 Summary
In this chapter the basic theory for ONS networks has been reviewed. The analysis
is based on an additive, independent noise source model for the quantizer. In particular,
expressions for the baseband output SNR as well as the total noise power gain for ONS
networks have been given. It was shown how ONS helps in the design of practical high
quality PWM DACs by allowing large reductions in modulator clock speed. Also, impor-
tant issues in feedback filter design for ONS networks used with PWM have been
presented. Attention has been focused on reducing noise power gain and on reducing an
undesirable PWM noise effect. Two relevant theoretical results have been presented which
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form part of the basis of an optimization pmcedure for designing feedback filters to be
used in ONS/PWM systems. It has been shown that such filters can achieve significant
reductions nofse power gain. In Chapter Seven simulation results will show that these
same filters can greatly reduce the PWM noise effect as well.
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K= !2 6 6[rl +y] (4A.5)
Appendix 4A
Proof of Optimal NTF Shape Theorem [Na9lb]
To prove the Optimal NTF Shape Theorem we begin by considering two very small
nonoverlapping, noncontiguous bands where the shape has not been specified. Moreover
let these bands, ü€ [o,w1+] and we [w2,w^6], have equal width and be narrow enough so
that IG (e 1')J remains approximately constant at levels G 1 and G 2, respectively, over each
band. This is shown in Fig. 4A.l. These levels are related by some positive constant y
G2	 (4A.l)
Next based on the Optimal Noise Shaping Theorem we define, Ba,, an incremental infoniia-
lion capacity loss function over these bands:
2+8
B	 f log2G1dw 
+ 
f log2G 2dw = 8[log2G 1 + log2G 2] = 6log2(Gy)	 (4A.2)
where the far tight-hand equality follows from Eq. 4A.l. From Eq. 4.9 we also define an
incremental noise power gain function:
KE! fGi2dw+
o i+8	 1
$ GdwI = - G ? o(l +'y2) (4A.3)
where G 2 is again eliminated by use of Eq. 4A.1.




Substituting Eq. 4A.3 into Eq. 4A.4 we obtain an expression for the incremental noise
power gain in terms of
Setting the partial derivative of Eq. 4A.5 with respect to y to zero and solving for y we find
the value of y which minimizes K:
= ..264_r2^ 11=0	 (4A.6)
a2K




levels, G 1 and G 21 in the two bands are equal, then the incremental noise power gain over
the two bands is minimized. This result in fact generalizes to the whole of the band where
the NTF shape is not specified. That is, the total noise power gain, K, can be minimized if
IG(e1'°)I is set to a constant in the frequency bands where the shape was unspecified.
(From the Optimal Noise Shaping Theorem this constant should be chosen such that B—a)
This is true because if we assume that a non constant shape can be found which minimizes
K then it would be possible to find two narrow nonoverlapping, noncontiguous frequency
bands with dWerent noise levels which minimizes the incremental noise power gain func-
tion (thus making the total noise power gain smaller). But this is not possible as it would
contradict Eq. 4A.6 for some and o2 in the band where the shape was unspecified. In
other words, if two separate frequency bands in the unspecified region with different mag-
nitude response levels can be found, then K can be made smaller by making them the same
level (i.e., by minimizing K). This implies that K is minimized when the whole of the
unspecified band is a constant.











Derivation of Eq. 4.14




101og(	 SNR (dB) (4B.1)
or
p.10SNR(1O = p 
+ Pq	 (4B.2)
where P, Pq , and P are the signal power, initial baseband quantization noise power
(assumed white), and the shaped baseband requantization error power, respectively.
Assuming a sinusoidal input signal with full scale magnitude, Xm*x, we have
rJL	 iriL
I'ISb = 1-S(o)GdcD = -L P,.q Gdco = ! G 2	 (4B.5)L rq a






where we assume that the maximum input to the quantizer is set to the maximum signal
amplitude. From Eq. 4B.2 this implies that:
x2	 v2A mix	 A mix	 r' 2
- l22' = L l22'' '
This can be re-expressed as:





G = 2'_1)L[6.lO1'b0 - 2_2(b_1)]
	
(4B.9)
as shown in Eq. 4.3.
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Appendix 4C
Impulse Responses of Conventional and Optimized
NTFs
Table 4C.1: NTFs with 12 BitOutput (N=3)
Coefficients	 Conventional	 Optimized
g lO]	 -1.0	 -1.0
g [1]	 3.0	 1.9808268
g [2]	 -3.0	 -1.084262
g [3]	 1.0	 1.084943x10'
K	 20.0	 5.83
Table 4C.2: NTFs with 10 BitOutput (N=4)
Coefficients	 Conventional	 Optimized





























Pseudo-Natural Pulse Width Modulation
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter Two we introduced the various PWM modulation types considered in this
thesis. In particular, we examined two natural sampling PWM modulation types (single
sided and double sided NPWM) and three uniform sampling PWM modulation types (sin-
gle sided, double sided, and two sample consecutive UPWM). For tone modulation we
saw that all five modulation types may exhibit so-called "foldback" distortion in the
baseband (i.e., some of the sideband terms at multiples of the input tone frequency around
the carrier and its harmonics can fall into the baseband). UPWM also gave rise to har-
monic distortion of the input.
We noted that both the baseband harmonic and foldback distortion terms can be
reduced by increasing (DC , the pulse repetition frequency of the PWM waveform. In Sec-
tion 2.5 of Chapter Two, we saw that for 16 bit quality only modest increases in co were
required to adequately suppress the baseband foldback distortion. However, for the three
UPWM modulation types, excessively large increases in u were necessary to reduce the
harmonic distortion to levels beneath the noise floor. This is because UPWM baseband
harmonic distortion decreases more slowly as a function of o than UPWM and NPWM
baseband foldback distortion. For our application, we would ideally prefer an NPWM
based DAC which would give "distortion free" performance (i.e., all distortion well
beneath the noise floor) at a reasonable pulse repetition frequency. In the past NPWM was
thought to be unsuitable for a PWM based DAC as DAC inputs normally consist of uni-
formly spaced samples. (NPWM systems accept continuous time analogue inputs.) For this
reason, in spite of poorer relative performance, the UPWM modulation types were viewed
as the only sensible options for PWM based DACs [Sa83, Go9la, Ma891.
This chapter explores how we can achieve NPWM performance in a PWM based
DAC. We begin by proposing a new technique which we call Pseudo-Natural Pulse Width
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Modulation (PNPWM). PNPWM allows us to achieve the excellent performance associ-
ated with NPWM but in a fully digital, discrete time implementation. After introducing the
basic idea, we present detailed descriptions of three possible implementations for a specific
system. Detailed error analyses are given, and the issue of computational complexity is
addressed. As future work we discuss possible alternative implementations which may be
more computationaily efficient.
5.2 The Basic Idea
How can we overcome the performance limitations imposed by the modulation
processes normally considered for PWM based DACs? Recall from Chapter Three that the
width of a PWM pulse can be specified by the time of intersection between cw (z), a high
frequency waveform of period, T, and in (t), the analogue input signal (for NPWM), or
in (nT3 ), a zero order sample-and-held version of this signal (for UPWM). This is shown in
Fig. 5.1 for the case of single sided, trailing edge modulation (T - T3 ). The sample values
used to modulate the UPWM waveform are uniformly spaced in time. This is in contrast
to NPWM where the samples used are irregularly spaced. The sampling instants (i.e., the
times at which the samples are taken) are, in fact, signal dependent for NPWM.
The NPWM and UPWM pulse widths (and hence the NPWM and UPWM tone spec-
tra) differ because the times at which in (t) and in (ni'5 ) intersect cw (t) are different. This
difference causes the presence (absence) of harmonic distortion in the UPWM (NPWM)
case. The presence or absence of this harmonic distortion is a key factor in determining
the overall level of performance obtainable in a PWM based DAC. Generally, the DAC
input is a digital signal which corresponds, in some sense, to uniformly spaced samples of
an analogue waveform. For this reason it was commonly believed that UPWM was the
only choice for a PWM based DAC. (In the context of Fig. 5.1 there is an obvious
correspondence between the uniformly spaced samples comprising the input to a DAC and
the sample-and-held signal used in generating UPWM.) However, it has since been realized
that this is an unnecessary restriction.
We propose to estimate for each PWM pulse the time at which in (t) crosses cw (t)
and to apply this "cross point time" to an ordinary UPWM modulator to obtain approxi-
mately NPWM "distortion free" performance. This approximation to the cross point time
will be based on nearby (uniformly spaced) input samples. We call this idea "Pseudo
Natural Pulse Width Modulation" (PNPWM). A block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.2 where


















Fig: 5.1: Single Sided NPWM and UPWM Pulses
(T = T)
Cross Point I	 I OrdinaryI Digital UPWMDenver I,t I Modulator
approximate NPWM
cross point times





Fig. 5.2: A Basic PNPWM System (with interpolation)
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samples to a sequence of approximate NPWM cross point times. (Thus, while being
applied to the UPWM modulator at uniformly spaced instants of time, the cross point
denver output sequence consists of a nonuniform, signal dependent resa,npling of the input
sequence.) The remainder of this chapter will focus on possible implementations of the
cross point denver.
5.3 Descriptions of Three Cross Point Algorithms
In this section we present thorough descriptions of three cross point computation pro-
cedures for PNPWM. In addition to a "functional" description of how each algorithm
works, analyses of the computational complexity are also presented. Error analyses can be
found in Appendices 5A, 5C, and 5D. The algorithms are designed for use in a standard
digital audio application (i.e., a 16 bit, 20kHz bandwidth input signal sampled at 44.1kHz).
We have chosen to consider single sided, trailing edge modulation over double sided
modulation. While we saw in Section 2.5 that the lower baseband foldback distortion
associated with the latter results in a slightly lower minimum o, for 16 bit quality (a possi-
ble advantage), we would have to compute two cross points per pulse. This can lead to a
significant increase in the overall computational complexity of the algorithm (of course, a
big disadvantage). Therefore, we concentrate on single sided PWM with the knowledge
that the methods presented generalize to the double sided case in a straight forward way.
We have designed the algorithms to function within a DAC operating at a pulse
repetition frequency eight times the sampling rate of the input (i.e.,
L = 8,f = = 844.lkfl'z=352.8kHz). We do not claim that this choice is "optimal" in any
sense. However, we do know from Section 2.5 that such a pulse repetition frequency is
large enough to adequately suppress the single sided NPWM baseband foldback distortion.
In addition, this choice of w has been shown to be reasonable for a hardware implementa-
tion [Hi911.
The algorithms we now present are based on an intuitive "signal approximation"
approach. Again we do not claim that these techniques are optimal—only that they can
derive the cross point times with "reasonable" accuracy and with "reasonable" computation.
The first algorithm is based on a first order polynomial approximation to the signal. As we
shall see, for 16 bit quality applications, this is a crude but computationally efficient
approach. The second and third algorithms use higher order approximations to the signal
to obtain increasingly accurate estimates of the cross point times but with higher computa-
tional complexity.
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5.3.1 Cross Point Computation Based on First Order Approxima-
tions
In this sub-section we introduce a crude first order cross point computation algorithm.
After describing the procedure we address the issue of computational complexity. An error
analysis for the technique is presented in Appendix 5A.
5.3.1.1 Description of Algorithm
This method is very simple. We form a straight line approximation to the signal and
compute algebraically the time of the intersection between this approximation and the com-
parison waveform. This time may be used as an estimate to the true cross point time (i.e.,
the time when the comparison waveform and the actual analogue signal intersect). This is
shown in Fig. 5.3. In the figure the comparison waveform is denoted as cw (t) and can be





in (t) is the "underlying" analogue signal, samples of which comprise the digital input. In
the figure we see two such adjacent samples, in 0 and in 1 , at the uniformly spaced sampling
instants, t and t 1 . They correspond in time to the beginning and end, respectively, of the
period of the comparison waveform shown in the figure. The input signal and its samples
are normalized to a maximum magnitude of 0.5 while t0, t1, and T are normalized to -0.5,
0.5, and 1.0, respectively. i 1 (t), the straight line approximation to the signal, is formed by
using the two adjacent input samples as shown below:
i, 1 (t) = (in 1 - ino)t + 0.5 (in 1 + in0)	 (5.2)
Next, let us define an auxiliary function, 1(t):
1(z) cw (t) - in (r)
	
f (t=t) = 0	 (5.3)
The solution of the above equation, ta, is the actual cross point time. In the context of our
first order approximation, an estimate of the cross point time is given as the solution of a
new equation, fj(:) = 0, where:
f1 (t) cw(t) - iii 1 (t)	 f1(t=t) = 0	 (5.4)
Hence, we have translated the cross point computation problem into a rootfinding problem.
We denote the solution of Eq. 5.4 as t2. Then from Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 we have:













Fig. 5.3: First Order Approximation
to the Cross Point Time
y0	 A2




Due to the oversampling T is very small and in (t) only exhibits gradual, smooth changes
over [:0,t 1). Therefore, t2 is a reasonable estimate of the true cross point time, ta. It can
be applied to a uniform sampling modulator to produce a crude version of natural sampling
PWM. In fact, a broadly similar approach has been used in the double sided case [Me91].
The above expression for t2 can be thought of as a "weighted average" of the input
samples. This can be seen more clearly by rewriting Eq. 5.5:
0.5 (in 1 + in 0)	 (0.5 - in 1 )in 0 + (0.5 + in0)in1
l—i,i 1 +in 0 =	 (0.5—in1)+(0.5+ino)	 (5.6)
til l	 .	 tfotin 0 +
	
= IfI+ 1101	 tfll+lfol1''
where f = I (to) and f = f (t ). So, for example, consider the case when If 1 I is much
smaller than fI (i.e., when the comparison waveform is nearer to the input signal at time
t 1 than at t0). We know that the signal exhibits small changes over [i 0 ,t 1). Hence, the
cross point time is near to t 1 , and we weight in 1 more heavily than in 0 in our calculation of
t2.
An additional interpretation of this approach can be found among more general
numerical techniques for approximating the solution of a nonlinear equation. In particular,
Eq. 5.5 is equivalent to a single "secant iteration." The so-called "secant" method is an
iterative numerical root finding procedure. It is based on forming straight line approxima-
tions to a function in the vicinity of one of the function's roots. An improved estimate of
the function's root(s) is obtained by computing the root of the straight line approximation.
This improved estimate can be used to form another straight line approximation, the root of
which is an even better estimate. Convergence to the actual solution is guaranteed for
"reasonable" functions with "reasonable" initial guesses to the root. (These conditions are
easily satisfied in our application. See [At891 or [Sc89] for details.)
The technique is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 where we are trying to find the root, Xa, of a
continuous, real valued function y = g (x). x 0 and x 1 are taken as two initial guesses at x.
We approximate g(x) by the straight line specified by (x0,y 0) and (x 1 ,y 1 ) and given as:
Yi Yo (x —x1)+y1
x 1 - xo
We set the above to zero and solve for x, calling the result x2.
x 1 -
x 2 = x j
 - yj Yi —Yo
This is used as an improved estimate of Xa. If we wish to obtain more accurate estimates
of Xa we can use (x 1 ,y 1) and (x 2,y 2) in a straight line approximation and repeat the
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procedure to generate x 3, x4,•• • etc. The technique will produce iterates which converge
to x when x 0 and x 1 are sufficiently close to x. The method generalizes as:
x . -x•_1
Xj+1 =XjYj /	 '	 jZ j>O	 (5.9)
Y1 -Y1-i
In the case of our single iteration simple algebra shows that Eq. 5.5 is numerically
equivalent to Eq. 5.8 with x1 =t1, j=l, and g()=f().
An error analysis for this technique is given in Appendix 5A. There we see that the
secant method interpretation of our approach establishes a framework in which the error
analysis for this technique is straightforward. Next, we examine the computational com-
plexity of the algorithm.
5.3.1.2 Computational Complexity
A big advantage of this algorithm is its low computational complexity. The computa-
tion can be broken down as shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Computational Complexity of First Order Algorithm
Operation	 Computation
[ino]+[in1]	 1 add





	 i inversion[(l-n 1+zn0)]
[0.5 (in 0
+in )] [ (1-in 1+in J	
I multiply
Total	 3 adds, 2 multiplies, 1 inversion
For each entry in the table the operation considered is between two or more operands indi-
cated by square brackets, []. The majority of the computation will take place in perform-
ing the inversion. For example, on the Motorola 96000 DSP chip, a floating point inver-
sion requires seven machine cycles (which is to be compared with a single machine cycle
for a floating point multiply) [DSS9]. The inversion uses a Newton-Raphson procedure
which is based on approximations to the solution of equations such as:
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(5.10)
where a is the quantity to be inverted. (In our application a = 1 - in 1 + in .) The Newton-
Raphson iterates would then take the form of:
= x, 1(2 - axA ....1)
	
ii E Z n >0
	 (5.11)
In practice, the procedure would be terminated after a small number of iterations. An
alternative approximation suggested by [Ci90] is based on the power series expansion:
i = 5+62 +83 	 6<1
	 (5.12)
where, in our case, 6 = in 1 - in 0. An approximation to	 is obtained by truncating the
series at &:
1	 (5.13)
This can be computed efficiently using nested multiplies: 1 +	 + 6[1 + 8[ . ]]]. it is
6M+1
easily seen that truncation to 6" results in an error of ----. However, at least in the case
of the 96000 chip, it is more efficient to use the inversion routine which is already pro-
vided [Bo92].
5.3.2 Cross Point Computation Based on Fifth Order Approxima-
tions
In this section we describe a second, more accurate cross point computation time pro-
cedure. As before the technique is based on a "signal approximation/root finding"
approach.
Recall that in the first algorithm we formed a straight line (i.e., first order) approxi-
mation to the analogue signal and algebraically computed the time of intersection between
the approximation and the comparison waveform. While this method is computationaily
efficient, it does not yield even close to 16 bit quality results (see Appendix 5A and
Chapter Seven.) To improve on this estimate, the second algorithm uses the result of the
first algorithm as an "initial guess" to the cross point time to yield a much more accurate
approximation. As before, we begin by describing the procedure and continue with an
examination of the computational complexity. Relevant preliminary information on poly-
nomial interpolation is contained in Appendix 5B, and an error analysis for this technique
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iterate, x_1 . Specifically,
g (x_)
XX1_1 - g (x,_j) (5.14)
is presented in Appendix 5C.
5.3.2.1 Description of Algorithm
Recall from Section 5.3.1 that the cross point time computation problem can be posed
as the root finding problem: solve f(t) = cw(t) - in(t) - 0. The first algorithm effectively
uses a secant iteration to derive t2, an estimate to i, the actual solution of f(i) = 0 (i.e.,
the actual cross point time). Essentially, the second algorithm consists of a single
Newton-Raphson iteration on 1(t) at 12 to derive t 3, a more accurate estimate of ta.
Before describing the specifics of the algorithm we comment briefly on the Newton-
Raphson procedure as a general technique for estimating the solutions of nonlinear equa-
tions. In particular, consider a general real valued, differentiable function, g (x), which
passes through zero at least once over the interval of interest. As with the secant method
discussed in Section 5.3.1, the Newton Raphson method is an iterative technique, produc-
ing a sequence of iterates,;, iEZ i^0, which, under reasonable conditions, converges to
an actual true solution, Xa (i.e., g(x) = 0). The ith iterate, x, is derived from the intersec-
tion between the x -axis and a straight line approximation of g (x) taken at the previous
This procedure is shown in Fig. 5.5. The Newton-Raphson method produces iterates
which converge to x more quickly than with the secant method. This may be attributed to
the use of the derivative of the function. In fact, the secant method can be thought of as
an approximate form of the Newton Raphson method where 
X_1 - 
12 of Eq. 5.9 is taken
Yi-i - Yi-2
as an estimate of , 	 in Eq. 5.14.
g
In our case f(t) = cw (r) - in (t) corresponds to g (x). We perform a single Newton-
Raphson iteration on f(r) at t=t2, the estimate to the cross point time produced by the
secant iteration described in Section 5.3.1. This yields 13, a near to 16 bit quality estimate
of ta. (See Appendix SC.):
	
f(t2)	 cw(2)—in(t2)	 t2it	 (5.15)
	
1a1312 f'(t2)	 2	 cw'(t2)—in'(12) =12— 1—in'(t2)
It is this value, 13, (or some quantity related to it) that can be sent to the UPWM modulator
to obtain near to NPWM performance.
However, as in(1 2) and in'(t,.) are not explicitly available we form approximations to
the input signal and its derivative. In particular, we use fifth order interpolation
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Xcx
Fig. 5.5: The Newton-Raphson Method







Fig. 5.6:	 Fifth Order Interpolation Polynomial
Approximation to Continuous Time Input, in(t)
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polynomial approximations which are shown in Appendix 5C to give to near to 16 bit
quality approximation to the cross point time sequence. The Newton form of the interpola-
tion polynomial is used due to the relative computational efficiency with which it may be
derived and evaluated. (See Appendix 5B for a discussion of interpolation polynomial
approximation in general with a particular emphasis on the Newton polynomial.) These
approximations are based on six support points, (in, ,'c1 ), i € (-2,-1,",3) as shown in Fig.
5.6.* The spacing between successive support abscissae is normalized to unity, and the
maximum magnitude of the input samples is normalized to 0.5. We denote the fifth order
interpolation polynomial approximation to the signal and its derivative as i 5(t) and i,'5(z),
respectively. Hence, we have corresponding fifth order approximations to f(t) and f'(t).
They are denoted as / 5(t) and f' 5(r), respectively, and may be written as (see Appendix
5B):
/5(t) = cw(t) - i 5(t)
	 (5.16)
= t - [c_2 + c_1(t-'r_2) + c0(t-t_2)(t-'r_1) + . . + c3(t-t_2)(:-t_j) 	 (t-r2)J
and
f's(t) = cw'(t) - ii' 5(r)
	 (5.17)









where fl(t-t1 ) 1. The Newton coefficients, c, E {-2,-1,-,3}, are obtained from the
j=k
difference table shown in Table 5.2 where
in, = / 1 in11 - E"in1 , L°in, = in1	 J€ (l,2,•• ,5) iE (-2,-1,"•,2)	 (5.18)
* To avoid confusion we have chosen to use rather than t to denote the support abscissae since the
later has already been used to denote esthnates of the cross point lime. Also, we have decided to index
the integer, i, from -2 to 3 so that and l will conespond to in 0 and in 1. respectively. This maintains
consistency with the indexing for the input samples adopted in Section 5.3.1.
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Table 5.2: Difference Table for Signal Approximation Interpolation Polynomial













and, with the spacing between successive support abscissae normalized to one:
LI+2jfl2
	
= (i+2)!	 j (-2,-1,",3)	 (5.19)
As explained in Appendix SB the interpolation polynomial and its derivative can be
evaluated efficiently with the use of nested multiply methods. Specifically, these may be




ii'5(t) = c'_1 ^ (t_.t_2){c'o + (t—t_i){c'i + (t_rj{c' 2 + (t—ti)c'3]]]	 (5.20b)
and
c'..j	 c	 + (t —t)c'	 iE (1,2,3,4,5)	 c'3 c3	 (5.21)
Due to the presence of relatively large approximation errors in i (I) and i,'5(t) over
t [t_2,t)u[t2,t3), we compute the three "inner" cross point times over the intervals,
[t_1,t0), [t0,t1), and [t,r2). (See Appendix 5C for more details.) The interpolation polyno-
mial is therefore updated once every three output samples. Depending on which of these
three cross point times we are estimating we set ; so as to ensure that the computed
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estimate, t, is between ±0.5. This is shown in Table 5.3:
Table 5.3: Support Abscissae as a Function of the 3 Cross Point
Time Intervals per Polynomial





to	 0.5	 -0.5	 -1.5






This procedure is computationally intensive. While the exact computation will vary
somewhat depending on the precise coding used to implement the procedure, the complex-
ity can be broken down roughly as shown in Table 5.4. The computation required to
maintain the difference table and compute the Newton coefficients is common to all three
cross points. This is why there are non-integer numbers of instructions per cross point
time in the second and third entries in the table.
The overall level of computation is much higher than that of the first procedure. This
is due in large part to the need for the additional inversion. However, as we shall see in
Chapter Seven, this algorithm yields excellent results.
5.3.3 Cross Point Computation Based on Third Order Approxi-
mations
We now describe a cross point algorithm which uses a third order interpolation poly-
nomial. It functions much in the same way as the fifth order procedure of the previous
sub-section. For this reason our description will be brief. The algorithm is intended to be
a compromise between the fast but crude first order routine and the slow but accurate fifth
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order technique.
Table 5.4: Approximate Computational Complexity of the
5th Order Algorithm (Per Cross Point)
Operation	 Computation
compute 2 (see Section 5.3.1.2)	 3 adds, 2 multiplies, 1 inversion
prepare difference table (see Table 5.2)	 adds
compute c = [ i+2i2][i] ie (-2,--1,"•,3)	 multiplies
compute (r 2—t) i€ (-2,—1,,2)	 5 adds
compute c' i€ (1,2,3,4,5) (see Eq. 5.21)	 5 adds 5 multiplies
evaluate i 5(t 2) = c'_2 (see above)	 0
compute f 5(12) = [c 2J—[i 5(t 2)]	 1 add
evaluate i,'5 (r 7) (see Eq. 5.20b)	 4 adds, 4 multiplies







compute 13 = [12] -
	
1 add
Total	 24- adds, 13-} multiplies, 2 inversions
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5.33.1 Description of the Algorithm
This procedure is the same as that of Section 5.3.2 except we use a third order inter-
polation polynomial. In the context of Fig. 5.6, the support points (ins ,;) i e (-1,0,1,2)
form the polynomial and, as in the fifth order case, three cross points per polynomial (over
([t.1 ,t0), [t0,ti), 1t1 ,c2)) ) are computed.
While the technique will be faster than the fifth order algorithm, the disadvantage, of
course, lies in the lower quality of the approximation to the signal and its derivative. An
abbreviated error analysis is given in Appendix 5D.
5.3.3.2 Computational Complexity
As mentioned above this procedure represents a computational compromise between
the first and fifth order algorithms. The details are given in Table 5.5.
5,4 Alternative Approaches to Cross Point Compu-
tation
In the previous section we considered in detail three cross point computation algo-
nthms. Results from computer simulations of the performance of these algorithms will be
presented in Chapter Seven. These show that the first, computationally efficient algorithm
gives improved (but not distortion free) performance while the second, computationally
intensive algorithm gives superior performance. The third algorithm is in between.
It is possible that other techniques can be devised which provide excellent perfor-
mance at lower levels of computational complexity. In this section we propose (as future
work) a few alternative approaches to the cross point computation problem which may be
more computationally efficient. It is believed that each of these proposals merit detailed
investigation. In particular, three approaches are given. Two are based on the "signal
approximation/root finding" method of the previous section and one is based on a nonlinear
system identification approach.
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Table 5.5: Approximate Computational Complexity of the
3rd Order Algorithm (Per Cross Point)
Operation	 Computation
compute t2	 3 adds, 2 multiplies, I inversion
prepare difference table	 adds
compute c1 iE (-1,0,1,2)	 multiplies
compute (t2-'t) i (-1,0,1)	 3 adds
compute c 2_1 IE 11,2,3)
	
3 adds 3 multiplies
evaluate i 3() = c'_1	 0
compute f3(t 2) = tt2]—Ei 3(tj))	 I add
evaluate ii'3(t2)	 2 adds 2 multiplies





compute [.f3(t2)] [f)1(2)] 	 1 multiply
/3(t2)
compute (3 = [12] - 
f3(t2)	
I add
Total	 16 adds, 8- multiplies, 2 inversions
5.4.1 Oversampling
Consider an Nth order interpolation polynomial derived from N+l equally spaced
support abscissae. Intuitively, the accuracy of this polynomial increases over the smallest
interval containing the support abscissae as the distance between such abscissae decreases.
This closer spacing of support abscissae can be achieved by additional oversampling. As a
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specific example, consider using a first order secant algorithm with 16 times oversampling
(twice the PWM pulse repetition frequency). This is shown in Fig. 5.7. We first deter-
mine between which two of the three samples the cross point lies and then perform the
secant iteration using these two samples. Assuming that the errors due to interpolation
(i.e., oversampling) are negligible, an estimate of the cross point time based on this tech-
nique will be more accurate than the secant iteration as presented in Section 5.3.1. This
idea can be extended to higher oversampling factors as well as higher order interpolation
polynomials and other root-finding techniques.
Additional computation is of course required as a result of the extra oversampling and
any "searching" for the cross point among the additional samples before the actual
rootfinding method is applied. The question of whether the increased accuracy is worth the
additional computation needs to be evaluated on a case by case basis.
Another approach would be to increase or decrease the pulse repetition frequency, o,
so as to try to reduce the overall burden of computation. For example, if we increase o,
we reduce the amount of time in which we must compute each cross point time, which is
bad. However, as mentioned above, since the support abscissae are closer together the
order of the interpolation polynomial required may decrease, which is a computational
advantage. Similarly, if we decrease o, we increase the amount of time available in
which we compute the cross point time, which is good. But, as the support abscissae are
further apart, the order of the interpolation polynomial required to yield approximately 16
bit quality results will increase—of course, a disadvantage. As before the potential for
computational savings must be evaluated on a case by case basis. Also, we must be care-
ful not to lower o to the extent that the foldback distortion is no longer negligible. In
addition, cot, should not be increased to the point where serious practical difficulties arise in
the construction of the modulator and/or the power switching stage.
5.4.2 Inverse Interpolation
We consider another root finding approach. The formation and evaluation of an
inverse interpolation polynomial is a well established technique for approximating the solu-
tion of a nonlinear equation. Such a polynomial can be used to yield an estimate to the
cross point time. Specifically, consider an "extended" PWM comparison waveform,
EW(:) :e [t_2,t3), as shown in Fig. 5.8. Also consider a new function, y=f(:), the difference
between this extended comparison waveform and the analogue input:





i4— T = 0.5	 4- I = 0.5 -0'-
Fig. 5.7: First Order Approximation
With Additional Oversampling (16X)
Fig. 5.8: The Extended Comparison Waveform
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N (.Y) 1.-f (N+1)
eN(y)= (N+l)!V'd	 (ii) (5.24)
The inverse function t = J 1 (y) exists and is meaningful if and only if the "forward" (as
opposed to inverse) function, T(i), is monotonic on the interval over which we are con-
cerned. (In our application this is always the case since f'(t)> 1 t E [r_,t3).) The N th
£ -1
order inverse interpolation polynomial, t = 1, (y), satisfies the interpolation conditions by
passing	 through	 the	 N^l	 support	 points,
iE (-½(N-1),-½(N-l)+l,•,½(N-1),½(N-l)+l) for N odd or iE f-½W,-'AN+1;,½.N-1,½N)
for N even. Such a polynomial can be derived from a divided difference table like the one
shown in Table 5B.1 of Appendix 5B for the case of forward interpolation. A typical
inverse interpolation polynomial with N=5 is shown in Fig. 5.9. An estimate of ta, the




Similarly, adjacent cross point times can be estimated by evaluating the inverse interpola-
tion polynomial at other values of y.
How do we bound the error in the cross point times generated by this technique?
There are two sources of error. First is the approximation error associated with the inverse
interpolation polynomiaL This error is similar to that described by Eq. 5C.7 of Appendix
5C and may be written as:
where is inside the smallest closed interval containing y and all the support abscissae, y
r.-1 (N+1)(with i as given above), used in the construction of the polynomial. VN J
	
(.) denotes
the N^lth derivative of the inverse function. It is not easy to place a realistic, tight upper
bound on 'l'(y) (see Eq. 5C.7 of Appendix 5C) since the signal dependent support abscis-
sae are not equally spaced. This is in contrast to the forward interpolation polynomial used
in the technique described in Section 5.3. Also, complicated expressions for the N+lth
derivative of the inverse function present further difficulties in obtaining a realistic bound
on the inverse interpolation error. (See [0s73].) The second source of error is that arising
from the noise propagation effects in the divided difference table. (See Appendix 5C.)
Again, as the support abscissae are not equally spaced bounding this effect is not as easy
as in the forward interpolation case.
For both of the above reasons it is felt that trial and error computer simulations may
be the most appropriate way to choose the order of the inverse polynomial as well as to
evaluate the performance of the system generally.
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spaced samples)	 cross point times)
Fig 5.10: Cross Point Denver as a "Black Box" System
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As far as computational complexity is concerned the technique appears attractive as
just a single evaluation of a polynomial is required. However, since the support abscissae
are not equally spaced we must use a true divided difference table rather than a simple (no
divisions) difference table as is used in the forward interpolation polynomial of Section
5.3. Thus many computationally intensive divides or inversions are required to derive the
polynomial. Unlike the technique of Section 5.3, the majority of the total computation
goes into obtaining the approximation itself rather than any subsequent "root finding" com-
putations. There may be ways of reducing the number of divides by considering alterna-
tive methods for deriving the polynomial. (Worthwhile methods may include the so-called
Barycentric form of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial as well as the Neville-Aitken
method [Sc89].) In addition, it may prove desirable to combine the inverse interpolation
approach with that of the previous sub-section. The additional more closely spaced support
points resulting from the higher oversampling may permit reductions in the required order
of the inverse interpolation polynomial, thus possibly reducing the number of divides.
5.4.3 Nonlinear System Identification
A different approach to the cross point computation problem is that of considering the
cross point denver as a general input-output black box system as shown in Fig. 5.10. We
can use system identification methods to characterize the cross point denver. We know
that the cross point deriver is causal, time-invariant, and nonlinear. While the first two
properties are readily apparent, the fact that the cross point deriver is nonlinear is verified
by showing that scaling the input sequence, in1 , by a constant, K, does not scale the output
sequence, out1 , by K. In particular, consider the two adjacent samples, in0 and in , at times
t0 and 'r 1 , respectively, of an underlying analogue input, in (t), described by a straight line
over the interval of interest:
in (t) = rnt + b
	 t E [t0,t1 )	 (5.25)
The cross point time is then the solution of:
f(t) = cw(t) - in(t) = t
-[rnt + b] = 0
	 (5.26)
b
= t = 1-rn
Now let us scale the input by the constant, K. The cross point time is now the solution of:






Thus, scaling the input does not result in a corresponding scaling of the output. In fact,
the nonlinearity of the cross point deriver is readily verified by computer simulation. Con-
sider a near full scale, 16 bit, 20kHz sinusoidal input signal with a sampling rate of
f2 352.8kHz. Spectral plots of this input signal and of the corresponding "cross point
derived" output signal (i.e., a signal comprised of the cross point times) are given in Figs.
5.1 la and 5.1 lb, respectively. The existence of spectral components in the output at har-
monks of input indicate the presence of a nonlinearity. As a full scale, 20kHz tone is the
worst case input (i.e., the input resulting in the largest amount of UPWM harmonic distor-
tion) we estimate the effective order of the nonlinearity as seven by counting the number
of harmonics above the noise floor in Fig. 5.11b.
So it is clear that when we model the cross point denver we should use a nonlinear
model. One model which has received attention over the past several years is that of the
Volterra series expansion where the output of the system is expressed as:
=	 . . . +	 ,	 + (5.28)
c0	 irJ) i 1 )	 iO i 1 0	 i,,,rO
with the mth order "Volterra kernel" [Ru81]. For any practical implementation a
truncated form of the Volterra series expansion called a "Volterra filter" is used. The pth
order Volterra filter is described by:
N	 N N	 N N	 N
y = h10x 0 +	 +	 (5.29)
i 0 O	 iO i 1 O	 i=O i 1 )	 i,=O
The identification problem is then one of estimating the kernels of Eq. 5.29. This is often
done using statistical correlation analysis techniques. (See [Ma91] for a large selection of
references.)
The computational complexity of the system can increase rapidly with the order of
the truncated series. However, techniques have been established to implement Volterra
filters more efficiently. (Again see [Ma9 11 for good references.)
Lastly, as before, it may be possible to combine this approach with those already
mentioned. Specifically, refining the output of the first order secant algorithm with a low
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0.0 20.00k	 40.00k	 60.00k	 80.00k	 100.00k 020.00k 140.00k 260.00k
Frequency I Hz
Fig. 5.11a: Tone Input (20kHz, full scale)
Thu Oct 05 1345:43 1992
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented techniques designed to overcome the performance
limitations imposed by "standard" UPWM based DACs. The harmonic distortion free per-
formance associated with NPWM was thought to be realizable only in continuous time,
analogue systems. However, PNPWM was introduced as a means by which such high lev-
els of performance could be achieved in a discrete time, fully digital system. This is done
by estimating the width of the NPWM pulse from the adjacent uniformly spaced digital
input samples. Detailed descriptions of three algorithms for a PNPWM based DAC were
given. The computational complexity associated with each procedure was analyzed. (Error
analyses are given in Appendices 5A, 5C, and 5D.) Several alternative implementations
which may be more computationally efficient were also proposed. In Chapter Seven the
performance of these procedures wifi be evaluated by computer simulation.
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Appendix 5A: Error Analysis for the First Algo
rithm
In this appendix we present an error analysis for the procedure described in Section
5.3.1. Ideally the error analyses for all the techniques presented would be based on statistI-
cal models for the various sources of error. These would allow us to compute useful quan-
tities such as the average error power or the power spectral density of the error for a given
input. However, such an analysis is made difficult by the complicated manner in which
the various sources of error are related to each other as well as to the input signal. As a
more tractable alternative we derive an upper bound for the error associated with each
technique. (The error analyses for the other algorithms are presented in Appendices 5C
and SD.)
The error associated with the first technique can be attributed to two principle
sources. The first is what we call the theoretical error, e,, and is the amount by which
secant approximations differ from the actual root when infinite precision arithmetic is used.
This is the error inherent to the secant method. The second is an additional error due to
the quantization noise on the input signal samples which are, of course, represented with
finite precision. We call this additional error eq. These errors (which in general may be
correlated) combine to give er, the total error associated with this method.
We begin with the theoretical error for the (j+l)th iterate. This error (i.e., the
difference between the actual solution of the equation and the (j^l)th approximation to the
solution) can be shown to be given by [At89]:
1" (ç)
= tatj+1	 eJeJ_i2fl()	 C1E(tj_j,tj)	 EJ1	 p.o	 (5A.1)
where I is the smallest interval containing t,_1 , t,, and the true solution to Eq. 5.3 (i.e., the
actual time of the cross point), a• Since we know that taE [t0,t1) with t0 and t as shown
in Fig. 5.3, we know that I —(co,t). We are interested in placing an upper bound on the
magnitude of the error after a single iteration:
f"(1) I
I e, I = e 1e 0	 II	 I	 2f'(i)
To this end consider the product
= [ta_ti] [ta_to] = ta2O.25
(5A.2)
(5A.3)
Over taE [:=—O.5,z=O.5), 1e 1 e 0 I attains a maximum of 0.25 at t=O. Also consider a new
quantity, M (not to be confused with the modulation depth of Chapter Three):
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I 2irf I	 2it20000IH I ^ 0.5$	 10=	 I	 = 0.35619





"(C ) IM	 E(0t1)	 >	
' j	 C 




Now for sinusoidal input signals f (t) can be written as:




where lb (=20kHz) and f, (=352.8kHz) are the maximum input frequency and the pulse
repetition frequency, respectively. Therefore,
Max If "(f) I	 Max IH O2sin(Ot -14)1(:.t)	 t€ (tj 1)	 0.5(0.35619)2
M 
= Mm 12f'(t)I = Miii 1 2[l-HOcos(9 1 -14)] I 	2[l-0.5(0.35619)J 3.8591x10 2 (5A.7)
te (; 0,t 1)	 e (s0,t1)
From this we can bound the error as:
< Maxe1e0,	 < Max Je ieoM	 (0.25)(3.8591xl0)
	 (5A.8)
= 9.64764x103
Next, we consider the error due to quantization of the two input samples, in 0 and in1,
which are used by the secant method. In any real implementation we use quantized ver-
sions of these samples, which we now denote as iio and in 1 , giving rise to t2, a different
estimate of the cross point time:
0.5(i;i, + i0)






and c 1 are the quantization errors on in 0 and in 1 , respectively. is the maximum size
of the quantization error on any given sample and is of course determined by the number
of bits used to represent the signal at the input to the system. For example, a 16 bit signal
with its maximum magnitude normalized to 0.5 implies	
= 65536 = 7.62939x10. We
have assumed that any additional errors associated with in 0 or in 1 (such as those encoun-





For the purpose of analysis we can express the cross point time estimate as a product:
12
	 (5A. 11)
where A=0.5(i 0+i 1) and B	 ---. These two factors themselves can be written as
1-(-tno-- tfli
the sum of an "unquantized" term, A (or B), and an error term EA (or EB):
A = A + EA = 0.5in 0-f-in ) + O.S+e1)
l+inin 1	l+(inco)—(in 1+e 1 )	 l+in0—in1 J
1	 1	 -	 1
Rewriting Eq. 5A.11 with Eqs. 5A.12 and 5A.13 we obtain:
12 = = [A +EA) lB +EB] AB + EA B + AE8 + EA E8 (5A.14)
e, is related to the first term (i.e., e1 = - AB.) Hence this second source of error, eq, , can
be expressed as:
eq =EA B +AEB +EA EB	 (5A. 15)
A conservative upper bound on eq, can be obtained by replacing each term in Eq. 5A.15
with its maximum magnitude:
eq, <Max IEA IMax IBI+Max JAIMax IEB I+Max IEA IMaX IEBI
It is easy to see that
Max IA I = 0.5(0.5+0.5) = 0.5
and




Recalling that t-0.5 and t=0.5, the maximum magnitude for B is attained when
20000
uz (t) = 0.Ssrn 2ir352800
Max IBI=	 I
1 + 0 5s[2 20000	 1 0 5sin[2 20000	 1	
(5A.19)
K 3528 0 (_0.5)j -	 K352800 (0.5)]
= 1.21530




6	 ^	 (0.5)] = 0.17715
=
	 IeI ^ 2€,,,	 1.52588x10 5
	 (5A.21)
Hence EB can be written as:
1EB=
= [i + (8-i-c8) + (5)2 + (8-i-c3)3 k...] - [i + 8 + 62+ 63...]
= £ + (2&8-i-c) + (3e882+3c826-i-c) +•
Therefore,
Max IE I = Max Ic& + (2&6+c) + (3c82+3c82ö-i-c) +" (5A.24)
We can see that the maximum occurs when 8 and e are at their maximum values. (e3









O5sin[2 20000	 1I + 0.5sin 12r 352800
 (-0.5) -	 352800 (0.5)]
—2.25370x105
Using the numbers from Eqs. 5A.17, 5A.18, 5A.19, and 5A.25 in Eq. 5A.16 yields:
eq, <7.62939x10)(1.21530)+(0.5)(2.25370x10) 	 (5A.26)
+(7.62939x 10)(2.25370x 10) = 2.05407x105
Adding this error to the theoretical error we obtain an upper bound for the magnitude of
the total error, eT
eT, ( =	 ^Max lel +Max	 <9.66854x103
	 (5A.27)
It is interesting to note that the total error is mostly due the theoretical errors associated
with the secant method rather than quantization noise effects. Compared to
c=7.62939xlCT, the quantization error on the input signal, we see that the total error
associated with this first algorithm is quite large. However, as is demonstrated in Chapter
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Seven application of this simple procedure yields significant improvements over ordinary
UPWM.
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Appendix SB: Polynomial Interpolation
In Section 5.3.2.1 we introduced an algorithm where the idea was to use a Newton
Raphson iteration on a function, f(t), equal to the difference between the PWM com-
parison waveform, cw(t), and the underlying analogue signal, mCi) (i.e.,
1(t) = cw (t )—in (t)). This yields a very accurate estimate of the cross point time. (See
Appendix SC.) The Newton Raphson procedure requires values of the function, f(s), and
its derivative, f' (t), neither of which are explicitly available in our discrete time system.
So in order to use the Newton Raphson method we must approximate f(s) and 1' (t) (or,
equivalently, in (t) and in' (t)) in some manner.
A computationaily efficient approach is that of using an interpolation polynomial and
its derivative to approximate in(t) and in' (t), respectively. This polynomial will be a
"short time" approximation to the signal and will be updated every few samples. In this
appendix we give a brief overview of the aspects of polynomial interpolation which form
the basis of our approach.
5B.1 The Basics
We begin by describing how a general Nth order interpolation polynomial approxima-
tion to a real valued function, g(x), can be formed. Consider N+l distinct pairs of "sup-
port points", (x, ,g), i E (O,1,2,"•,N) with x, and g, the support abscissae and support ordi-
nates, respectively. The Nth order interpolation polynomial:
PN (x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 +"-1- aNx	 (5B.l)
is the Nth order polynomial satisfying the interpolation conditions:
g =PN (x)	 iE(O,l;",N)	 (5B.2)
This polynomial can be shown to be unique [At89]. Its coefficients, a, ie (O,l,",N), can
be determined by solving the system of N+I linear equations in N^1 unknowns:
a0 + a 1x0 +	 + a/x =
(5B.3)
a0 + aixN +	 • + a)JxJ =
The direct solution of this system of equations is computationally intensive. However,











The existence and uniqueness of the interpolation polynomial is often proven by con-
struction [At89, Sch891. In the course of such proofs it is shown that Eq. 5B.l can be
expressed as a so-called "Lagrange polynomial:"
The polynomial of Eq. 5B.4 is numerically equivalent to that of Eq. 5B.1. Another
equivalent form of Eq. 5B.1 is the "Newton polynomial" which is written as:
PN(x) = c0 + c 1 (x —x + c2(x —xo)(x —x 1) +" . +CN(X —XO)(X —Xj)(X —XN)	 (5B.6)
where c, i E (O,l,". ,N) are known as the "Newton coefficients." The Newton polynomial
can be derived and evaluated with high computational efficiency [Sc89]. This is why it is
used in the cross point algorithm presented in Section 5.3.2.1.
The Newton coefficients are obtained from a "divided difference" table such as the
one shown in Table 58.1. g	 is known as the kth divided difference associ-
ated with the support abscissae,	 It is computed recursively as:
(5B.7)g[x,x+,",x+kJ =
Xk—Xj
with the initial 0th order divided differences given by:
g[x } = g(xj )= g1
So, for example,
g[x1]—g[x0]	 g1—g0
g[x0,x11=	 =X i — Xo	 Xl—Xo
g[x1,x2]= g2





It can be shown that the Newton coefficients are given by the elements on the uppermost
diagonal of entries in the divided difference table [Sc89]:
Ck = g[xo,,x] kE (O,l,",N)	 (5B.12)
Computation of the Newton coefficients is simplified when the support abscissae are
equally spaced. Specifically, let the spacing between successive support abscissae be
denoted by the constant, h. In this case, we may construct a difference table rather than a
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Table SB.!: Divided Difference Table
divided difference table as shown in Table 5B.2. Eilcgj is called the kth forward difference
of ,g at x1 and is given by:




It can be shown that the divided differences (and hence the Newton coefficients) are






A can be computed in advance, stored, and multiplied with /g0. The forward differences
have the big advantage of being computed without the need for computationally intensive
divide or invert instructions.
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Table 5B.2: Difference Table





Cl = C -
for
ci cA
Now recall that the Newton Raphson method requires not only the function whose
root we wish to estimate but its derivative as well. An approximation to the latter can be
obtained by differentiating the interpolation polynomial:
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g '(x) P (x) 
= f [co + C 1 (x—x 0) +	 + CN(X —x 0)(x —x	 (X-XN_1)]	 (5B. 17)









The numbers of terms in this equation grows quickly as N increases.
5B.2 Efficiency
In this section we discuss how PN()L,) and P'N(x) can be computed efficiently. Inspec-
tion of Eq. 5B.6 indicates that PN(x) can be evaluated more efficiently by using a Homer-
like method of nested multiplies [Sc 89]:
PN (x) = c 0+(x—x 0) 1+(x —x ) 2+(x —x 2) [ [cNz4-(x-xN2) [c,+cv (x XN1)]]"]]]	 (5B. 18)
This is a standard approach to efficiently evaluating the Newton polynomial.
The author has not been able to find similar simplifications in the literature for
evaluation of the derivative. However, we have derived a procedure for very efficient
evaluation of P'N(x). We begin by defining a set of useful auxiliary quantities,
c', IE (0,1,...,N), where:
C 'N	 CN_1 + (X-XN)C',^i iE (l,2,,N)	 C'N CN (1=0)	 (5B.19)
(The strange indexing will make the end result easier to use.) So, for example, when i=l
we have:
C	 =	 + (X-XN_l)C 'N = CN1 + (X-XN....I)CN	 (5B.20)
When i=2:




C ' = c 1 + (x—x 1)c '2 = c 1 + (x —x1)[c2 + (x—x2) c'3)	 (SB.22)
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= c1 + (x-x ) [c2 + (x_x4 . c2 + (X-XN_i{CN_1 + CN(X-XN_1)] ..]]
We identify these c' simply as the terms appearing within the nested multiplies of Eq.
5B.18, the expression for the efficient evaluation of PN(X). In fact, it can be seen that
C'o = P,(x).
It is easiest to see how we can use c' to increase the efficiency with which P'N(x)
can be evaluated for a specific example. Consider the case of N=5 (which is the order of
the polynomial used in the algorithm presented in Section 5.3.2). We begin be expanding
out the auxiliary quantities defined in Eq. 5B.19.
C5	 (5B.23a)
c'4 = c4 + (x-x4)c'5 = c4 ^ (x-x4)C5	 (5B.23b)
C'3 = C3 +(x-x3)c'4 = C3 + (x-x3)[c4+ (X_X4)C5]	 (SB.23c)
C'2 = c2 + (x-x7)c'3 = c2 + (x -x .) [C3 + (x -x ) + x_x4)csJ]	 (5B.23d)
c'1 = c1 + (x-x 1)c'2 = c1 + (x -x1) [ 2 + (x_x 2.) [C3 + (x-x ) [c + (x-x4)c5]]] 	 (5B.23e)
C'0 = C0 + (x—x 0)c' 1 	 (5B.23t)
= c0 + (x_x o) [C1 + (x -x ) [ 2 + (x_x7.)[c3 + (x-x3)[c4 + (X-X4)c5]]]]
We observe that these c'1 are just the intermediate quantities automatically generated by the
nested multiply structure used to efficiently evaluate P 5(x). (See Eq. SB.18.) We also see
from Eq. 5B.23f and 5B.18 that, as expected, C'0 = P5(x).






= c 1 + c2[(x_x1>-cx_xo)] + cs[(x_xi)(x_x+(x—xo)(x—x+(x—xoXx—xi)]
+ c 4 [(x—x i)(x—xxx —x3)-+-(x—x0)(x--x2)(x—x3)+(x—x0)(x—x1)(x—x3)+(x —x 0)(x—x 1)(x_x2)]
+ c [(x —x 1)(x—x j(x—x 3)(x —x 4)-i-(x —xo)(x —xzXx —x 3)(x—x4)-i-(x—x o)(x —x 1)(x —x 3)(x —x4)
+(x—xo)(x—x 1)(x—x 2)(x —x4)^(x—x0)(x—x i)(X —x 2)(x _x3)]
This can be expressed as:
P' 5(x)= c 1 + c 2(x—x 1 )+ c3(x—xi)(x—x,) ^c4(x—xi)(x
—x2Xx—x3)	 (5B.25)
+c 5(x—x t)(X-X2)(X---x3)(X---X4)
+ c 2(x—x 0) + c 3(x—x 0)(x—x 2) + c 4(x—xo)(x—x 7)(x—x 3) + c5(x—xo)(x—x2)(x—x3)(x---x4)
+ c 3(x—x 0)(x—x i) + c 4(x—x 0)(x—x 1)(x —x ) + c 5(x —xo)(x —x 1)(x—x3)(x---x4)
+ c 4(x—xo)(x—x 1)(x—x 2) + c5(x—xo)(x—x1)(x—x2)(x—x4)
+ cs(x—xoXx—x1)(x—x2)(x—x3)
Moreover, rewriting each line of the above Eq. 5B.25 using nested multiplies where possi-
ble we obtain:
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P'5(x) = c 1 + (x —x ) [ 2 + (x —x 2) [ 3 + (x —x ) [C4 + (x_x4)c5]]]	 (5B.26)
+ (x_xo)[c 2 + (x —x4c 3
 + (x_x4c 4 + (x_x4)c5] J]
+ (x_x0)(x_x 1){c3 + (x_x 3)[c4 + (x_x4)cs]]
+ (x_xo)(x_xi)(x_.x4c4 + (x_x4)cs]
+ (x—xo)(x—xj)(x—x,)(x—x3)c5
We recognize the nested tenns as the c', defined in Eq. 58.19. Hence,
P'5(x) c' 1 + c'2(x—x0) + c'3(x—x 0)(xx 1) + c'4(x—x0)(x —x 1 )(x —x2)	 (5B.27)
+ c'5(x—xo)(x—x1)(x—x2)(x—x3)
This itself can of course be written in a nested form:
P'5(x) = c'j + (x_xo)[c'2 + (x_x i)[c'3 + (x_x2)[c' 4 + (x_x3)c'5] ]J	 (5B.28)
which is similar in structure to the expression for the efficient evaluation of the function
(Eq. 5B.18).
Thus the Newton polynomial and its derivative can be evaluated efficiently by using
the procedures:
Compute Newton coefficients c, i E (0,1 ;",N)




Cj_j = CN.. + (X—XN)C'+1
Evaluate PN (x) (or P) (in effect already done above)
P = C'o
Evaluate P'N(x) (or P')
P' = C'N
for i=N—1,N-1,"1
= c' + (x—x1_1)P'
The above algorithm is very efficient. Storing c', is not something which is normally done
when evaluating just the polynomial itself. However, as we have seen, the derivative can
be computed with a minimum amount of computation if these intermediate quantities are
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retained. In fact, in spite of the formidable size of Eq. SB.24, evaluation of the derivative
requires even less computation than the polynomial itself! An assessment of the overall
computational complexity for the fifth order case is given in Table 5B.3.
Table 5B.3: Fifth Order Polynomial Computational Complexity
Operation	 Computation
prepare difference table (see Table 5B.2)	 15 adds
compute (x—x1) IE	 5 adds
compute c, ie	 (see Eq. 5B.15)	 4 multiplies
compute C'1 IE [O,1,'5) (Eq. 5B.15)	 5 adds 5 multiplies
compute P 5(x) = c '
	
0 see previous row
compute P' j(x) (see Eq. 5B.28)	 4 adds, 4 multiplies
i32-
= tatj+1 = _ej2f1) J EI2f '(t1) (SC.1)
Appendix 5C: Error Analysis for the Fifth Order
Algorithm
In this appendix we present an error analysis for the cross point computation algo-
rithm presented in Section 5.3.2.1. Recall that the technique consists of applying a
Newton-Raphson iteration on the estimate generated by the crude first order algorithm of
Section 5.3.1.1 to yield an accurate approximation of the cross point time. There are three
basic sources of error in this algorithm. First are the "theoretical errors" inherent to the
Newton-Raphson root-finding technique. Second are the 'approximation errors" associated
with the use of finite order polynomials to approximate the input signal and its derivative.
Last are the "quantization noise propagation errors" which are due to the 16 bit quantiza-
tion noise on the input signal samples used to form the polynomial approximation to the
signal and its derivative.
We begin with e, the theoretical error generated by a single Newton Raphson itera-
tion. In general the error associated with the j+lth Newton Raphson iteration (i.e., the
difference between the j+lth iterate, 11+1, and the exact solution, t) can be shown to be
given by [At89):
with , a function of t1 and I, the smallest interval including r and 'a• Recall from
Appendix 5A that the secant algorithm generated an estimate, I, with total error of magni-
tude:
en = Itc-121 ^-9.66854x10 3 	 (5C.2)






An upper bound may be written as:
^ Max (er 2)(M) (9.66854xl0 3)2(3.85905xl0) 3.60747xl0
(5C.3)
(5C.4)
with M as defined in Eq. 5A.4 of Appendix 5A. This is slightly less than
7.62939xl0, the maximum magnitude of the quantization error associated with a 16




Next we consider the approximation errors which result from representing 1(t) and




f'Q) = cw'(t) - in'(t) = I - in'Q)	 (5C.6)
So any polynomial approximation to f(t) or f'(t) can equivalently be thought of as
approximations to in (r) or in'(t), respectively. Also recall that in general LN(t ), an Nth
order interpolation polynomial approximation to in (t), is derived from the N+l support
points, (in,,;), with ie[—½(N—l),—½(N—l)+l,•,½(N—l),½(N—l)+l] for N odd or
i E [—½N,—½A1+I,..,½N—1,½N] for N even. The approximation to the derivative of the sig-
nal is obtained by simply differentiating the approximation to the signal itself. The quality
of these approximations can be assessed by bounding the maximum error in the polynomial




e'N(t) f'(O-f'N(t) =	 f(N+1)(y) + (N+2)! 1(12)(N+l)!
where for N odd WN(t) = fl (t —t,) and H=[t_I,(N_1),t½(N_l)^1J. For N even,
-½(N-2)
'l'N (t) = [J(t—t,) and H=[t_,t,,,].
-½N
Recall that we are using fifth order approximations. Plots of 'P5(t) and W'5(t) for;
equally spaced with ; = —23-,-(i+2), ie (-2,—1,0,l,2,3) are shown in Fig. 5C.l. From the
figure (and the computer results used to generate the figure) it is seen that:
Max 'P5(t)I ^ —5.049 Max IW'5(r)I ^ 24.000
Hence,
'f5(t)
1ê 5(t)I ^ Max	
6! fkt )1 ^ -7.l60xl0tE[t1t)
Iê '5(t)I ^ Max	
6' f 6kt) + Max I
'F'5(t)	 IIJ




Interestingly, we see that the second term in Eq. SC. 11 is much smaller than the first.
Note the restricted interval, [t..1,t2)dH. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2.1 we limit




Fig. SC.1: PSI(t) and PSI'(t) (N=5)
PSI(t) and PSI'(t)
-2.00	 -1.00	 0.00	 1.00	 2.00
'P5(t) and 'P'5(t) over [t_2,t_1)u['r2,t3) result in large increases in the approximation error for
both the signal and its derivative.
We next turn to the propagation of the quantization noise on the input samples used
to foim the polynomial. In any real (i.e., finite word length) implementation rather than
using in the sample values shown earlier in the difference tafle, we must use quantized
versions which we write as a sum of the unquantized sample plus noise:
i j inj +cI .	 IEj I^CtT.	 (5C. 12)
The quantization errors on the input signal propagate through the table and result in errors






































(We show the divided difference table rather than the associated difference table to more
explicitly show the errors on the Newton coefficients themselves.) We can see from the
table that the computed coefficients can be written as a sum of the true (i.e., infinite preci-
sion) coefficients plus error terms:
in [t_2,,'c1 J = c	 c +	 i E {-2,—1,3}	 (SC.13)
where each is a function c, jE (-2,—1,j) in the table. Therefore, we can express the
actual interpolation polynomial we use as a sum of the true analogue input plus an approxi-
mation error and a noise polynomial with a similar sum for the derivative of the interpola-
tion polynomial:
i(t) in(t) + e 5(t) + (t)	 (5C.14)




=	 + c(r—t)+ ...	 (5C.16)















We can now express t3, the actual computed cross point time generated by the algo-
rithm as:
To place an upper bound on the overall error we use the approach taken in the error
analysis for the first technique by restating the above equation as:
13 = -	 (5C.20)
where e=12- 5(12) and iS=_	 . As in Appendix 5A these two terms can be written
I-in '5((2)
as a sum of an "ideal" term (i.e., without approximation and quantization noise propagation
errors) and an error term. Specifically, we have:
= C + E = [12-in (12)] + [-ê 5 E2)-- (12)]
= D + ED 
=	 (2)] + 1-(in '(i ' (1'C (12)) - 1-in '(12)]
[	 1	 ii
Therefore,
3 1 - C+EC] ID +ED] = - (D +EcD +ED C +E ED) (5C.23)
Hence, the effect of the sum of the approximation error ea and the quantization noise pro-
pagation error eq on the final result can be written as:
As in Appendix 5A an upper bound for the magnitude of this error can be found by replac-
ing each term in the above equation with its maximum magnitude:
<Max lEc IMax ID I + Max lED IMax IC I + Max lEc IMax lED I
It is easily seen from the end of Appendix 5A that:
Max IC I = Max II2-in (12)1 <er 9.668S4xlO3
From Eqs. 5C.lO and 5C.17 we have:
Max lEc I = Max I-e5(12)- (12)1 <Max 1ê5(12) 1 + Max l (12)1








l—in'(t 2)	 l_(O.5)(O.35619)]	 l•21669 (5C.28)
Also,
From arguments similar to those given for Max IEB I in Appendix 5A it is seen that:
1Max EDI=Max






Using Eqs. 5C.26 to 5C.29 in Eq. 5C.25 yields:
ea ,,+eq,,, <(1 .95643x10 5)(l.21669) + (1 .O3637xlO)(9.66854xlO)	 (5 C.30)
+ (l.95M3x1tr5)(1.03637x1tT') 2.48077x105
The above equation indicates that the approximation and quantization errors are influenced
more by errors in the signal, is(12), than those in the derivative, i, '(I2). Combining Eq.
5C.30 with Eq. 5C.4 we see that the magnitude of the total error Er is bounded by:
lEn 




We do stress while this bound is not far from the absolute limit imposed by the 16
bit quantization noise error, the result should be viewed as conservative. It is an absolute
worst case limit (i.e., a 20kHz, full scale input combined with a special sequence of quant-
ization errors on the input signal required to make the noise propagation effects large.
Either of these scenarios is unlikely to occur in typical digital audio applications. Also,
due to the excess bandwidth created by the oversampling, the errors which do occur are
likely to be distributed over the entire band, [0,½f=l76.4kHz), with only a portion falling
in the audio band, [Ofb =20kffz). (Computer simulations presented in Chapter Seven verify
this effect.) A more accurate (but more difficult) statistical analysis would take these issues
into account and derive a bound for the error power and more generally an expression for
the PSD of the error for a given input.
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Appendix 5D: Error Analysis for the Third Order
Algorithm
In this appendix we present an error analysis for the third order algorithm introduced
in Section 5.3.3. Since the development is identical in structure to that of Appendix 5C for
the fifth order algorithm our analysis appears in an abbreviated form.
As in Appendix SC the error inherent to the technique is:
(5D.l)e, ^-3.60747xl0
For the approximation error it is easily verified that:
	





ê 3(t)I ^ Max	 f (t)I ^ –3.35339x10
	
ce(t_1 .c2) j 	 4!	 I
'P'3(t)	 ___
	
Iê(t)I ^ Max I	 f(t)' + M	 ''3(t)ax t— f(t)
	






<-2.01203xHT3 + –2.38888x10 5 2.03592x103
where; iE (-1,0,1,2) are numerically the same as defined after Eq. 5C.8 of Appendix 5C.
It has been shown by computer simulation that:
Max	 ^ –1.24435x10 5 	(5D.5)
XE [v..1,v2)







k1 I^c 1 , ie (-1,0,1,2)
Max IC I 9.66854x103
Max lEc I 3.35339x10 + 1.24435x10 5 = 3.47783x10
Max IDI 1.21669
1Max lED 
I 1 - ((0.5X0.35619)+2.03592x103+1.08086x1(Ti
1
-	 3.18212x1031–(0.5)(0.35619)
Following the development from Appendix 5C, the above values give rise to:
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These finally imply that:
^	 <(3.47783x1O)(l.2l669) + (3.182l2x1O 3)(9.66854x10 3)	 (5D.11)
+ (3.47783x1O)(3.182l2x1O 3) 4.55O17x
and
lEr I 3.6O747x1O + 4.55O17x1O = 4.58625x1O	 (SD. 12)
We see that the maximum error for the third order procedure is between that of the first
order procedure and fifth order technique. While this figure may lead us to believe that 16
bit quality performance is not possible with the third order algorithm, we should bear in
mind that lEr I is an absolute worst case error. Also it says nothing about the structure of
the error. In fact, in Chapter Seven we see that the third order procedure performs quite





A generalized block diagram of the systems we are interested in studying is shown in
Fig. 6.1. In the first stage an inteipolator raises the sampling rate of the input (obtained
from some source such as a compact disc player) by a factor, L. Next, for PNPWM
DACs, the pseudo natural cross point times are computed by one of the cross point algo-
rithms described in Chapter Five. Of course, if the DAC is UPWM based the cross point
denver is simply bypassed. A noise shaping network of the form described in Chapter
Four is used to reduce the wordlength of its input with negligible loss in baseband SNR.
Its output drives a digital uniform sampling pulse width modulator of appropriate
wordlength. If the system is for high power level digital-to-analogue conversion, then a
power switching stage is used for class D amplification. For ordinary, low power level
conversion the power switching stage is bypassed. Lastly, an analogue low pass filter is
used to reveal the final analogue output waveform. (Of course, the choice of components
for such a filter would depend on whether the converter was intended for power level or
signal level conversion.)
The preceding four chapters have been devoted to the analysis of several of the indi-
vidual blocks in Fig. 6.1. In spite of these theoretical considerations, we have decided to
computer simulate the performance of various ONSIPWM DAC structures. This is for
several reasons. First, the cross point denver, the noise shaper, and the pulse width modu-
lator are all nonlinear systems which have each been analyzed in isolation. Hence, it is
difficult to know precisely how they will interact when connected together. Such
knowledge is essential for making appropriate decisions on how to combine these blocks in
order to maximize performance. Also the analysis of each stage has often been limited due
to restrictive assumptions about the system input or about the system itself. In addition,































computation are signal correlated) which should be considered since they may detract from
overall DAC quality. As a complete theoretical analysis is difficult, computer simulations
represent a quicker and easier way to gain insight into the behaviour of these systems.
The simulation has been used with great success. Many basic theoretical results were
verified, while in other instances previously unforeseen problems have been brought to
light. The simulation is based on a collection of C language programs and shell scripts
run on a Unix based workstation. A block diagram of its structure is shown in Fig. 6.2.
Small modules of C code have been written which correspond to the individual stages of
signal processing that would comprise a hardware realization of the DAC under simulation.
In fact, the similarities between Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 are readily apparent. The modularity of
the software makes the simulation flexible and intuitive to use. The behaviour of indivi-
dual stages of signal processing can be tested easily under various conditions. It is also
possible to rearrange or omit some of the modules in Fig. 6.2, allowing us to examine a
variety of DACs. There are several additional supporting design and analysis tools.
This chapter describes how each stage of the simulation has been implemented. (1'he
actual source code is provided on a 3½ inch floppy disc attached to the back cover of this
thesis.) We will see that several of the modules correspond very closely to direct software
implementations of the signal processing algorithms described in Chapters Three, Four, and
Five. Other modules use special techniques devised to improve the efficiency of the simu-
lation. Digital filter design and analysis procedures along with signal analysis techniques
are also described. We conclude with brief comments on the limitations of the simulation.
6.2 Signal Generators
The signal generators produce various input test signals which can be used to evalu-
ate the perfoimance of the DACs we wish to simulate. They are also useful for examining
other combinations of signal processing operations discussed in the previous chapters. In
Fig. 6.3 we see that there are two independent signal generators. The ordinary "Signal
Generator" is capable of producing signals which are a sum of P (P^lO) individual,
discrete time sinusoids of user-defined amplitude, A,, frequency, f1,., and phase, 4,
iE (O,l,,P—l). The output is quantized to b bits. There is also full control over the sam-
pling frequency, f,. The signal is sent to the standard output in "chunks" of 256 sample
values in a double precision, floating point, binary format. The total number of output
samples is controlled by specifying R, the desired number of output chunks. We note that

























Signal Generator" automatically outputs the PNPWM cross points times for the sum-of-
sinusoids input specified by the parameters above.* The cross point times are derived from
a crude binary search rootfinding algorithm. (See [At891.) The program is given the input
signal parameters and explicitly evaluates the input signal (via calls to the sine function) in
its search for the time at which the input crosses the comparison waveform. The cross
point time will possess b bit accuracy. As such it is particularly useful as a benchmark for
comparisons with the performance of approximate algorithms (such as those of Chapter
Five). However, for a given wordlength we note that the baseband quantization noise
power of the Cross Point Signal Generator output is always lower than that of the more
realistic interpolator/cross point denver combination of Fig. 6.1. This is because the output
of the former essentially consists of quantized samples of an analogue signal taken at the
high (oversampled) rate rather than quantized samples taken at the Nyquist rate, interpo-
lated up, and "cross point derived."
6.3 Interpolator
The interpolator is used to raise the sampling rate of a signal by a factor, L. As
explained in Chapter Two, interpolation is essentially a digital ifitering operation which can
be realized more efficiently in an I-stage multistage implementation. This is shown in Fig.
6.4 for an input signal, x[nJ, of length I samples and an output signal, y[m}, of length LI.
The input and output data format between each stage is the same as the output format
described in the previous section.
As explained in Chapter Two, the number of stages, 1, as well as the interpolation
I-1
factor for each stage, L, (flL, = L), are chosen to reduce overall computational complex-
ity. The i th stage uses a linear phase FIR filter of length, N,, designed with a standard
algorithm described later in this chapter. The implementation of each stage of the inteipo-
lator is based on the efficient procedures described in Chapter Three.
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Fig. 6.5:	 Cross Point Denver (Dedicated)
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6.4 Cross Point Denver
In Chapter Five we described in detail three cross point derivation algorithms. While
all are based on polynomial signal approximation and rootfinding techniques, variations in
the specific procedures are such that they are most easily realized as separate, dedicated
programs. In this way the appropriate cross point denver is chosen, and no parameters
need to be passed to the routines. This is shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.5 Noise Shaper
As shown in Chapter Four, noise shaping uses a combination of oversampling, coarse
quantization and error feedback techniques to accurately represent a high resolution signal
with smaller wordlength than normally possible. The quantizer and limiter are fully
specified by b and b', the input accuracy and output wordlength in bits, respectively. The
limiter clips the input to the quantizer to between _21 and 2b-1_1•
The noise shaper is designed for use with an Nth order FIR feedback filter, H(z).
Recall from Chapter Four that the output of this filter is always delayed by a least one
sample which implies that h [0] 0. This is shown in Fig. 6.6.
6.6 Pulse Width Modulator
The digital unifonn sampling pulse width modulator converts its digital input into a
sequence of high frequency pulses of varying width. The duration of these pulses is quan-
tized in time with the same resolution that the modulator's input is quantized in amplitude.
The total number of possible output pulse widths is controlled by setting upper and lower
bounds for the modulator input, denoted by A,,, and A,, respectively. This is done in
preference to simply supplying the modulator with the input signal wordlength because the
above bounds can be set somewhat larger in magnitude than theoretically necessary to
incorporate user-defined guard band regions. It is also possible to select one of several
UPWM modulation types. This is shown in Fig. 6.7.
In a hardware implementation the output of the modulator is, of course, a continuous
time waveform. However, in the simulation we represent this signal as a sequence of
discrete time "highs" (i.e., +1's) and "lows" (i.e., -l's). The "effective sampling rate" at
the output of the modulator is numerically equivalent to, f, the modulator clock speed
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Fig. 6.6: Noise Shaper
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Fig. 6.7: Pulse Width Modulator
(Trailing Edge Output)
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(which is often orders of magnitude larger than the sampling rate of the original DAC
input). To reduce the size of the output file the sequences are represented in a run length
coded (RLC) format. The first line in the output ifie contains the effective sampling rate.
Subsequent lines contain an "H" or an "L" to indicate whether the output level is high or
low followed by the number of quantized time intervals associated with this leveL The
particular RLC format along with the effective sampling rate depend on the specific modu-
lation type chosen. This dependence and the actual rules by which the PWM pulses are
generated for each modulation type are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 PWM Simulation Output File Formats
Modulation Type	 RLC Format (for a single output pulse)
Trailing Eage	 (AM—Az+1)f,	 H x[n]—A,
L AM—x[n]+1








Two Sample Consecutive	 2(A—A,+1)f	 L A+l—x[n]
H x[n]+x[n+l]-2A,
L A+l—x[n+1]
In the table we assume that A—A,+1 is even. Also, divisions by two are "integeric"
divisions (e.g., --=l). The asymmetric format shown is for so-called "fixed asymmetric"
modulation. When x [nj—A, is odd, the asymmetry is such that the duration of the first
"low" time interval is one time quantum shorter than that of the second "low" interval. It
is also possible to generate an "alternate asymmetric" modulation type where for x [it ]—A,
odd the asymmetry alternates between the leading and trailing edges of the pulse (i.e., the
first and third lines of the asymmetric RLC format in Table 6.1 alternate for odd-valued
pulse durations).
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6.7 Narrow Band Spectrum Analyzer
The narrow band spectrum analyzer is used to reveal the baseband frequency domain
characteristics of a digital signal with a sampling rate, f,, well in excess of twice the
bandwidth of interest, 2fb' (f,>2fb). The analyzer is comprised of a decimation section
and a spectral estimation section. This approach, shown in Fig. 6.8, is well established for
computationally, efficient narrow band spectral estimation [Li78].
6.7.1 Decimator
The decimator is used to lower the sampling rate of the input by an integer factor, M,
to a new rate near or equal to 2f,,. As was the case with interpolation, we have seen in
Chapter Three that decimation is largely a digital ifitering procedure which can be imple-
mented in an efficient I-stage multistage structure. (In general the value of I in this sec-
tion is not the same as that of Section 6.3.) The first stage of decimation can accept data
either in the "regular" signal format described in Section 6.2 or, when sample rate reduc-
tion of the sampled PWM waveform is required, in the RLC format of Section 6.6. In the
latter, very large decimation factors are common. In Chapter Four we have seen effective
sampling frequencies in excess of 90MHz, implying decimation factors in excess of
M=2048. In such instances the first stage can be realized with a very computationally
efficient comb structure as described in Chapter Three. This is shown in Fig. 6.8 where
the only parameter to be specified is, M0, the decimation factor for the first stage. Subse-
quent stages of decimation are implemented using the efficient procedures described in
Chapter Two. The filters used in these stages of decimation are of lengths,
N, 1E fl,2,"J—l), which, in general, are different from the N associated with the interpola-
tor.
6.7.2 Spectral Estimator
The spectral estimation section uses Welch's modified periodogram technique to
obtain an estimate of the power spectrum of the output of the decimator (or any other sig-
nal processing module in Fig. 6.2). This method is well established as a simple and corn-
putationally efficient means of obtaining reasonable spectral estimates in a wide variety of































Here we give just a very brief description. More details can be found in [Pr89, Op89J.
We assume that the input to the analyzer is a sequence, y [n }, of length C. First, a
window of length D, w [n I n E (0,1 ,",D —1), is used to partition y [nj into K possibly over-




K is the largest integer such that (K-1)B +D ^C. If B <1) then each block (except the first)
overlaps the previous block by D —B samples. The spectral estimator consists of an aver-
age of the squared magnitudes of the Fourier Transfonns of the individual blocks. The
averaging as well as the overlapping helps to reduce the variance of the estimate [0p89}.
In particular, each block has a Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) given by:
D-1
=	 vb[n]e'	 bE (0,l,",K—l)
	 (6.2)
However, as the technique uses the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) only the discrete
frequencies:
2ick kE(0,l,,D—l)	 (6.3)
are considered. (The sampling frequency is normalized to f,=l.) Specifically, the Welch
modified periodogram estimator is given by:
1K-1 1
'y(0)k)=	 kE(0,l,",D—lJ
where proper scaling is ensured with [0p89]:
1 °—jU = - E(w[nI)2
' n0
The specific choice of window can greatly influence the appearance of the resulting
power spectrum estimate. Care must be taken in choosing an appropriate window. In the
spectrum analyzer three windows are available: the rectangular window, the Hanning win-
dow, and a window which we call the "Nutall window" [Nu81J. Their respective equa-
tions are given in Table 6.2. Although the full analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter





Table 6.2 ComparIson of DFT Windows




















where E [ .1 denotes the expectation operator and S (o) is the power spectra:1 density of the
wide sense stationary random process, Y[n], of which y [n] n E (0,1,",C—l) is considered a
truncated realization. Full details can be found in [Op89). From Eqs. 6.6 and 6.9 we see
that the effect of the window is that of a frequency domain convolution. Plots of the mag-
nitude of the DFT are shown in Figs. 6.9a-c, respectively.* In the plots it is important to
note the width of the main lobe at DC along with the height of the side lobes at other fre-
quencies. It can be seen from Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 that large main lobe widths
result in a "loss of frequency resolution." As a result of the convolution, individual spectral
peaks become broadened in a so-called "frequency smearing" effect. This makes it
difficult to resolve two peaks which are very close in frequency. On the other hand, high
sidelobe levels result in a so-called "spectral leakage" effect causing the power content at
one frequency to "leak" into other (possibly far away) frequency regions. For our three
windows we see that a tradeoff is possible between main lobe width and side lobe height.
The rectangular window has a narrow main lobe width and large side lobes while the
opposite is true of the Nutall window. The Hanning window is in between.
As seen in Fig. 6.8 the DFT length, D, the window type, the "overlap factor," B, and
a "skip factor," S. are all passed to the spectrum analyzer. This last quantity allows the
analyzer to "skip over" (i.e., not consider) the first S samples of the incoming sequence.
This is useful when we are analyzing the output of a digital filter where the first few
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samples correspond to the "startup" transient. The plots of the linear magnitude and loga-
rithmic magnitude of the spectral estimate are available.* Hard copies are also easily
obtained.
6.7.3 SNR Calculation
System quality can also be assessed in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In the






Where x [n] and y [n I are the system input and output, respectively, and e [n ]=x [n J—y [n I is
the error signal. As M approaches infinity the numerator and denominator of the above
equation will approach the average power of the input and the error signals, respectively.
The above equation is over-simplified however, because delay is often introduced in the
system under test. There are also transient times which can affect the SNR measurement.
So in practice it is necessary to properly align the signals in time and wait until the system
transients have decayed before making measurements on the basis of Eq. 6.8.
6.8 Digital Filter Design and Analysis Tools
We have seen that digital filtering is used extensively in many of the signal process-
ing networks described in this thesis. Specifically, interpolation and noise shaping feed-
back filters are used inside the actual DACs (and are simulated as such) while decimation
filters am used only inside the narrow band spectrum analyzer of the simulation. A special
design procedure for noise shaping feedback filters was mentioned in Chapter Four. For
the interpolation and decimation filter the equiripple design algorithm mentioned in Chapter
Three is used. This procedure produces linear phase FIR filters with minimized maximum
weighted deviation from the ideal response for a given filter length, N. The important
specifications for such (low pass) filters are the passband and stopband frequencies, the
passband and stopband ripples, and the sampling frequency. These parameters are denoted
* The graphics routines and the spectrum analyzer were written by Allan Paul, a colleague at King's.
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as f . I z 8, 82, and I,, respectively.* From these an estimate of the minimum required
filter length, N, is derived.
The actual code for the equiripple design algorithm was obtained from a widely avail-
able collection of digital signal processing computer programs [Mc79]. It is used with a
well known filter length estimation formula [Va87]. The five parameters listed above are
supplied by the user and a suggested filter length is derived by the length estimation pro-
gram. This suggestion can be used or a new filter length, N', can be specified. The struc-
ture of the design procedure is shown in Fig. 6.10. It is also possible to design low order
multi-band filters along with the half-band filters described in Chapter Two.
In Fig. 6.10 we also see a frequency response analyzer which can be used for any
FIR filter. The frequency response of a filter of length, N, is estimated by computing an
point DVF of a zero-padded version of h [n] (n E (0,l,".,N—l) N .d), the impulse response




where / [n 1, the zero-padded impulse response, is given by:
I h[n]	 n € (0,l,-,N-l)
h[n]=1 0	 , € {N,N+l,•.)1-1}	 (6.10)
A graphics package is used to display plots of the linear magnitude, logarithmic magnitude,
and the phase responses. As before, hard copies are available. ! is internally selected as
1024. We note that, of course, the zero padding does not change the magnitude response
of the ifiter but simply gives us a means to obtain a more detailed picture of its frequency
response.
6.9 A Note on the Scope of the Simulation
We now briefly mention some of the limitations of the simulation. First, the
nonidealities of the output stage such as pulse edge rounding, pulse edge jitter, and power
supply instability are not simulated. (See Chapter Two.) These complicated effects are
better understood from actual hardware measurements rather than software simulation.
Research is currently underway [Hi92d}. Also, the effects of any spurious radio frequency
* For convenience there has been a change in notation for the filter design parameters from those given in
Chapter Three.
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electro-magnetic interference emanating from a power level DAC with high frequency
switching wavefomis is not considered. Again this is best understood by conducting
experiments with a hardware prototype. Lastly, the analogue low pass filters of Fig, 6.1
are in effect digitally simulated in the decimation procedure.
6.10 Summary
In this chapter the basic structure of our simulation of ONS/PWM DACs and their
constituent parts has been presented. The programs which simulate parts of the DAC and
other routines which provide design and analysis facilities were described. User control
over each module is exercised through the numerical specification of parameter values.
The modular structure of the simulation makes it an intuitive, flexible tool for analyzing
many different DAC configurations or smaller associated signal processing networks. If
desired in the future, the simulation can be expanded easily wIth the creation of additional
modules to simulate new systems with additional or alternative stages of signal processing.
(See [Pa92a].) Lastly, the limitations of the simulation were discussed. In the next chapter





In Chapters Two through Five we introduced the various building blocks used to con-
struct an ONSIPWM based DAC. Aside from the modulator itself, these blocks are
intended either to improve the linearity of the DAC or to make the DAC more practical to
realize in hardware. Specifically, the sample rate increase stage is used to reduce the har-
monic (UPWM) and inharmonic (IJPWM and NPWM) baseband distortion arising from
the PWM modulation processes. (It also provides the excess bandwidth required by the
noise shaper. See below.) As indicated in Chapter Two, even with relatively high over-
sampling ratios, it is the presence of the harmonic (as opposed to inharmonic) distortion
which represents the main PWM performance limitation (discounting practical problems).
For this reason the cross point denver is used to digitally mimic the sampling process asso-
ciated with the harmonic distortion free, continuous time NPWM modulator. Lastly, the
noise shaper uses a combination of oversampling, coarse quantization, and error feedback
filtering to reduce the wordlength of a high resolution signal with negligible loss in the
overall baseband SNR. This enables very large reductions in the associated internal modu-
lator clock speed thus making PWM more practical to implement. This chapter brings
these building blocks together by presenting results from computer simulations of several
relevant PWM DAC systems which are comprised of various combinations of the subsys-
tems mentioned above.
The structure of this chapter broadly follows that of the thesis as a whole. We begin
by examining the performance of the basic UPWM modulation types with single tone and
twin tone inputs for a variety of pulse repetition frequencies. This is followed by a series
of tests on similar UPWM systems but with some form of oversampled noise shaping
preceding the actual modulator. Results are then presented for PWM based DACs using
both ONS and PNPWM cross point derivation. Due to the large number and variety of
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issues discussed in this chapter we have chosen to include short "overview" sub-sections at
the end of each major section with a brief summary at the end of the chapter.
The PWM modulation types we consider in this chapter are denoted by the letters a
through p as shown in Table 7.1. (Those modulation types which have not already been
introduced will be described as necessary in the course of this chapter.)
Table 7.1: Key for Digital PWM Modulation Types
Symbol	 Modulation Type
a	 UPWM single sided trailing edge
b	 UPWM double sided symmetric
c	 IJPWM double sided asymmetric (fixed odd sample)
d	 UPWM double sided asymmetric (alternate odd sample)
e	 UPWM double sided asymmetric (two sample consecutive)
f	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge ("perfect")
g	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge ("perfect" Newton iteration)
h	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (1st order)
I	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (3rd order)
j	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (5th order)
k	 PNPWIvI single sided trailing edge (3rd order I Xpt per polynomial)
1	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (5th order 1 Xpt per polynomial)
m	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (3rd order perfect derivative)
n	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (3rd order perfect signal)
o	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (5th order perfect derivative)
p	 PNPWM single sided trailing edge (5th order perfect signal)
7.2 UPWM Based DACs
In this section we present results from computer simulations of conventional UPWM
based DAC systems such as the one shown in Fig. 7.1. In particular, we show for several
tone inputs the effect of varying the pulse repetition frequency and the modulation depth
on the levels of baseband harmonic and foldback distortion terms. These results are shown
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to agree closely with those predicted theoretically in Chapter Two. We also present twin
tone test results which indicate the presence of intermodutation distortion terms and show
how these change with pulse repetition frequency.
digital	 Interpolator	 Digi1 UPWM
	 Analogue	 analogue output(for oversampled
LPF	 (signal level)input	
analogue oUtput
Switch	 LPF	 (power level)
Fig. 7.1: Basic UPWM DAC (with overampling)
We begin by presenting a series of wide band plots of the output tone spectra for the
five UPWM modulation types.* They are shown in Fig. 7.2a-e, for modulation types a
through e respectively. In each case the pulse repetition frequency, f. is 44.1kHz while
the input consists of a 16 bit sinewave of frequency f = 2.001kHz with a peak amplitude
equal to 80% of full scale (i.e., M=0.8). In all five plots we note the presence of the input
tone and harmonics in addition to higher frequency spectral content centered about multi-
ples of the carrier frequency. It is seen that the trailing edge plot has by far the largest
amount of high frequency content. Also, note that the spectra of the three double sided
modulation types look very similar. (We will observe subtle differences between these
later.) In addition, we see that the two sample consecutive modulation type exhibits only
odd harmonics of the input and only alternate sideband terms about the carrier and its mul-
tiples. The baseband performance is now ex.mined in more detaIl.
Consider the effect of varying the pulse repetition frequency on the levels of har-
monic distortion associated with the five 1JPWM modulation types. Increasing f implies
the need for a corresponding increase in ft, the sampling rate of the signal applied to the
* In most cases the spectral plots in this chapter are based on averaging several overlapped 4096 point
DFTs with the data pre-windowed by the "Nutall window" described in Chapter Six. The plots are nor-
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Fig. 7.2d: Wideband Spectrum (UPWM d)
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Fig.7.2e: Wkieband Spectrum (UPWM e)
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Fig. 7.2,: Widebund Spectrum (UPWM a)
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Fig. 7.2b: Wideband Spectrum (UPWM b)
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}ig. 7.2c Wideb,nd Spectrum (UPWM c)
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modulator's input. in practice this is achieved by placing an interpolator directly before
the modulator as was shown in Fig. 7.1. However, the results presented in this subsection
are generated more simply by using the sinewave generator to produce data directly at the
higher rate—eliminating the need for interpolation.t
We start with a 16 bit, 6.001kHz input signal with M=0.8. The pulse repetition fre-
quency is set to f =44.1kHz. Fig. 7.3a-e shows the baseband output spectra for the five
modulation types, a through e, respectively. The trailing edge spectrum shown in Fig.
7.3a indicates the presence of large distortion components at the second
(26.001/dlz=12.002kFJz) and third (36.00lkHz=l8.003k11z) harmonics of the input tone with
the former larger in magnitude than the latter. There are also inharmonic "foldback" terms
arising from sideband components at the fourth, fifth, and sixth multiples of the input fre-
quency about the pulse repetition frequency (i.e., 1144.lkHz-46.00lkHz =20.096kHz, which
is, strictly speaking, outside the 20kHz baseband, I144.lkHz-56.00lkFfz =14.095kHz, and
1144.1kHz-66.0OlkKz=8.094kffz I, respectively). The three double sided spectra in Fig.
7.3b-d are all similar. While they also possess distortion components at many of the same
frequencies as in Fig. 7.3a, we see that each distortion component is smaller than that of
the corresponding trailing edge component. Lastly, Fig. 7.3e shows the tone spectrum for
two sample consecutive modulation. Here we immediately note the absence of the second
harmonic distortion component as well as the foldback distortion component at the fifth
multiple of the input frequency back from the pulse repetition frequency. We also see that
the remaining third harmonic distortion term is quite similar in size to those of the double
sided spectra while the two sample consecutive 20.096kHz foldback term is slightly larger
than those of the double sided spectra.
Fig. 7.4a-e shows the results of the same tests but with a pulse repetition frequency
of f=352.8kHz. In all five plots we notice that the increased pulse repetition frequency
has resulted in a large reduction in distortion as compared with the corresponding
f-44.lkHz set of Fig. 7.3. As before the level of distortion at the second harmonic is
larger in size than that of the third (except for two sample consecutive modulation). Also,
we see that for all five modulation types the foldback distortion has disappeared beneath
the 16 bit noise floor and is therefore negligible.
t It should be noted that this approach results in a reduction in the total noise power in the output signal
(3dB per doubling of sampling rate). This effect would not manifest itself if we had explicitly used sam-
ple rate increase devices between the non-oversarnpled (i.e., Nyquist) sampled input and the modulator.
However, the levels of distortion (which are what we are interested in now) will remain virtually the same
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7.2.1 UPWM Harmonic Distortion
The effect of varying the pulse repetition frequency on the levels of harmonic distor-
tion for the five UPWM modulation types is summarized in Table 7.2. Once again the
input tone is a 16 bit, 6.001kHz, M=0.8 sinewave. The levels of distorUon are all relative
to the size of the input tone and are quoted in dB 's. We consider relative levels of distor-
F2	F3
tion at the second and third harmonics, which we denote as - and - , respectively.
F 1	 F1
From the table we see that for each modulation type the second harmonic is larger than the
third harmonic (again except in the case of two sample consecutive modulation, where the
second harmonic is zero). We also note that in general the harmonic distortion tends to
decrease as the pulse repetition frequency is increased with more dramatic reductions in the
third harmonic (about 12dB per doubling of pulse repetition frequency) than in the second
(about 6dB per doubling). Also, for a given f the harmonic distortion associated with
trailing edge modulation is larger than that of the three double sided modulation types
while the third harmonic in the two sample consecutive case is at roughly the same level as
that of the double sided modulation types.
Varying the modulation depth also has an effect on the relative levels of harmonic
distortion. This is shown in Table 7.3 for a 16 bit, 6.001kHz tone input and f=44.lkFIz.
In general, we see that the harmonic distortion decreases as M is decreased. The reduc-
tions in the level of the third harmonic are about 12dB per halving of modulation depth
and are larger than the roughly 6dB reduction per halving of M for second harmonic. We
observe that the absence of the second harmonic in the two sample consecutive case means
that, at least for these tests, this modulation type exhibits the lowest total baseband har-
monic distortion.
We now verify the correspondence between the results obtained by simulation and
those derived either by direct use of the tone spectra equations of Chapter Two or by the
corresponding estimates based on approximations to the Bessel function. In Table 7.4 we
again consider the case of a 16 bit, 6.001kHz sinewave with peak amplitude 80% of full
scale. The pulse repetition frequency is 352.8kHz. We observe from the table that the
measured levels are within about half a dB of those predicted by theory. These small
errors are caused by the analysis technique (i.e., by the nonidealities of the filters used in
the decimation process and by other small effects associated with the DFT). It is also seen
that the approximations yield estimates of the relative levels of harmonic distortion which
are also within about half a dB of the theoretical levels. Such close approximations are
obtained because the high pulse repetition frequency forces the argument of the Bessel
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Table 7.2: UPWM Harmonic Distortion as a Function of r,
(f =6.001kffz , M=0.800, b=16)
Modulation Type
f(L)	 Distortion -	 _______ _______ _______







-27.27	 -40.69	 -40.69	 -40.69	 -39.09
	
-21.70	 -41.19	 -40.63	 -40.63	 .
88.2kHz (2)
	
-39.19	 -51.54	 -51.33	 -51.33	 -51.05
	-27.27	 -53.21	 -52.65	 -52.65	 .
176.4 kffz (4)
	
-50.92	 -63.23	 -63.04	 -63.04	 -63.08
	
-33.22 -64.73 -64.66 -64.66	 .
352.8kHz (8)
-62.94 -74.95 -75.06 -75.06 -75.00
	
-39.80	 -76.89	 -76.82 -76.82	 .
705.6kHz (16)
	
-75.17	 -86.72	 -87.01	 -87.01	 -87.19
	
-45.81	 -88.84	 -88.84	 -88.84	 .
1411.2kHz (32)
	
-86.95	 -96.95	 -96.95	 -96.95	 -96.87
. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
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Table 7.3: UPWM Harmonic Distortion as a Function of M
(f =44.1kHz , f,=6.001kHz, b=16)
Modulation Type
M	 Distortion
201og 10()	 a	 b	 c	 d	 e
	




-39.23	 -52.69	 -52.68	 -52.67
0.050
	
-74.75	 -87.66	 -87.23	 •	 86.01
	
-33.22	 -47.01	 -46.68	 -46.68	 •
0.100
	
-62.95	 -76.89	 -76.70	 -76.48	 -74.93
	
-27.72	 -40.67	 -40.67	 -40.67	 •
0.200
	
-50.93	 -64.65	 -64.66	 -64.65	 -62.93
	
-21.23	 -34.66	 -34.66	 -34.65	 •
0.400
	
-38.97	 -52.65	 -52.65	 -52.66	 -50.93
	
-15.37	 -28.67	 -28.67	 -28.67	 •
0.800
	
-27.27	 -40.69	 -40.69	 -40.69	 -39.09
• Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
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function to be small compared with its order. As stated in Chapter Two this is necessary
for accurate estimates when using the approximations of Table 2.2.
Table 7.4: Correspondence with Theory (UPWM Harmonic Distortion)
(L = 352.8kHz, f = 6.001kHz, M = 0.800, b = 16)
Modulation Type
Source	 Distortion
20log 1 )	 a	 b	 c	 ci	 e
	
-33.41	 -64.87	 *	 *
Theoretical
	
-63.29	 -75.35	 *	 *	 -75.32
	-33.74	 -65.21	 *	 *
Approximation
	
-63.74	 -75.78	 *	 *	 -75.76
	-33.22	 -64.73	 -64.66	 -64.66	 .
Simulation
	
-62.94	 -74.95	 -75.06	 -75.06	 -75.00
* No theoretical or approximate value available
. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
7.2.2 UPWM Foldback Distortion
Next we turn our attention to the baseband foldback distortion associated with the
five modulation types. As discussed in Chapter Two, a particularly severe test for foldback
distortion is that of the large, high frequency tone input. For this reason we have chosen a
16 bit, 20.001kHz sinewave input with M=0.8. Table 7.5 shows the effect of varying the
pulse repetition frequency on the levels of baseband foldback distortion relative to the input
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tone. Recall from Chapter Two that these components may (with some exceptions) arise
when Imf + nf I <lb where m is a positive integer, it is a negative integer, and lb is the
bandwidth of the system. As with the harmonic distortion, the levels of foldback distortion
are relative to the size of the input tone, quoted in dB 's, and denoted 	 Frn+i The
spectral components folding back into the baseband from around the carrier frequency
(m=l) tend to be the most significant. Those centred about higher harmonics of the carrier
generally fall into the baseband at levels well beneath the noise floor. It is seen from the
inequality above that varying the pulse repetition frequency will affect the frequencies at
which baseband foldback components arise as well as the index, n, associated with these
terms. So, for example, in Table 7.5 when f=44.1kFJz the baseband foldback components
centered about the pulse repetition frequency exist at Il44.lkHz - 22O.00lkHz I = 4.1kHz
(for n=-2) and Il44.lkffz - 32O.00lkUz I = 15.9kHz (for n=-3). In contrast, when
f-88.2kHz there are components at Il88.2kUz - 42O.00lkHz I = 8.2k1-Iz (for n=-4) and
IF88.2kKz - 52O.QO1kHz I 17.8kHz (for ,z=-5). We observe from the table that the fold-
back distortion associated with trailing edge modulation tends to be the largest where the
three double sided modulation types tend to have the smallest amount of total foldback dis-
tortion. The two sample consecutive foldback is in between with its (fairly large) single
term. Interestingly, we observe that massive reductions in the foldback distortion for all
five modulation types are obtained with relatively small increases in pulse repetition fre-
quency. By f=l76.4kHz the foldback distortion for all five modulation types is beneath
the 16 bit noise floor. As explained in Chapter Two, this is due to the higher order Bessel
functions with small arguments that weight the baseband foldback terms.
Next, we consider the effect of varying the modulation depth associated with the
input tone on the levels of baseband foldback distortion. This is shown in Table 7.6 for
f-44.lkth, and f 1,=20.00lktIz. We observe that as with UPWM harmonic distortion,
decreasing the modulation depth associated with the input decrease the levels of foldback
distortion. There are larger reductions in the —15.9kHz (n-3) term (-12dB per halving of
M) than in the (--4.1kHz (n=-.2) term (-6dB per halving of M).
Lastly, in Table 7.7 for the case of f=4.4.lkJJz, f=2O.00lkHz, and M=O.8 we again
see close correspondence between theoretical levels of foldback distortion and those
obtained by simulation. There am slightly larger differences between the theoretical and
approximate levels. This is because for the above system parameters the arguments to the
Bessel functions are large compared to their relatively low orders. Hence, the approxima-
tions will not be as accurate as in Table 2.4.
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Table 7.5: UPWM Baseband Foldback Distortion as a Function of f.
(f = 20.001kHz, M 0.800, b = 16)
Modulation Type
h (L)	 Distortion
201og10()	 a	 b	 C	 d	 e
-22.80	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -29.88
44.1kHz (1)
-27.90	 -39.76	 -39.76	 -39.76








•	 S	 •	 •
F1
. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
7.2.3 UPWM Intermodulation Distortion
We now investigate the performance of the five modulation types with twin tone
inputs at frequencies, 11.11 and	 In addition to harmonic and foldback distortion terms
such input signals also give rise to intermodulafion errors at the sum and difference fre-
quencies, ff 1±f 2I, as well as components about the harmonic and foldback distortion
terms. We show how the intennodulation products change with pulse repetition frequency.
Two tests are used. The first consists of input tones at f 1=251Hz and f 2=8.001kHz with
M 1=0.8 and M2=0.2. In the second test f=11.001kHz and f 2=12.001kHz with M1=M2=0.5.
Plots of the output spectra for the five modulation types, a through e, for the first test with
f=44.1kHz are shown in Fig. 7.5a-e. Note the presence of large intermodulation distortion
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Table 7.6: UPWM Baseband Foldback Distortion as a Function of M
(f = 44.1kHz, f, = 20.001kHz, b = 16)
Modulation Type
M	 Distortion
201og10()	 a	 b	 c	 d	 e





	-48.33	 -68.61	 -68.60	 -68.48	 -54.31
0.050 - -- ______ ______ ______ _____ _____
	
-77.03	 .	 .	 .
	
-42.24	 -62.63	 -62.63	 -62.63	 -48.28
0.100
	
-65.06	 -76.23	 -76.87	 -75.97	 .
F1_2	
-36.16	 -56.58	 -56.58	 -56.58	 -42.25
0.200
	
-52.93	 -64.06	 -64.08	 -64.06
	
-29.88	 -50.48	 -50.48	 -50.48	 -36.16
0.400
	
-40.70	 -51.99	 -51.98	 -51.99
	
-22.80	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -29.88
0.800
	
-27.90	 -39.76	 -39.76	 -39.76	 .
. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
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Table 7.7: Correspondence with Theory (UPWM Foldback Distortion)
(L = 44.1kHz, f = 20.001kHz, M = 0.800, b = 16)
Modulation Type
Source	 Distortion
20Iog10()	 a	 b	 c	 d	 e
	
-23.26	 -44.67	 *	 *	 -.3034
Theoretical
	
-28.31	 -40.17	 *	 *
	
-25.01	 -45.36	 *	 *	 -31.04
Approximation
	
-29.78	 -40.88	 *	 *
F12	
-22.80	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -44.20	 -29.88
Simulation
	
-27.90	 -39.76	 -39.76	 -39.76	 .
* No theoretical or approximate value available
. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
errors around the 8.001kHz input spaced at multiples of the 251Hz input tone. There is
also distortion surrounding the second harmonic of the 8.001kHz input in addition to other
terms centred about an —20.1kHz foldback term. We see that the intermodulation distor-
tion is largest for trailing edge modulation and smallest for two sample consecutive modu-
lation. The three double sided modulation types lie somewhere in between. Results of the
same test with f0 =352.8kFlz are shown in Fig. 7.6a-e. As could be expected oversampling
reduces the intermodulation distortion for all five modulation types.
Next consider the second test with results for f-44.1kHz and f=352.8kIfz given in
Fig. 7.7a-e and Fig. 7.8a-e, respectively. Again we see quite severe intermodulation distor-
tion for trailing edge modulation with the three double sided modulation types exhibiting
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again improved by increasing the pulse repetition frequency.
7.2.4 Overview
Based on the results presented so far we are able to draw a few general conclusions.
To begin, it appears that of the five modulation types trailing edge modulation (a) seems to
consistently yield the worst results producing levels of distortion much higher than the
other four modulation types. The three double sided modulation types (b–d) exhibit higher
levels of performance while two sample consecutive IJPWM (e) appears to be (with ade-
quate oversampling) the best modulation type—producing the lowest amount of total
observed distortion. Also, we have seen that for all five modulation types baseband har-
monic, foldback, and intermodulation distortion can each be reduced by increasing the
pulse repetition frequency. In addition, we have observed that a reduction in modulation
depth results in lower relative levels of baseband harmonic and foldback distortion. Hence
performance can also be improved by restricting the maximum modulation depth. How-
ever, there are disadvantages associated with both these strategies. As indicated in Chapter
Two, practical hardware considerations are such that high quality digital power amplifiers
with very large pulse repetition frequencies are difficult to realize. On the other hand,
placing severe restrictions on the maximum modulation depth (resulting in very narrow
PWM pulses) would drastically limit the output power of the amplifier. Moreover, for a
given input wordlength requirement either strategy would lead to higher internal modulator
clock speeds. In fact, at this stage, even without these approaches the problem of exces-
sive modulator clock speed presents serious practical difficulties. The next section
addresses this issue by presenting results on PWM based DACs which use an oversampled
noise shaping network designed to largely overcome this problem.
7.3 ONS/UPWM Based DACs
In this section we present results from computer simulations of ONSIUPWM based
DACs as shown in Fig. 7.9. Such systems use a combination of oversampling and noise
shaping to simultaneously decrease the modulator clock rate and reduce UPWM distortion.
As is seen from the figure, the oversampling is achieved by a two stage interpolator similar






















Specifically, we will examine the output tone spectra of ONSIIJPWM DACs which
use a variety of noise shapers and UPWM modulators. We consider the same six noise
shapers introduced in Chapter Four: 12, 10, and eight bit output wordlength systems each
with "standard" and minimum phase noise transfer functions (NTFs). (See Appendix 4C.)
Recall from Chapter Four with eight times oversampling these noise shapers are all
designed to yield approximately 16 bit quality baseband performance. We evaluate the
perfonnance of each of the five UPWM modulators when combined with each of the six
noise shapers. In all cases the pulse repetition frequency is set to f =352.8khz , and the
input tone is the now familiar 16 bit, f 1,=6.00lkFIz, M=0.80 tone (except when otherwise
indicated).
7.3.1 Spectral Plots for "Basic" Systems
We begin with a series of wideband plots shown in Fig. 7.lOa-e for the five respec-
tive TJPWM modulators each driven by the eight bit, fifth order minimum phase NTF noise
shaper. (For clarity on such a large frequency range, the input tone frequency was
increased to 20kHz.) In all five cases, it is observed that the individual tones present are
broadly similar in structure to those of the corresponding non-noise shaped plots presented
in the last section. However, there are differing noise floor patterns. Beginning with the
trailing edge case, we see that for relatively low frequencies (up to half the pulse repetition
frequency) the noise floor seems to mimic the high pass characteristic of the noise transfer
function. Similar "images" appear around the carrier, however, this structure is lost for
higher multiples of the carrier. For the three double sided modulation types we again have
a high pass noise floor up to ½f. However, this time the images around the higher har-
monics of the carrier can be identified as having a high pass structure but with less pro-
nounced drops in the noise floor than in the low frequency (baseband) region. Interest-
ingly, the less structured high frequency noise floor of the two sample consecutive modula-
tor is more similar to that of the trailing edge modulator than those of the double sided
modulators.
We now examine the baseband performance in more detail. Consider first the 12 bit
noise shaper with the standard third order NTF. The output spectra of the five 12 bit
UPWM modulators (a—e) driven by this noise shaper are shown in Figs. 7.11a-e,
* We note that since the same noise shapers are used for all five modulation types those in the two sam-
ple consecutive modulation systems (which operate at twice the rate of the others since for this modula-
tion type /=2J) are overdesigned (yielding, in effect, a 40kHz baseband).
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respectively. They are very similar to the corresponding plots of Fig. 7.4 of the previous
subsection which were generated without noise shaping. (Pethaps the most noticeable
difference is the lower noise floor in the plots of Fig. 7.4. As discussed earlier this is an
effect due to the direct application of data generated at the high sampling rate rather than
the use of data interpolated from the Nyquist rate.) When the minimum phase noise
transfer function is used the resulting set of plots, shown in Fig. 7.12a-e, is also in close
agreement with the non-noise shaped set.
The performance of the 10 bit systems are examined in Figs. 7.13a-e and 7.14a-e for
the standard and minimum phase NTF noise shapers, respectively. For the trailing edge
(a) and double sided symmetric (b) cases, the plots are very similar to those of their
respective 12 bit cases with little difference between the standard and the minimum phase
NTF plots. However, the two fixed double sided asymmetric (c) plots both exhibit a dis-
tinctive upward sloping noise floor. This is in contrast to the 12 bit case where the three
double sided modulation types are very similar looking—all possessing relatively flat noise
floors. In Figs. 7.13d and 7.14d we see that the noise penalty encountered in the fixed
asymmetric cases is largely eliminated in the alternate asymmetric cases (d) with only
slight increases in high frequency noise power. In the two sample consecutive modulation
(e) plots we again note the presence of a high pass noise floor. For the first time we also
see the differences created by the choice of NTF. The increase in baseband noise power
associated with the standard NTF system is larger than that of the minimum phase NTF
system. (The peak level of the noise floor associated with the former is about 6dB higher
than that of the latter.)
Figs. 7.15a-e and 7.16a-e show the performance of the five modulation types with
eight bit noise shapers. (As mentioned in Chapter Four the modulators in these systems
operate at speeds slow enough to be realized in hardware. Hence these simulation results
correspond to more realistic ONS/UPWM DACs). Beginning with trailing edge modula-
tion, we again notice a higher frequency baseband noise problem in the system using the
standard NTF. However, the use of the minimum phase NTF appears to completely elim-
inate this effect—yielding a flat noise floor very similar to those of the 12 and 10 bit trail-
ing edge cases. As before, the two double sided symmetric plots possess flat noise floors
and generally resemble one another very closely. For fixed asymmetric double sided
modulation we again note the presence of increased baseband noise power. While, as in
the 10 bit case, there is little difference between the results obtained by using the standard
NTF and the minimum phase NTF, we do observe that the peak high frequency noise floor
level is significantly (about 12dB) higher in the eight bit plots than in the corresponding 10
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lowering the peak noise floor level of both the standard and minimum phase NTF systems
to levels somewhat beneath (about 6dB beneath) those in the fixed asymmetric cases, how-
ever, the high pass shape of the noise floor is still easily observed. For the two sample
consecutive plots we again notice a high frequency noise penalty which is particularly
severe in the standard NTF case.
7.3.2 Explanations and Solutions for the Increased Noise Power
Problem
What is responsible for the strange effects we observed in the eight and 10 bit plots?
For systems with such complicated nonlinearities it is extremely difficult to formulate pre-
cise quantitative explanations. Instead we try to offer a few intuitive, qualitative comments
with the proviso that further work is necessary.
Let us first consider the increased baseband noise power associated with some of the
trailing edge spectra. As alluded to in Chapter Four, this effect is believed to be caused by
the modulation process redistributing some of the very high frequency (well above
baseband) noise power back into the baseband. It is tempting to draw an analogy between
this effect and that of PWM foldback or intermodulation distortion for tone inputs. We
can think of this excess baseband noise as being a result of the higher frequency (above
baseband) noise shaper output noise folding back and/or intermodulating with itself back
into the baseband. Earlier in this chapter we saw that high amplitude, high frequency tones
were capable of producing large baseband foldback and intermodulation distortion terms.
Likewise we saw that in the eight bit case the standard NTF system, which produces much
more high frequency noise power than the minimum phase NTF system, was also responsi-
ble for some of the observed increased noise power effects. Although further research is
necessary, this analogy also offers an explanation as to why the effect is less severe in the
10 and 12 bit cases where there is generally less high frequency noise power than in the
eight bit standard NTF case. Also, in the same way we saw that single sided foldback and
intermodulation distortion is much larger than that of double sided modulation, comparison
of the trailing edge and double sided symmetric plots shows that the effect is much more
pronounced in the former. Lastly, as baseband foldback and intermodulation distortion for
tone inputs can be made less severe with additional oversampling we may expect the same
to be true of this effect. This is shown to be the case in Fig. 7.17a where we have used a
fifth order standard NTF with eight bit noise shaping and a pulse repetition frequency of
16 times the Nyquist rate (f,=705.6ldlz). Comparing this figure with the same system at
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eight times oversampling (Fig. 7.15a) shows a substantial reduction in the increase of
baseband noise power.
As in the eight times oversampled case, Fig. 7.18a shows that the fifth order optim-
ized NTF system operating at 16 times oversampling does not exhibit any noticeable
increase in noise power. The benefits obtained by oversampling in the standard NTF case
are believed to be due to the the increased bandwidth over which these unwanted effects
can be spread. Interestingly, we note that while for tone modulation doubling the pulse
repetition frequency often resulted in large reductions in baseband foldback distortion,
reductions of this size are not evident under the current effect. This is perhaps because for
tone modulation oversampling places a greater gap in frequency between the baseband and
the carrier. As described in Chapter Two, it is this gap which causes the reduction in
baseband foldback distortion. However, in this case, with the high frequency noise shaper
error power always extending to half the carrier rate, such gaps never arise.
Next we look at the three double sided modulation types. At present, the effects
encountered in these systems are not well understood and are the subject of continuing
research. With this qualification, we begin by noting the complete absence of increased
noise power in the symmetric modulation plots in all cases. Clearly then, the increased
baseband noise power in the asymmetric modulation types is due to the asymmetries in the
PWM pulse rather than any problem inherent to double sided modulation. Now recall
from Chapter Two that for even valued input samples both forms of asymmetric modula-
tion (c and d) produce pulses which are identical in width and position to those produced
by symmetric modulation. However, for odd valued input samples, while the associated
pulse widths are the same as those produced by symmetric modulation, the pulse positions
are shifted in time. (See Fig. 2.5 of Chapter Two.) The phase errors introduced by these
intermittent shifts manifest themselves as increased noise power at the output of the sys-
tem. When considering the errors associated with individual pulses in isolation, it does not
matter if the position of the pulse is delayed or is advanced. However, over many pulses
the cumulative effects appear such that always advancing (or delaying) the pulse for odd
input values results in higher baseband output noise power than alternately advancing or
delaying the asymmetric pulses. The later seems to result in a partial cancellation of the
effect. The errors introduced by advancing (delaying) a pulse are partly compensated for
by delaying (advancing) the next pulse associated with an odd valued input sample.
While this explanation has its appeal we have actually found the opposite to be true
for systems which do not use noise shaping (i.e., fixed asymmetric modulation yields better
results than alternate asymmetric modulation when there is no noise shaper). In fact, care-
ful inspection of Figs. 7.3c-d of the previous section indicates a slight relative increase
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in the high frequency noise power for the alternate asymmetric case as compared with the
fixed asymmetric result. As we stated earlier, more research is necessary to provide accu-
rate explanations of these effects.
In any case, for both standard and minimum phase NTF systems oversampling further
reduces the effect by again providing a larger bandwidth over which the errors are spread.
This is shown in Figs. 7.17c and 7.18c and Figs. 7.17d and 7.18d for fixed asymmetric
and alternative asymmetric modulation, respectively. For completeness the standard and
minimum phase NTF double sided symmetric system results are shown in Figs. 7. l7b and
7.1 8b. As in the eight times oversampling case, there is no obvious increase in baseband
noise power.
The situation is marginally better for two sample consecutive UPWM. This system is
thought to suffer from a combination of problems. To understand what is believed to be
happening we back up slightly and begin by considering the trailing edge waveforms of
Fig. 7.19a-b. The first waveform represents a PWM signal generated by a finely quan-
tized, non-noise shaped input signal. The second waveform represents the output of a sys-
tem which uses a noise shaper. The noise shaper lengthens or shortens the width of the
pulses in a special way such that high quality baseband performance can be achieved. The
lengthening or shortening of a particular pulse depends on how the widths of the previous
pulses were altered—particularly on how the the immediately previous pulse was altered.
Next consider two sample consecutive waveforms arising from finely quantized systems
without noise shaping and coarsely quantized systems with noise shaping. These are
shown in Fig. 7.20a-b, respectively. In each case we can consider a two sample consecu-
tive PWM pulse as being comprised of leading and trailing edge "sub-pulses" about the
center of the pulse interval. Noise shaping does vary the width of each sub-pulse, how-
ever, because the trailing edge of the first sub-pulse is the same as the leading edge of the
second sub-pulse (i.e., the sub-pulses are connected to form a single pulse), the width of
the overall pulse is not varied properly. In fact, the tendency of the noise shaper to pro-
duce adjacent output values which are alternately too big and then too small seems to have
the effect of varying the position of the pulse more than its width [Hi92fl.
As stated in Chapter Four the solution is to decorrelate the error components associ-
ated with the noise shaper output samples that modulate the leading edge of the pulse from
the error components of the samples modulating the the trailing edges. For white noise
shaper requantization error, this is done by interleaving zeros between the coefficients of
the impulse response of the noise shaper NTF. Doing so for the fifth order standard and
minimum phase NTFs results in the new symmetric type NTFs shown in Fig. 7.2 la-b.
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spectra shown in Fig. 7.22a-b. The improvements are dramatic with no noticeable increase
in noise power for the minimum phase NTF case. For the standard NTF case the small
increase in noise power indicates that an additional effect is at work. This is thought to
again be a more mild version of the noise foldback/intermodulation problem we encoun-
tered for trailing edge modulation. (In tenns of the tone analogy, two sample consecutive
foldback and intermodulation distortion is lower than that of single sided modulation but
higher than that of double sided modulation.) As with the trailing edge case the standard
NTF systems, which generate much more high frequency noise power than their minimum
phase counterparts, suffer from higher levels of baseband noise power.
For completeness, Figs. 7.l7e and 7.18e (without zero interleaving) show that as
before 16 times oversampling reduces the noise power problem for both the standard and
minimum phase NTF systems. Also, out of interest, Fig. 7.23a shows the output of a
seven bit two sample consecutive system with a minimum phase zero interleaved NTF.
Before zero-interleaving the order of the NTF is 14. Its frequency response is shown in
Fig. 7.23b. At the expense of increased feedback filter complexity it avoids all of the
unwanted effects encountered earlier and operates at a reduced modulator clock speed—the
same as the eight bit, eight times oversampling trailing edge system (-90.3MHz).
Before leaving this subsection we present one last set of results which indicate the
presence of yet another undesirable noise effect. This effect is of particular relevance for
some of the results presented in the next section. Let us consider the eight bit
ONS/trailing edge systems. The use of a minimum phase NTF for this system was shown
to virtually eliminate the increased baseband noise power observed earlier. However, upon
application of a large 20.001kHz input to this system a slight increase in the high fre-
quency (near 20kHz) baseband noise power is observed for the trailing edge case. This is
shown in Figs. 7.24a along with zoomed-in plot of the noise floor in Fig. 7.24b. (For
comparison, we include the output of the standard NTF system for the same input in Fig.
7.25a.) This small effect (of Fig. 7.24a-b) is believed to be due to intermodulation between
the tone input and the noise shaper output noise in the region of 20-40kHz. In fact, this
effect can be made much more dramatic for NTFs with steep transition bands directly
above the baseband. Fig. 7.26a show the frequency response of such an NTF (with very
high order) designed for use in an eight bit, eight times oversampling system. The output
of the trailing edge system using this NTF with a 20.001kHz, M=O.8 input is shown in Fig.
7.26b. The very large increase in baseband noise power is obvious. As shown in Fig.
7.26c the effect is less severe for a lower frequency input.
Next, we consider an NTF with an attenuation band increased to 40kHz. The fre-
quency response is shown in Fig. 7.27a. The output of the trailing edge system using this
-195-
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NTF is shown in Fig. 7.27b. The figure indicates a significant improvement with this
NTF—this in spite of the increased high frequency noise power it produces (compared to
the 20kHz attenuation band NTF of Fig. 7.26a). The improved perfonnance is due to the
fact that much of the noise which could intermodulate with the signal to produce a
baseband effect (i.e., noise in the 20-40kHz band) has been shifted to higher frequency
regions.
Lastly, we extend the NTF attenuation band to 60kHz. The frequency response of
this NTF is shown in Fig. 7.28a. Note that the larger high frequency gain is nearer to the
peak gain of the standard fifth order NTF. The output of this system is shown in Fig.
7.28b. We see that the high frequency noise power gain is large enough to again cause the
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noise intermodulation/foldback effect we initially observed in the fifth order standard NTF
case.
We stress that the results lead us to believe that the above effect is not just a man-
ifestation of the noise intermodulationlfoldback problem described earlier. It is unlikely
that the undesirable noise effects associated with the standard NTF trailing edge systems
(Fig. 7.lSa and 7.25) are due to the noise shaper noise intermodulating with the signal.
This is because inspection of the frequency responses of the standard and minimum phase
fifth order NTFs actually shows that, in spite of yielding much better results, the noise
shaper output noise power is in fact larger over the 20-40kHz band in the minimum phase
NTF. (It does not make sense to claim that the signal/noise shaper noise intermodulation
effect is principally responsible for the poorer standard NTF performance when the stan-
dard NTF actually produces less noise in the 20-40kHz band than the minimum phase sys-
tem, which gives better results.) Moreover, it is also unlikely that the problem just
observed in Fig. 7.26 stems from the noise foldback/intermodulation distortion effect
described earlier. (This is for several reasons. Figs. 7.26b and 7.26c indicate a strong
dependence of the noise on input signal frequency which was not observed in the fifth
order standard NTF cases (Figs. 7. 14a and 7.25) where noise foldback/intermodulation was
believed to be responsible for the poor results. Also, for the high order NTFs, widening
the attenuation band from 20kHz to 40kHz such that no baseband noise/signal intermodula-
lion was possible yielded greatly improved results but at the same time raised high fre-
quency noise power considerably. This further leads us to believe that signal/noise inter-
modulation as opposed to noise foldback/intermodulation was the principle effect in the
results of Fig. 7.26.)
Fortunately, in our fifth order minimum phase NTF the signal/noise intermodulation
is very small. However, this effect should be taken into account when designing the shape
of the NTF—particularly for low oversampling, low output wordlength, and/or higher than
16 bit quality applications.
7.3.3 Overview
At this stage we sum up by stating that ONS networks can be used in conjunction
with digital UPWM systems. However, careful selection of the noise shaper NTF is neces-
sary to ensure levels of performance commensurate with those of 16 bit systems which do
not use noise shaping. We observed noise problems in some of the single sided, double
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networks. However, the use of noise shapers possessing special minimum phase, low
noise power gain NTFs improved the performance of the single sided and two sample con-
secutive systems (with a zero interleaved feedback filter also required in the latter). For
the double sided cases, symmetric modulation performed best followed by alternative alter-
nate asymmetric and then fixed asymmetric modulation. Generally, we found that when
increased noise power problems existed, additional oversampling helped to reduce the
problem.
On the basis of the experiments conducted, it is believed that for f fixed, two sam-
ple consecutive UPWM, when used in conjunction with a minimum phase NTF and zero
interleaved feedback filter coefficients, is the best of the five UPWM modulation types.
(However, we do acknowledge having disregarded at this stage potentially important practi-
cal issues such as modulator clock speed and computational complexity.) Using this system
as a UPWM performance benchmark, we next see how the introduction of a cross point
denver can further improve the performance of ONSIPWM DACs.
7.4 ONS/PNPWM DACs
In this section we present results from the simulation of ONS/trailing edge PNPWM
based converters as shown in Fig. 7.29. These systems are designed to improve the perfor-
mance of the ONS/UPWM DACs by applying a special linearization aLgorithm to the sig-
nal prior to modulation. As explained in Chapter Four such procedures attempt to numeri-
cally approximate the natural sampling cross point times of the original analogue signal
with the PWM sawtooth comparison waveform. These time values are then applied to the
standard UPWM modulator with the goal of achieving very low distortion NPWM perfor-
mance.
From Fig. 7.29 we see that the cross point derivation stage precedes the ONS stage.
The order of these two stages is important. In theory, linearizing a noise shaped version of
the input would yield advantages such as the elimination of the signal/noise intemiodula-
tion problem observed earlier. (As we shall see PNPWM systems do not exhibit intermo-
dulation distortion.) However, there are some serious disadvantages associated with this
approach. In particular, it is much more difficult to form accurate polynomial approxima-
tions to the high frequency noise shaper output than to just the highly oversanipled, non-
noise shaped input signal. Additionally, cross point derivation of the noise shaped signal
may well lead to higher levels of baseband noise foldback distortion since, in terms of the





































a more numerical perspective, the floating point numbers generated by the cross point
denver must be converted to integers before being applied to the actual modulator. This
happens naturally when the floating point output of the cross point denver drives the noise
shaper. However, if the noise shaper precedes the cross point denver some additional form
of quantization is necessary at the output of the cross point denver. This can be performed
by either a simple rounding operation (which is inadvisable since large new quantization
errors would result) or, more realistically, by an additional stage of noise shaping. Overall,
it is believed that the relative lack of disadvantages associated with the configuration
shown in Fig. 7.29 make it the best choice.
We now investigate the single tone and twin tone performance of ONS/PNPWM
DACs with several cross point derivation algorithms of varying complexity. These sys-
tems will be compared to the ONS/two sample consecutive UPWM DAC with zero-
interleaved NTF.
7.4.1 Plots and Comparisons
Before examining converters with real cross point derivation algorithms we first con-
sider a few systems driven by artificially created "perfect" cross point signals. These sig-
nals are produced by a searching procedure using direct calls to the sine function.* We
begin with the M=O.8, f=2O.00lkFfz cross point derived input signal driving trailing edge
modulators with pulse repetition frequencies of 44.1kHz and 352.8kHz as well as an eight
bit f=352.8kHZ ONS/PNPWM system with the fifth order minimum phase NTF. Wide-
band results are shown for these three systems in Fig. 7.30a-c, respectively. With
h =44.1kHz the output is messy looking with a large number of tones distributed in a rela-
tively unstructured looking way. When the pulse repetition frequency is raised to
f=352.8kHz we observe somewhat more familiar looking spectra (both with and without
noise shaping) with components located at the carrier and its harmonics as well as at multi-
ples of the input tone about the carrier and its harmonics. The noise floor of the system
which uses noise shaping strongly resembles that of the corresponding ONS/trailing edge
UPWM wideband spectra of Fig. 7.lOa of the previous section. In contrast to the UPWM
plots we note the absence of harmonic distortion in the two f,, =352.8kHz plots.
Baseband versions of the two plots for the systems which do not use noise shaping
are shown in Fig. 7.3 Ia-b. We see that the performance of the system operating at
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f=44.1kHz is very poor indeed with many unwanted tones over the entire baseband.
These tones are foldback distortion about the carrier and its harmonics. We see particu-
larly large components folding back from the carrier itself at
IF44.lkHz-220.00lktIz 14.lkllz and Il44.lkHz-320.00lkffz I15.9kHz. The other terms are
foldback components from higher harmonics of the carrier. The poor performance of this
system is not surprising given the theoretical considerations of Chapter Two which predict
severe foldback for NPWM modulators with no oversampling. By contrast the system
operating at f, =352.8kHz yields very clean looking results. This is because the large dis-
tance between the baseband and the carrier ensures that all the baseband foldback distortion
terms have fallen to levels well beneath the noise floor.
Table 7.8 shows how trailing edge PNPWM baseband foidhack distortion varies as a
function of pulse repetition frequency for a 20.001kHz, M=O.8 sinusoidal input. For com-
parison, we have also included the UPWM trailing edge results presented earlier. As in
the UPWM case, PNPWM foldback distortion decreases as the pulse repetition frequency
is increased but does so more slowly, not completely disappearing beneath the noise floor
until fC-352.8/11
Table 7.9 shows how the foldback distortion varies as a function of M for
f-44.1kHz and f=2O.O0lkHz. Again the trailing edge IJPWM results are included for
comparison, and again we see that the distortion figures are lower than those of trailing
edge PNPWM. As before, these differences are expected from theoretical considerations
discussed in Chapter Two.
Next, we consider an example to show how closely the simulation results correspond
to those predicted by theory (i.e., by evaluation of the tone spectra expression and their
approximations). In Table 7.10 we look at the second and third multiples of the
20.001kHz input tone folding back from a carrier of 44.1kHz. There is close correspon-
dence between the simulation results and those obtained from direct evaluation of the
appropriate terms in the NPWM tone spectrum equation. However, there are sizable
differences between these figures and those obtained by evaluating the relevant approxima-
tion expression in Table 2.4 of Chapter Two. As earlier, the approximations are poor
because the arguments of the associated Bessel functions in the tone spectra equation are
not small enough compared to the (low) order of these Bessel functions.
Next, we examine the baseband performance of a variety of ONS/PNPWM DACs
under various inputs and compare the results with those obtained by the better UPWM sys-
tems. Specifically, we consider ONS/trailing edge PNPWM systems using a "perfect"
cross point denver in addition to those with the first order, third order, and fifth order cross
point derivation procedures described in Chapter Five. These will be compared to the
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Table 7.8: PNPWM Baseband Foldback Distortion as a Function of r
(f 1,=20.00IkHz, M=O.800, b=16)
Modulation Type
f (L)	 Distortion





















. Distortion does not exist or is beneath 16 bit noise floor
ONS/two sample consecutive UPWM system. The output spectra of these five systems for
an f=I.001kHz, M=O.8 input are shown in Fig. 7.32a-e, respectively. As expected the per-
fect cross point procedure results in no harmonic or foldback distortion. By contrast, the
first order result indicates the presence of distortion terms at the third harmonic of the
input. However, both the third order and fifth order procedures indicate harmonic distor-
tion free performance. Lastly, the two sample consecutive system yields only third order
harmonic distortion (as expected) at a level quite similar to that of first order PNPWM.
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Table 7.9: PNPWM Baseband Foldback Distortion as a Function of M
(f = 44.1kHz, f = 20.001kHz, b = 16)
Modulation Type
M	 Distortion
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Table 7.10: Correspondence with Theory (PNPWM Foldback Distortion)


















We also note that the rise in the noise floor of the output of the system with the perfect
cross point denver is due the noise effects described in the previous section. As this algo-
rithm produces an output which is effectively sampled at the (high) pulse repetition fre-
quency its noise floor is lower than at the outputs of the other more realistic cross point
denivers which accept data interpolated up from the Nyquist rate. The increase in output
baseband noise in the perfect cross point denver case is visible because of this lower noise
floor. In the more realistic systems the increases in noise power are veiy small compared
to the higher levels of inherent quantization noise, and hence such effects are less notice-
able.
The tests are repeated for a 6.001kHz, M=0.8 input. The corresponding results are
shown in Fig. 7.33a-e. Again no distortion can be seen in the perfect, the third order, or
the fifth order PNPWM results. However, we obseive distortion at the second and third
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distortion in the two sample consecutive UPWM result. As before, the level of the third
harmonic in both these results is similar. It is interesting to note that in contrast to ordi-
nary trailing edge UPWM, first order PNPWM produces second harmonic distortion which
is actually smaller than the third harmonic distortion.
Lastly, results for an f=2O.00lkHz, M=O.8 sinusoidal input are shown in Fig. 7.34a-e.
The increase in high frequency baseband noise power for all the trailing edge systems is
expected (see Figs. 7.24a-b from the previous sub-sections) and should not be thought of
as being caused by the cross point derivation algorithms themselves. Once again no distor-
tion is evident in the perfect cross point denver case. The first order algorithm does not
appear to generate any baseband distortion. This is because the high frequency input is
such that all the harmonic distortion lies outside the baseband. (Most certainly, however,
there are magnitude and/or phase errors on the tone itself.) Interestingly, it is seen that the
third order procedure does result in a small term at approximately 17.5kHz. This is elim-
inated in the fifth order cross point system. Lastly, in a similar way to the first order
PNPWM system, no baseband distortion is seen in the two sample consecutive UPWM
output
Next, we investigate the performance of the above systems with twin tone inputs.
The first test consists of the application of a pair of sinusoids at f 1,1 =O.25lkHz, M 1=O.78 and
f 2=8.001kt1z, M 2=O.195. (The modulation depths have been lowered slightly from those in
Section 7.2 to prevent overloading the quantizer inside the noise shaper.) The results for
the five systems are shown in Fig. 7.35a-e. We see that the perfect cross point denver sys-
tem reproduces the two tones with no harmonic or intermodulation distortion. In contrast,
the PNPWM system with first order cross point denver generates rather large inteimodula-
tion terms about the 8.001kHz tone and its second harmonic, 16.002kHz. These problems
are seen to be eliminated by the systems using the third order and the fifth order cross
point algorithms. The two sample consecutive UPWM system exhibits distortion about
8.001kHz and 16.002kHz but at levels slightly lower than those in the first order PNPWM
system.
The second intermodulalion test input consists of two tones at
fl 1.001khz ,f2=l2.00lkl1z with M 1=M2=0.49. (Again the modulation depths have been
lowered slightly to avoid overloading the noise shaper's quantizer.) The results are shown
in Fig. 7.36a-e. As before, no distortion is evident in the perfect cross point detiver sys-
tem. In the first order system, however, we see large intermodulation distortion com-
ponents at approximately 10kHz and 13kHz with smaller terms at roughly 1kHz and 2kHz.
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at about 10kHz and 13kHz. These are eliminated in the system using the fifth order cross
point derivation algorithm where no distortion is visible. Lastly, the two sample consecu-
tive system is seen to produce distortion terms at approximately 10kHz and 13kHz. We
note that these distortion terms are smaller than those generated by the first system but
larger than those of the third order system.
It is also interesting for us to compare the SNR of the four realistic systems as a
function of input frequency and modulation depth. By "SNR we mean the ratio of signal
power to total error power (including all noise and distortion). See Section 6.9 of Chapter
Six for more details. These comparisons are shown in Figs. 7.37a-b, respectively. Begin-
ning with the first order system, Fig. 7.37a indicates that the SNR is highest for low fre-
quency inputs. This is expected since they present less of a demand on the cross point
denver algorithms. However, as the input frequency rises approaching the 20.001kHz
worst case input we see that the SNR of the DAC falls dramatically. This is due to a com-
bination of harmonic distortion and amplitude/phase errors on the signal frequency. For
input frequencies greater than 10kHz any harmonic distortion would lie outside the
baseband. Therefore, in such cases the poor SNR is due exclusively to these amplitude
and/or phase errors the DAC produces in its attempt to recreate the input signal.* 'flj
effect is not as pronounced in the system using the third order procedure. Here we see a
degradation in SNR only for the veiy high frequency inputs. The DAC with the fifth order
procedure exhibits SNT( figures which are roughly independent of signal frequency. (In the
next section we see that the marginal loss in SNR at 20.001kHz is due to a combination of
high frequency noise power shown in Fig. 7.24b and slight errors on the tone itself.) It is
also interesting to note that two sample consecutive UPWM exhibits higher SNR figures
than first order PNPWM but lower than third order PNPWM. Moreover, the odd looking
fluctuation in SNR between 6kHz-8kHz for two sample consecutive UPWM is due to the
fact that for input frequencies higher than about 7kHz the SNR measurements are suddenly
no longer affected by third order harmonic distortion which is now out-of-band.
In Fig. 7.37b we see how the SNR of these four systems change with modulation
depth (i.e., signal amplitude). The signal frequency, 6.001kHz, is chosen so as to allow for
both amplitude/phase distortion of the fundamental as well as harmonic distortion to
* This point requires more looking into. Additional research has indicated that none of the cross point
derivation procedures actually produce phase distortion in the output at the signal frequency. All output
errors on the input signal itself are thought to be due to nonlinear frequency and amplitude dependent
scaling errors. In such high resolution systems small scaling errors can have devastating effects on the
SNR as defined in Eq. 6.8. However, in subjective terms, such errors would be much less serious, espe-
cially when relegated to the very high frequency end of the audio band. Thus, the very low SNR figures








































Fig. 7.37a: SNR as a Function of Signal Frequency
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potentially contribute to DAC errors. The first order procedure perfonns well for small
inputs. However, as the modulation depth is increased (presenting the cross point denver
with a more difficult signal) sizable losses in SNR are experienced. On the other hand, as
expected the third and fifth order algorithms yield the best results with nearly identical
SNR figures that vary linearly with modulation depth. Again we see that the performance
of the two sample consecutive UPWM DAC lies between that of the first order and the
third order PNPWM systems. It is interesting to note that the SNR of the two sample con-
secutive system actually decreases as the amplitude of the input signal is increased to near
full scale. This is because the increase in modulation depth results in the emergence of a
third harmonic which for lower M was buried beneath the noise floor.
7.4.2 Discussion of Errors in Cross Point Derivation Algorithms
We now examine the structure of the errors associated with each cross point deriva-
tion procedure. Recall from Chapter Five that the main sources of error in the algorithms
are (a) errors inherent to the rootfinding procedure, (b) signal/derivative approximation
errors due to the low order of the interpolation polynomial, and (c) signal/derivative
approximation errors due to the finite wordlength of the data used to form the interpolation
polynomial. It is instructive to isolate these effects to determine which has the greatest
influence on the total error.
We begin by comparing the output spectra of the perfect, first order, third order, and
fifth order cross point derivers when driven by a 24 bit
M=O.8, f,.=2O.00lkFJz,f,(=f)=352.8kHz tone input. These are shown in Figs. 7.38a-d. We
see that the perfect cross point denver's output consists of a 20.001kHz tone and harmon-
ics of decreasing size. We also see three high frequency tones which are not harmonics of
the input but are spaced about 20kHz apart These are recognized as corresponding to
foldback distortion terms for m=1 and n=-9,—l0, and —11. The output of the first order
cross point denver also possesses harmonics of the input tone at levels similar to those of
the perfect output. The foldback terms are absent. The third order output has components
at the input harmonic frequencies as well as the foldback term frequencies. There are also
several spurious components about many of the forward harmonics. The fifth order output
is similar aside from the fact that the spurious terms seen in the third order case are
smaller. As an interesting comparison Fig. 7.38e shows the output of a cross point deriver
which implements a version of the Newton-Raphson procedure used in the third and fifth
order cross point algorithms. However, it is similar to the perfect cross point deriver in
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that it uses direct calls to the sine and cosine functions—eliminating the use of polynomial
approximation to the signal and its derivative. It therefore represents a means by which we
can evaluate the underlying technique independent of any polynomial approximation errors.
We see from the figure that this "perfect Newton-Raphson" procedure produces an output
whose spectrum appears to closely resemble that of the perfect cross point denver' s.
It is also interesting to examine the spectra of the difference between the output of
each cross point algorithm with that of the perfect cross point denver as shown in Fig.
7.39. This will allow us to get a feel for the type of errors each cross point denver pro-
duces. The error spectra are shown in Fig. 7.40a-d for the perfect Newton Raphson pro-
cedure as well the fifth, third, and first order algorithms, respectively. Here we see that in
all four cases the error manifests itself in a highly structured form. The plots (which are
scaled relative to the level of a maximum amplitude tone) indicate the presence of the
spurious tones generated by the third order and fifth order procedures. In all cases there
are differing amounts of amplitude and/or phase errors on the harmonics of the input as
well as on the foldback terms. Specifically, we see that the errors associated with the per-
fect Newton Raphson technique are quite small. As expected, though, the errors tend to














Fig. 7.39: Generation of Cross Point Denver Error Signal
These tests are repeated for the 16 bit case. The error spectra are shown in Fig.
7.41 a-d. Compared to the 24 bit results we see that the increased quantization noise levels
in these plots mask many of the smaller tone errors we saw before. However, more
significantly, it is clear that in the third and fifth order cases the greater noise on the input
samples also has the effect of increasing the size of some of the error tones. Thus it is
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incorrect to regard the presence of quantization noise on the input signal as simply result-
ing in independent, additive noise at the output.
We repeat these tests for the lower frequency, 1.001kHz input. The 24 bit and 16 bit
error spectra are shown in Figs. 7.42a-d and 7.43a-d, respectively. For such a low fre-
quency input the tone errors are confined to the baseband. Thus for clarity only the
baseband region is shown. In general we see that these tone errors are smaller than those
encountered for the 20.001kHz input. As before the errors are worse in the first order
case. However, the other spectra are very similar which implies that the errors in the third
and fifth order cases are due to the Newton Raphson technique itself rather than any other
source of error. Also, as in the 20.001kHz case, the 16 bit difference spectra exhibit
higher noise floors than in the 24 bit spectra.
Next, we present a more quantitative comparison of the cross point denver difference
signals. Specifically, in Tables 7.11a-c we compare the maximum value of the absolute
value of the difference signal (i.e., the maximum difference between the perfect cross point
denver output and the output generated by each of the other procedures) as well as its
mean squared power (i.e., the sum of the squares of the difference signal divided by the
number of samples considered). We use input signals with M=O.8 and
f=l.00lkh'z, 6.00lkFiz, and 20.001kHz and wordlengths of b=16, 20, and 24 bits. (In all
cases the signals are scaled to be in the range of ±32768.) Generally speaking, the tables
indicate that the high frequency, low wordlength, low polynomial order cases yield the
worst results (i.e., the biggest maximum difference as well as the largest mean squared
error). The relative insensitivity of the first order results for a given f, to changes in
wordlength indicates that the approximation errors associated with such a low order poly-
nomial are the overall dominant source of error in these cases. On the other hand, for the
fifth order algorithm, the errors are seen to be a combination of the type of approximation
errors affecting the first order results as well as input signal quantization noise propagation
effects. This is expected from the error analysis of Appendices 5A, 5C, and SD. (Also,
with the appropriate scaling, the maximum difference for the 20.001kHz fifth order algo-
rithm is not far from —2.84xlO, the upper bound derived in Appendix 5C:
1 .26.2_16 = l.92x1(r5.) In addition, as expected, in 3.11 cases, the perfect Newton Raphson
technique yields the best results.
Another interesting set of difference signal results are those obtained by versions of
the third and fifth order cross point denver algorithms which are designed to compute only
a single cross point per polynomial (modulation types k and I of Table 7.1). In each case
only the cross point time in the centremost sub-interval over the support abscissae is com-
puted (e.g., [to,t 1 1, see Chapter Five). The maximum difference and error power results
-220-
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Table 7.11a: Cross Point Denver Errors for 1.001kHz input
f-g	 f-h	 f-i	 f-i
Modulation Type
max diff	 mae	 max diff	 mae	 max dif	 mse	 max dif	 mae
b=16	 6.25x101	 9.95x10 2 	1.57x10°	 4.11xlO'	 1.23x10°	 1.77x10'	 l.25x10°	 l.74x101
b=20	 3.91x102 3.95x10' 5.65xlcrt	1.67x10' 8.11xlr2
 6.92x10 4 7.60x10 2 6.86x10'
b=24	 2.44x103	 l.49x1O	 5.06x101	 1.61x10 1 4.79x10 3 2.62xlO	 4.57x1cr3 2.61xlO
Table 7.11b: Cross Point Denver Errors for 6.001kHz input
1-8	 f-h	 f-i	 f-i
Modulation Type
max dill	 mse	 max diff	 mse	 max dif	 mae	 max dif	 mae
b=16	 6.3O'	 1.00xO	 l.92x101 2.11x102	1.27x100 	1.l2xlcr'	 l.27x10°	 I.l4xlcr'
b2O	 3.94x1tT2 3.89xlO	 1.83x101 2.08x102 l.45x10 1 2.65x10 3 7.55x10 2 6.9Ox1O
b=24	 2.45x103	 1.49xlO	 1.82x101 2.08x102 9.43x10 2 2.32x10 2 4.66x1O 3 2.S5xlO
Table 7.11c: Cross Point Denver Errors for 20.001kHz input
f-g	 f-h	 f-i	 f-i
Modulation Type
max dill	 mae	 max cliff	 mae	 max dIf	 mae	 max dif	 mae
b=16	 .640x1m' 9.68x10 2 2.09x102 2.60x104 1.29x10' 3.59x10'	 1.26x100	l.79x101
b2O	 4.00xtO	 3.48xlO	 2.08x102 2.59x104 1.22x10' 3.64x10' 2.90x10' 1.75x10_2
b=24	 1.56x102 6.97x10 3 2.081102 2.59x10' I.22xl0	 3.65x101 2.52x10' 1.76x102
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are shown in Tables 7.12a-c. On the whole, these figures indicate better performance than
that associated with the original third and fifth order algorithms. This is to be expected
since the polynomial approximation tends to be most accurate towards the centre of the
interval spanned by the support abscissae. However, we note that since these procedures
update the polynomial after each output sample they are more computationally intensive
than the respective original algorithms.
Fig. 7.44a-b shows the output spectra of the error signals associated with these
modified third and fifth order procedures for the 24 bit, 20.001kHz input. Here we see a
complete absence of the spurious tones generated in the original third and fifth order algo-
rithins. The errors appear to be concentrated solely on the input tone, its harmonics, and
the foldback terms. Therefore, it is believed that the spurious tones associated with the ori-
ginal procedures are due to the strong correlation between polynomial approximation errors
over the interval spanned by the support abscissae. (The approximation errors over the
interval are not random but in fact form smooth, continuous, signal dependent error
functions—one function for each polynomial.) When there is a new polynomial for each
cross point there is less correlation between the errors on the signal and derivative approxi-
mations used to form the Newton Raphson iterate. Indeed, we see from Fig. 7.38b that
even the poor quality first order procedure (which inherently uses a new polynomial for
each cross point) does not exhibit these spurious tones.
It is also worthwhile to consider in more detail the precise cause of the errors in the
output of some of the cross point derivers. We know that both the errors inherent to poly-
nomial approximation as well as those due to quantization noise on the samples used to
form the polynomial contribute to the overall error. However, we have not considered on
an experimental basis whether this overall error is influenced more strongly by the manifes-
tation of approximation errors in the signal approximation or in the derivative approxima-
tion. Therefore, we compare the performance of third and fifth order "hybrid" cross point
derivers which are based on the Newton Raphson procedure but use either a "perfect" input
signal (i.e., evaluated via calls to the sine function) or a perfect derivative. (These systems
are used only for analysis and, of course, are not intended for use in a realistic DAC.) In
this way we can isolate the effects of the polynomial approximation to the signal and to the
derivative. Systems using these four hybrid cross point derivers are denoted by letters m
through p in Table 7.1. Tables 7.13a-c indicate the performance. As could be expected,
inspection of the results indicate that the performance of these systems lie somewhere in
between that of the perfect Newton Raphson (g) and those of the ordinary third and fifth
order algorithms (i and 1. respectively). However, the tables also indicate that much larger
errors are incurred when the polynomial approximations to the signal are used as opposed
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maxdiff	 mae	 maxdiff	 mse
b=16	 1.12x10°	 1.65x10'	 1.17x10°	 1.69x10'
b=20	 7.01x102	 6.46x10'	 7.16x102	 6.60x1O
b=24	 4.40x10'	 2.48x10	 4.43x103	 2.53x1O




max dIff	 mse	 max duff	 mse
b=16	 1.17x10°	 1.73x10'	 1.19x10°	 1.68x10''
b=20	 1.05x10'	 1.98x103	 730x102	 6.68x10
b=24	 4.15x102	 9.00x10	 4.66x103	 2.55x10




max duff	 mae	 max duff	 mae
b=16	 5.71x10°	 1.39x10'	 1.27x10°	 1.98x10'
b=20	 4.67x10°	 1.29x10'	 1.79x10'	 8.96x1cr3
b=24	 4.62x10°	 1.29x10'	 1.20x10'	 7.13x103
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to polynomial approximations to its derivative. In fact, in the case with the perfect signal
and the fifth order derivative approximation the results are very close to those encountered
in the perfect Newton Raphson procedure. These results are consistent with the error
analysis of Appendix 5C where it is seen that errors on the signal have a greater effect on
the overall error than those on the derivative. All of this indicates that it may be desirable
to put more effort into obtaining a higher quality approximation to the signal than to the
derivative.
Lastly, to gain further insight into the overall consequences of these errors it is useful
to examine the spectra of the difference between the input (actually, a very high resolution
version of the input) and the final output of the DAC. We do so for the eight times times
oversampling, eight bit, minimum phase NTF system with first order, third order, and fifth
order cross point derivers. First we consider the M=O.8, f=2O.00lkHz case (essentially the
worst case input for the DAC). The spectra of the error signals are shown in Figs. 7.45a-
c. The large tone at the signal frequency for the first order case indicates the presence of
amplitude and/or phase errors at the signal frequency introduced by the crude cross point
algorithm. These errors become smaller as the order of the algorithm is increased. In all
three cases we see a slight increase in high frequency baseband noise. This is due to
effects shown earlier in Fig. 7.24b.
Results of similar tests are shown in Figs. 7.46a-c where M=O.8 and f=l.001kUz.
Beginning with the first order algorithm we note the presence errors at the input frequency
and at its third harmonic. However, compared to the 20.001kHz case, the errors are much
smaller for this low frequency input. Moreover, there are no visible errors in the third
order and fifth order cases.
7.4.3 Overview
In this section we have seen that the application of a cross point derivation algorithm
prior to modulation can improve the linearity of ONS/PWM DACs. Specifically, perfor-
mance of systems with first order, third order, and fifth order procedures has been investi-
gated. All of these algorithms were found to perfonn best for low frequency, low ampli-
tude inputs. The crude but computationally efficient first order procedure reduced levels of
harmonic and intermodulation distortion while the computationally intensive fifth order pro-
cedure succeeded in eliminating most visible forms of distortion. The performance of the
third order system was marginally worse than that of the fifth order algorithm but much
better than that of the first order procedure.
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Table 7.13a: More Cross Point Denver Errors for 1.001kHz input
f-rn	 f-n	 f-o	 f-p
Modulation Type
max duff	 inse	 max diff	 mae	 max dif
	 mae	 max dif	 mae
b=16	 I.23lcP	 l.77x10' 6.25x10' 9.95x10 2	1.25x10°	 l,74xlcr'	 6.25x10 1 9.95x102
b=20	 8.11x102 6.92xlO	 3.91x102 3.95xlO	 7.60x102 6.86xlO	 3.91x102 3.95x1O
b=24	 4.79x103 2.62x10' 2.44x10 3 1.48xlO	 4.57x103 2.6IxlO	 2.44xlcr' l.48xtO
Table 7.13b: More Cross Point Denver Errors for 6.001kHz input
f-rn	 f-n	 f-o	 f-p
Modulation Type
max diff	 mae	 max diff	 mae	 max dif	 mae	 max dif	 mae
b=16	 l.27xUP	 l.l2xlcr'	 6.3O1O 1	l.O&x10'	 l.27x100 	 l.74x10 1	6.30x10'	 l.00x10'
b=20	 l.45x10' 2.66x10' 3.94x10 2 3.9OxtO	 7.55x102 69OxlO	 3.94x102 3.89xlO
b=24	 9.44x102 2.32x10 3 2.54x10 3 l.52xlO	 4.66x103 2.55xlO	 2.45xlO	 l.49x1O
Table 7.13c: More Cross Point Denver Errors for 20.001kHz input
f-in	 f-n	 1-0	 f-p
Modulation Type
max diff	 mae	 max diff	 mae	 max dii	 mae	 max dii	 mae
b=l6	 l.30x10' 3.67x10' 7.59x10' l.09x104 	 l.26x10°	 l.8Ox1O	 6.48xlr' 9.70x102
b=20	 l.23x10' 3.72x10' 1.80110_I 5.5110-	2.91x10' l.78x10_2 539x10_2 4.13x104
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Errors due to the cross point denver were shown to be a function of the basic
rootfinding procedure itself, the low order of the polynomial approximation to the signal
and its derivative, as well as quantization noise effects. It was also seen that in general
these types of algorithms are much more sensitive to errors in the approximation of the sig-
nal as opposed to the denvative. Errors in the output of the DAC with the first order cross
point denver were found to be highly signal dependent, taking the form of harmonic distor-
tion and errors at the input frequency. (As mentioned before, there is some preliminary
evidence to suggest that the latter types of errors are not as severe as some of the
extremely low SNR figures presented earlier would suggest.) The errors in the third order
algorithm were found to be less signal dependent. The errors in the fifth order procedure
were noise-like and nearly independent of the input signal. Interestingly, the two sample
consecutive UPWM system was found to perfonn better than the first order PNPWM but
considerably worse than the third and particularly the fifth order PNPWM systems.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we have examined in detail the performance of many PWM based
DAC systems. We began by considering the basic UPWM DAC structure of Fig. 7.1 with
five different UPWM modulation types. It was shown that in each case by raising the
pulse repetition frequency of the modulator (with a corresponding increase in the sampling
rate of the digital signal) UPWM harmonic distortion, foldback distortion, and intermodula-
tion distortion all could be reduced.
While oversampling helped to improve the linearity of UPWM DACs, it further exa-
cerbated the severe problem of excessive modulator clock speed. For a 16 bit audio sys-
tem even without oversampling, the modulator would be required to operate at rates in the
GigaHertz. To solve this problem oversampled noise shaping was used to reduce the
modulator clock speed by reducing the wordlength of the oversampled signal applied to the
modulator with negligible loss in SNR. Hence with ONS/UPWM DACs of the form
shown in Fig. 7.9 higher levels of performance could be obtained at reasonable modulator
clock speeds. However, certain undesirable effects arising from the combination of noise
shaping and PWM were seen to degrade the performance of some systems. To combat
this it was shown that the careful selection of noise shaper NTF could, in some cases, sub-
stantially reduce these effects. In general, for a fixed pulse repetition frequency it was
found that two sample consecutive UPWM offered the best performance.
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Unfortunately, irrespective of UPWM modulation type, true 16 bit quality perfor-
mance could not be obtained at reasonable pulse repetition frequencies. For this reason,
we introduced the idea of using a premodulation signal processing algorithm designed to
linearize the baseband performance of conventional trailing edge UPWM modulators. Esti-
mates to the natural sampling cross point times are obtained digitally and applied to the
conventional modulator. These so-called ONS/PNPWM DACs, shown in Fig. 7.29,
effectively implement a completely digital version of "distortion free" NPWM. The perfor-
mance of systems with three cross point algorithms of varying complexity was investi-
gated. It was shown that virtually distortion free performance was possible but at rela-
tively high levels of computational complexity. The question of which specific DAC is the




This thesis has presented a class of high resolution DACs which may be suitable for
conventional low power use as well as high power applications. In this chapter we present
an overview of the past seven chapters and indicate specific topics for investigation in
future work.
8.1 Summary
Chapter One set the context for the work described in this thesis. It can be thought
of as a continuation of that carried out by Sandier [Sa83J in the context of digital power
amplification (i.e., the direct conversion of a digital signal into the corresponding analogue
power waveform with no intermediate low power DAC stage). We may also view the
work in the general context of low power oversampling DACs.
In Chapter Two the various PWM modulation types considered in this thesis were
introduced. In a continuous time analogue sense, these modulation types are broadly dis-
tinguished by the method in which samples modulating the PWM waveform are chosen.
With uniform sampling PWM (UPWM) the sampling instants of the samples used to
modulate the PWM waveform are uniformly spaced in time. By contrast, in natural sam-
pling PWM (NPWM) the sampling instants are nonuniformly spaced and signal dependent.
In both UPWM and NPWM it is possible to modulate a single edge or both edges of the
pulse. Double sided NPWM uses distinct samples to modulate the leading and trailing
edges of the pulse. However, in the UPWM case it is possible to use two samples per
pulse or just a single sample, giving rise to two sample consecutive UPWM and symmetric
double sided UPWM, respectively. Also, when considering digital UPWM specifically,
various types of asymmetric modulation can be produced.
Where possible expressions for the tone spectra of the various modulation types were
presented. In general, it was found that PWM tone spectra are comprised of tones at the
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input signal frequency, its harmonies, the pulse repetition frequency (the carrier), its har-
monics, and sideband temls spaced at multiples of the input frequency about the carrier
and its harmonics. Important exceptions to this include the absence of signal harmonic
components (i.e., harmonic distortion) in both single sided and double sided NPWM as
well as the absence of even order signal harmonics in two sample consecutive UPWM.
In terms of tone modulation baseband performance, particular concern must be given
to the levels of harmonic distortion (second, third, and sometimes, fourth order) as well as
so-called foldback distortion, which is comprised of sideband components (particularly
those about the carrier itself) that fall into the baseband. For each modulation type simple
approximations to the levels of such components were derived.
While in NPWM there is no harmonic distortion, such components do exist in the
UPWM spectra. However, NPWM foldback distortion is often larger than that of the
corresponding UPWM modulation type. Moreover, in general, the double sided modula-
tion types were found to exhibit lower levels of distortion than the corresponding single
sided modulation types.
In addition, it was shown that increasing the pulse repetition frequency of the PWM
waveform tended to reduce all forms of baseband distortion. In terms of our 16 bit qual-
ity, 20kHz baseband audio application, it was found that in all cases baseband foldback
distortion could be reduced to negligible levels with relatively mild increases in pulse
repetition frequency. Unfortunately, however, excessive increases in pulse repetition fre-
quency are required to reduce UPWM harmonic distortion to negligible levels.
Chapter Three was devoted to sample rate conversion. Interpolation and decimation,
sample rate increase and sample rate decrease, respectively, are important in the hardware
implementation as well as the software simulation of PWM based DACs. In particular, an
interpolator is required to raise the sampling rate of the DAC input signal to a rate com-
mensurate with modulator's pulse repetition frequency (which is often increased above the
Nyquist minimum to reduce PWM distortion). A decimator is needed in order to facilitate
baseband analysis of computer simulations of PWM based DACs.
We began the chapter with a review of the basic techniques used to alter the sam-
pling rate of a signal. Interpolation and decimation were seen to be essentially comple-
mentary digital filtering procedures. Techniques for reducing the computational complexity
of sample rate conversion tasks were also discussed. These included the removal of
unnecessary computation in the basic sample rate conversion methods, the decomposition
of a sample rate converter into a cascade of smaller, independent conversion stages, and
the use of one of several classes of filters which enable further reductions in computation.
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Chapter Four focused on oversampled noise shaping (ONS) networks. One of the
most serious problems faced in the implementation of a 20kHz bandwidth, 16 bit quality
PWM DAC is that of excessive modulator clock speed (which is in the GigaHertz—even
without oversainpling). The clock rate is exponentially related to the input signal
wordlength. As such, modulator clock speed can be reduced substantially by lowering the
wordlength of the input. However, this generally results in a loss of signal quality. ONS
techniques enable a reduction in the wordlength of an oversampled signal without appreci-
able loss in baseband SNR. Thus, ONS networks are useful for making a PWM based
DAC more practical to implement
Noise shaping was shown to rely on a combination of oversampling, coarse requanti-
zation, and error feedback. A simple linearized analysis allowed us to express the output
of a noise shaper as a sum of the input and a spectrally shaped version of the requantiza-
tion error. The requantizalion error is attenuated over the baseband at the expense of
increased high frequency noise. On the basis of the analysis, we can accurately design
ONS networks for a given SNR requirement. In particular, it was shown that 16 bit qual-
ity noise shapers can be designed to reduce the signal wordlength to the point where the
corresponding PWM modulator clock speeds are low enough to be realized in hardware.
Other issues related to the tailoring of ONS networks for use with PWM were also
addressed. Specifically, the theoretical basis of a class of low noise power gain networks
was presented. Also, networks with output error sequences possessing special correlation
properties were described. Later in the thesis, use of these special noise shapers was
shown to eliminate certain undesirable baseband noise effects.
Chapter Five explored techniques for improving DAC performance. In spite of
NPWM being known to give better performance, IJPWM had always formed the basis of
PWM DACs. Given that digital signals often arise from (or at least can be thought of as
arising from) uniform sampling of an analogue waveform, UPWM was viewed as the only
practical option. (NPWM was believed to be suitable only for continuous time analogue
inputs.) We sought to overcome this limitation by proposing a technique called Pseudo-
Natural PWM (PNPWM). This approach allows us to achieve excellent, NPWM perfor-
mance but in a fully digital implementation. The idea is to digitally approximate the
NPWM sampling instant and to apply this approximation to a conventional IJPWM modu-
lator. In practice this can be done by forming a polynomial approximation to the underly-
ing analogue signal (quantized samples of which form the digital input signal) and applying
a rootfinding procedure (the secant method and possibly the Newton-Raphson method) to
numerically estimate the time of intersection between the analogue signal and the PWM
comparison waveform. Specific algorithms of varying degrees of complexity and accuracy
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were described in detail. Error analyses were performed as well.
In Chapter Six the structure of the software written to simulate the DACs considered
in this thesis was presented. Although, the four previous chapters contained some theoreti-
cal characterization of the main PWM DAC sub-systems, it was believed that software
simulations of the complete DACs were essential for gaining insight into overall perfor-
mance levels. In particular, we would like to understand how some of the highly nonlinear
sub-systems interact to effect DAC performance. Such knowledge is difficult to obtain by
a purely analytical approach.
The simulation is structured as a collection of small, independent modules each of
which mimics a stage within the DAC. The flexibility of the software enables relatively
quick and simple analysis of a large variety of DAC configurations.
Chapter Seven presented results from computer simulations of several PWM DACs.
We began with the basic oversampling UPWM DACs using a variety of modulation types.
In particular, for tone modulation, the levels of harmonic distortion and foldback distortion
were examined as a function of signal amplitude and pulse repetition frequency. Twin
tone tests indicated the presence of intermodulation distortion as well. In general, it was
shown that all forms of baseband distortion decreased as the pulse repetition frequency of
the modulator was increased. Simulation results were found to correspond closely to
theoretical predictions. Specifically, it was seen that single sided modulation appeared to
exhibit the highest levels of baseband distortion followed by the double sided modulation
types, with the two sample consecutive modulation frequently offering the lowest levels of
total harmonic distortion.
Then noise shaping was used in conjunction with the systems described above. With
the pulse repetition frequency fixed, the performance of each DAC was examined for a
variety of noise shapers with different output wordlengths. For the DACs with mild noise
shaping (i.e., small reductions in signal wordlength) the results strongly resembled those of
the corresponding oversampling UPWM DACs (which did not use noise shaping). How-
ever, when the noise shapers with low output wordlength were used, undesirable effects
were often observed in form of increased baseband output noise power. Qualitative expla-
nations for these effects were offered. While more research is needed, the PWM process is
believed to be such that high frequency noise shaper noise is modulated back into the
baseband analogous to baseband foldback or intermodulation distortion for tone inputs.
This is thought to be especially true for trailing edge IJPWM. For two sample consecutive
UPWM there were additional problems. These arise from the structure of the noise shaper
output error sequence. In both cases specially designed ONS networks were successfully
used to eliminate any visible anomalies in the output noise floor. Also, for asymmetric
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double sided UPWM, it was found that certain undesirable effects could be lessened by
alternating the asymmetry between the leading and trailing pulse edges. In general, the
systems using noise shapers with low (eight bit) output wordlengths operated at rates low
enough to be realized in hardware.
Lastly, the performance of ONS/PNPWM DACs was evaluated. Converters with the
first, third, and fifth order cross point algorithms of Chapter Five were considered. These
DACs were seen to be successful in reducing the levels of harmonic as well as intermodu-
lation distortion associated with the corresponding conventional ONSIIJPWM DACs. The
computationally intensive fifth order algorithm yielded very high levels of performance—
completely eliminating harmonic and intemiodulation distortion. The efficient first order
procedure did reduce distortion levels, but significant errors remained. The third order pro-
cedure was in between (but with perfonnance closer to that of the fifth order procedure).
SNR measurements were performed as a function of input frequency and amplitude, in the
fifth order case, SNR was nearly constant with frequency and linearly related to amplitude.
However, in the first and third order cases, SNR decreased as the signal frequency was
increased. Also, for these two cases, overall DAC errors were found to be highly struc-
tured and highly signal dependent—particularly in the first order case. For the fifth order
case, however, errors were less structured and less signal dependent.
For very high frequency inputs the primary source of error was in the magnitude
and/or phase of the tone itself. (As such, these may not be as subjectively disastrous as
the poor SNR figures may lead us to believe.) Attempts were made to examine the various
sources of error withiii the cross point time algorithms themselves. In particular, tests were
performed to isolate and examine the effects of the Newton Raphson procedure itself, the
approximation errors due to the low order of the polynomial, and the noise propagation
effects arising from quantization errors on the samples forming the polynomial. Additional
tests indicated that the procedure was much more sensitive to errors in the approximation
of the signal as opposed to that of the signal derivative.
8.2 Future Work
While this thesis has laid the basic groundwork for a new class of high resolution
DACs, important practical and theoretical work has yet to be done. In this section we
briefly describe topics for future research.
One difficult problem to be solved is that of properly characterizing the PWM modu-
lation process for random noise inputs as well as for deterministic signals plus random
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noise. In particular, we would like to know how the modulator modifies the power spec-
tral density of a stationary stochastic input (i.e., how the modulator redistributes the input
noise power over frequency). In this way we could determine which frequency bands give
rise to increased baseband noise power in the output signal. This would allow us to design
ONS NTFs in the knowledge that noise at the modulator's input will be concentrated in
less sensitive frequency regions such that the undesirable baseband effects encountered in
Section 5.3 of Chapter Five will be minimized. It may also provide guidelines on how to
design NTFs which allow us to noise shape more aggressively (i.e., to considerably fewer
than eight bits while retaining 16 bit quality in the baseband after modulation). This will
permit further reductions in modulator clock speed.
Derivation of the PWM spectra for single tone inputs is long and tedious. In the sto-
chastic case, a general expression for the power spectral density of the output in terms of
the statistics of the input signal would probably be even more difficult. Nevertheless, some
results do exist [Mi60, Ro65] and could form a basis on which to proceed. Whether or not
a useful theoretical characterization can be obtained, a thorough experimental (i.e., com-
puter simulation) investigation would certainly be valuable.
Also, generally speaking, NTF design should be expanded to include 1W feedback
filters which can aid in improving the overall computational efficiency of the noise shaper.
In terms of the baseband linearization of PWM a more complete statistical analysis of
the signal approximation/root-finding techniques would be useful. Also, further research
into improving the computational efficiency of the linearization procedure is needed. This
may take the form of investigating the other techniques mentioned in Section 5.4 of
Chapter Five.
In addition, important new techniques for the baseband linearization of PWM have
recently been reported. The first, in principle, is a generalization of the techniques used in
this thesis and is based on a type of UPWM/NPWM hybrid [Me911. The second uses a
model based approach to linearizing PWM [Ha92]. Both strategies are capable of yielding
impressive results. Full comparisons of the computational complexity and performance of
these techniques and the algorithms presented in this thesis are necessary.
For digital amplification applications, important practical problems associated with the
power switching stage (such as those described in Section of Chapter Two) must be inves-
tigated. This would probably take the form of constructing in hardware and evaluating the
performance of several power switching circuits. Results of such an investigation may
place tighter restrictions on pulse repetition frequency, modulator input wordlength, and
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modulator clock speed than those observed in this thesis.*
Also, the use of feedback may prove to be valuable in the correction of nonlinearities
in the power switching stage. Moreover, feedback may possibly serve as an alternative or
complementary approach to the linearization of PWM generally. This is presently under
investigation [Hi92d}.
In addition, the linearization of only single sided PWM systems was addressed in this
thesis. The linearization procedures can easily be adapted for double sided modulation.
However, a big disadvantage of double sided systems is the need to compute two cross
point times per pulse. Nevertheless, it may be possible to further lower the pulse repetition
frequency distortion and to use lower order linearization procedures in the double sided
case (where there is less foldback distortion and less harmonic distortion). A study is
currently underway [Pa92a].
Lastly, while in Section 7.4 of Chapter Seven we have compared four DACs (three
ONS/PNPWM DACs using first, third and fifth order cross point algorithms and one
ONSIUPWM two sample consecutive DAC) little has been said on which specific pro-
cedure should be chosen. In terms of the PNPWM DACs we have seen that, as could be
expected, there exists an inverse relationship between computational efficiency and accu-
racy. Also, while the two sample consecutive DAC gives performance slightly better than
the first order PNPWM DAC, it must operate at twice the modulator clock speed (unless a
more complicated NTF is used to noise shape down to seven bits). For audio applications
subjective preference must also considered. It is therefore believed that a proper tradeoff
between accuracy and efficiency can only be obtained with listening tests. For instance,
there would be no purpose in considering the computationally intensive fifth order algo-
rithm if its performance was subjectively indistinguishable from that of the third order pro-
cedure.
Wozk is currently underway to construct a full 16 bit quality ONS/PNPWM DAC
prototype. In the long term, once a full 16 bit quaity hardware implementation has been
* Here we are referring particularly to limitations imposed by the power switches used in the amplifier
and not to general limitations of the (low power) modulator itself. In tenns of the latter, there is hardware
evidence [Hi92d] indicating that the configuration used in the PNPWM DAC simulations (i.e., the eight
bit modulator with pulse repetition frequency of 352.8kHz and modulator clock speed of -903MHz) is
acceptable. In any case, it is desirable generally to lower the pulse repetition frequency and to decrease
clock speed. However, the lower pulse repetition frequency may make linearization more difficult (in
spite of the longer time in which to carry out the computations). Also, the decreased modulator clock
speed implies the need for more drastic noise shaping. This may result in the sort of baseband noise
problems observed in Chapter Seven (unless, as mentioned earlier, progress is made in characterization of
the modulation process for noise inputs such that special NTFs can be designed to avoid this problem).
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realized, research on even higher resolution DACs may begin.
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